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The Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources

that all key Government outcomes are addressed

provides infrastructure for the social and economic

including those outlined in Tasmania Together, the

development of Tasmania.

Industry Development Plan and Partnerships with Local

The Department’s role is to support the existing
commercial and social structure and to facilitate new
development that will enable Tasmania to prosper.
In pursuing this purpose, the Department aims to

Government. The strategic focus of the Department
is on contributing to the achievement of the following
Government outcomes:
•

facilitation of a safe, accessible and equitable
transport system that enhances economic

ensure the effective integration of the key infrastructure

development;

serving the community. This comprises the physical
transport and energy assets (for example roads, bridges

•

promotion of reliable, efficient, safe and sustainable

and ports), and the policy environment and regulatory

energy systems, and the promotion of energy

systems in which business is conducted (for example in

efficiency and conservation;

transport, mining and forestry).

•

promotion of productive, safe workplaces where the

A collaborative approach by the Department is a critical

rights of employees, employers, principals and the

dimension to achieving its purpose.

community are being met;

The delivery areas within the Department comprise:
•

•

facilitation of mineral exploration and land
management for Tasmanian land and offshore

infrastructure policy, including energy and forestry

waters; and

policy;
•

maintenance of probity and integrity in the racing

•

land transport safety;

•

roads and public transport;

•

workplace standards;

achieve the above outcomes of the Department of

•

mineral resources; and

Infrastructure, Energy and Resources (DIER):

•

racing services.

industry.
The following key strategic objectives will be used to

•

•

•

many Government Business Enterprises (GBEs), Stateowned Companies (SOCs) and Statutory Authorities.

•

The corporate plan has been developed ensuring

maintain and develop a committed and capable
workforce; and

•

achieve best value for money within Budget.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

infrastructure through its corporate plan.

collaborate within DIER and across all tiers of
Government;

The Department aims to deliver a strategic approach
to the provision of both physical and regulatory

achieve stakeholder support for all our business
activities;

also provides independent strategic policy advice and
support in relation to the Government’s relationships with

maintain and develop the infrastructure frameworks
to advance social and economic development;

On behalf of the Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and
Resources and the Minister for Racing, the Department

annual report
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Secretary’s Overview
The Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources continues to play
a leading role in the creation and maintenance of Tasmania’s physical and
regulatory infrastructure.
The Department is outcome-focused and achieves this by actively collaborating
with key stakeholders, sensible risk-taking and by adopting innovative methods
and approaches.

Tasmanian ports review and ports merger
implementation

In addition to the State-based continuous improvement

The Committee of Review into the Tasmanian

initiatives, national rail reform projects, including

ports system reported in December 2004, the key

national health standards, were introduced as part of the

recommendation being that the four State-owned ports

Government’s commitment to maintaining a high level of

companies should be amalgamated into one single ports

rail safety in Tasmania. Further, a range of policy reform

company. This new company would be structured along

objectives were developed nationally to improve and

business lines reflecting the key activities in which the

strengthen the co-regulatory system for rail safety and to

single company would be engaged. The Government

provide the basis for a nationally consistent approach to

publicly endorsed the Committee’s recommendations

rail safety regulation across Australia.

on 1 March 2005.
The Department is responsible for managing the
implementation of the merger, and while there are
many processes required to achieve the outcome, the
Department has been working in close liaison with the

Review of Speed Zoning
A worldwide move is taking place to formulate strategies
for lowering travel speed in order to reduce the incidence
and severity of crashes.

Board and management of the new company. The new

Speed zoning is a fundamental aspect of any

company will focus on the business planning activities

speed management framework. The current review

necessary for a smooth transition and the Department

of Tasmania’s Speed Zoning Practices is nearing

will underpin this process through its co-ordination of a

completion and has included a thorough analysis of

range of critical supporting activities, such as legal and

the existing system - including examination of crash

financial due diligence of the existing four companies.

patterns and community feedback - and an investigation

Rail safety

of national research and best practice in speed zoning.
There has also been consultation with key road safety

During 2004/05, the Department has progressed a

stakeholders and the general public. The goal of the

range of measures to enhance the administration of rail

review is to develop a speed zoning system which is safe

safety in Tasmania. Improvements in the delivery of

and easily understood.

the administration function have been made, including
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources



management of risks associated with railway operations.

increased resourcing of the Rail Safety Unit.

A paper containing numerous options for changes to
Tasmania’s existing speed zoning system has been

A contemporary risk management process, including

finalised. Extensive public consultation is being

training, for all accredited railways was also delivered.

undertaken on the options for change. All comments

This process included the development and publication

will be analysed and final recommendations made to

of a risk standard and risk tolerability guideline. These

the Government following completion of the public

documents are forming the basis of a national risk

consultation phase.

tolerability guideline.
This process has resulted in bringing Tasmania to
the forefront of the identification, assessment and

A draft Motorcycle Safety Strategy was developed and
was under consideration at the end of the financial year.
The draft Strategy contains over 75 initiatives to address
motorcycle safety in Tasmania and was developed
following significant community consultation.
The draft Strategy is split into four key areas for action:
Working Together; Safer Motorcycles; Safer Roads; and
Safer Riders. Key initiatives relate to changes to improve
the current licensing and training system for motorcycle
riders in Tasmania. The final Strategy is due for official
launch in July 2005.
Bass Highway- Sisters Hills

Developers Association of Canada (PDAC) and visiting
leading international mining companies in Toronto and
Vancouver, both as part of an Australian team and as
a separate Tasmanian group. The latter also visited
companies in London and Vancouver.
Several meetings were also held with companies on
a one-on-one basis with DIER personnel. Displays
highlighting the new 3-D Model were presented at the
PDAC meeting, at the Mining 2004 meeting in Brisbane
in November, and at the international Society of
Economic Geologists Predictive Discovery Under Cover
Conference held in Perth in September 2004.
Promotional missions and functions were conducted in
Perth, Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne and Adelaide by

The Department has worked closely with local councils

officials from DIER. During these visits, new information

and the community in developing priorities for the

resulting from the 3-D Model, the Western Tasmanian

upgrading of the Bass Highway through the Sisters Hills

Regional Minerals Program (WTRMP), the Geoscience

section.

Australia-MRT granites and mineralisation project, and

In the May 2005 Budget the State Government made

the improved client access to MRT information using the

a commitment to co-fund with the Commonwealth

TIGER system, were all well received. In particular, there

significant safety improvement works on the Bass

was continued strong support for the 3-D model as a

Highway at Sisters Hills involving expenditure of $30

world-first detailed analysis of an entire jurisdiction.

million over the next three years. This involves the

These promotions have been successful and continue

provision of $15 million by the State Government under

to play a direct part in attracting new exploration

the Better Roads Program and a further $15 million by

companies to Tasmania.

the Australian Government and is largely the result of a
co-operative approach by the regional authority, local
councils and both governments.
Emergency Energy Planning

Local Contractors
The Department ensures that Tasmanian companies are
given every opportunity to compete for the agency’s
business. It is DIER’s policy to support Tasmanian

The increased diversity of energy supply in Tasmania

businesses whenever they offer best value for money for

and connection to mainland gas and electricity grids

the Government. A total of 36 contracts valued at more

increases energy security for Tasmanians, but also

than $57 million were awarded locally during the year

requires a reconsideration of the way the State can

under review.

best guard against risks to supplies and respond to any
shortfalls or emergencies should they eventuate.

annual report

Motorcycle Safety Strategy

In conclusion, I wish to thank officers throughout the
Department for their continuing efforts over the past year

The Department has taken a lead role in the coordination

and the enthusiasm with which they have worked to help

and development of a revised electricity emergency

the agency meet important Government objectives.

response plan ready for Tasmania’s entry to the National
Electricity Market (NEM). This new role for the Office
follows the transfer of responsibility for electricity
response planning under Part 6 of the Electricity Supply
Energy and Resources in April 2005.

Mark Addis

Promotion of Mineral and Petroleum Potential

SECRETARY

The Tasmanian Government provided $85,000 in
2004/05 to actively market mineral exploration
opportunities in Tasmania. Activities undertaken included
the holding of a display at the world’s leading exploration
forum, the Annual Meeting of the Prospectors and

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Industry Act 1995 to the Minister for Infrastructure,
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Output Group 1
Transport Policy Advice and
Planning
This Output Group supports the broader strategic transport policy objectives of the Government. These objectives are
shaped by moves to adopt best practice in transport services and infrastructure development.
The outputs relate to:
•
•

Planning, development and review of passenger and freight transport policies;
Development of transport strategies to enhance the social, economic and environmentally sustainable
development of the State; and

•

Development of regional transport plans, local government partnerships and road corridor plans.

Key clients
The Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources is the primary client of the output group.
How this Output Group is delivered
Divisional staff primarily produce Outputs in this Group with assistance from other Divisions and external consultants. There
is close liaison with stakeholders, including other agencies, local government, industry bodies and community groups.

Achievements against Strategies
Identified for 2004/05
Tasmanian Ports Review and Ports
Merger Implementation

Policy Division is responsible for managing the

In August 2004 the Government established the

has been working in close liaison with the Board and

Committee of Review – Tasmanian Ports with the
broad task of reviewing the structure of the current
Tasmania ports system and investigating and reporting
on any alternative port company structure that would
enhance the operations of this system from a State-wide
perspective. The Committee reported in December
2004, the key recommendation being that the four

implementation of the merger, and while there are many
processes required to achieve the outcome, the Division
management of the new company. The new company
will focus on the business planning activities necessary
for a smooth transition and the Division will underpin this
process through its co-ordination of a range of critical
supporting activities, such as legal and financial due
diligence of the existing four companies.

Infrastructure Policy and Planning

into one single ports company. This new company

The Infrastructure Policy and Planning Branch provides

would be structured along business lines reflecting the

strategic infrastructure and transport policy and planning

key activities in which the single company would be

advice to Government. It is concentrating its efforts on a

engaged.

small number of major projects, rather than spreading its

The Government publicly endorsed the Committee’s

resources across many wide-ranging tasks.

recommendations on 1 March 2005. The Infrastructure

The IPP Branch works towards a transport and
infrastructure system that underpins the achievement of

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

State-owned ports companies should be amalgamated
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Government policy, including Tasmania Together targets,
by:
•

•

Under the auspices of Regional Partnership Agreements,
Providing strategic transport and infrastructure policy

DIER has been developing three regional integrated

and planning advice to Government that is based on

transport plans. The Northern Integrated Transport

user needs, reflects international best practice and

Plan was completed in January 2004. The Cradle

appropriately manages demand; and

Coast Integrated Transport and Infrastructure Plan was

Working with key stakeholders and within key

•

•

The development of the Southern Tasmanian Integrated

integrated across infrastructure, regulation and

Transport Plan has begun and will be completed over the

operations.

next two financial years. The plan is being developed in

•

conjunction with the Southern Tasmanian councils. The
plan will develop principles that will facilitate integrated

Understanding emerging transport and infrastructure

land use and transport planning, address key needs

demands and needs;

of the region within a State-wide system and develop

Creating an integrated approach to infrastructure

principles to inform investment and planning.

development that supports economic development;

In the future DIER intends to bring these three regional

Creating a framework which supports an efficient

plans into a State-wide plan.

seamless transport system which links air, sea, road

AusLink

and rail modes and land use strategies;
•

completed in draft for public comment.

processes to facilitate an efficient transport system

Within DIER, the Branch has a lead responsibility for:
•

Regional Integrated Transport Plans

The Australian Government released its land transport

Representing DIER’s interests within the resource

policy in the AusLink White Paper in June 2004. While

management and planning system; and

this resulted in an expanded network beyond the

Supporting specific infrastructure projects, as

National Highway, DIER has been continually placing

required.

before the Australian Government the need to further

Land Transport Freight Task

expand the National Network to recognise other
significant transport links. In addition, while the main line

The efficient movement of freight is essential for the

rail network has been included in the National Network,

continued economic growth and development of the

no funds have been provided to support its inclusion.

State. In order to make informed strategic decisions

DIER continues to advocate the importance of rail to the

regarding the land transport network and its connection

freight task in the State.

to the ports and airports, it is essential that DIER
understands the role road and rail freight transport plays
in meeting current and future transport needs. The
following key tasks were undertaken during the year:
•

Continued updating and refining of the freight

DIER is continuing to work to ensure that Tasmania’s
land transport interests are protected under the new
AusLink arrangements.
Resource Management Planning System Advice

demanders survey information to ensure that

During the year key initiatives included:

accurate and reliable information on the flow of

•

freight on road and rail across the State is available;
•

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources



•

Assessment of the rail system in the State, including

•

Protection Policies for Noise and Air Quality;
•

Participation on inter-departmental committees

its current freight task, infrastructure issues and

considering the development of a Climate Change

opportunities for growth;

Strategy and review of the State Coastal Policy 1996;

Further modelling work on the maintenance costs

and

for rail and the implications on infrastructure cost in

•

Advice on preparation of draft Environmental

•

Ongoing liaison with local governments in relation

shifting the freight task between road and rail;

to planning scheme preparation, including the

Commencement of work on issues of funding of

incorporation of a standard road and rail asset

private rail infrastructure in the State; and

schedule to more strategically consider transport and

Modelling of the outcomes and impacts of regulation
and infrastructure changes on the freight task in the
State.

infrastructure impacts.

Freycinet Tourism Development Plan

DIER meets its responsibilities for counter-terrorism

The final report setting out the future vision for tourism

security preparedness in the various transport and

development of the Coles Bay-Freycinet area on

energy sectors by working collaboratively with the

Tasmania’s East Coast was released in December 2004

Commonwealth and other State/Territory Governments

following an extensive public consultation process.

and affected industry sectors.
National and State frameworks, policies and legislation
continue to be developed and implemented aimed
at reducing vulnerabilities in systems, assets and
infrastructure to acceptable levels, with consideration
given to potential implications for the State.
This function within DIER is used to inform State
security decision-making, provide liaison, information
and assistance between government and industry, and
ensure Tasmania’s compliance with mandated security
arrangements.
Tasmanian Freight Logistics Council
DIER continues to support the Tasmanian Freight
Logistics Council, in partnership with the Australian
Government and private enterprise. The Council is
chaired by DIER and continues to work on its established
program of activities, as laid out in its strategic plan.

Additional Achievements
for 2004/05
State Transport Strategy
Work has begun on the development of a long-term

DIER has begun the development of an implementation
strategy to deliver the outcomes and directions of the plan.

State Infrastructure Planning
System (Sips)
Infrastructure And Resource
Information Service (Iris)
In 2003/04 a conceptual framework was developed for a
State Infrastructure Planning System (SIPS). SIPS aims
to enable the development of a State Infrastructure Plan
through the use of sophisticated modelling techniques,
integration of demand and supply information and
analysis that will be used to forecast trends in demand.
It will also evaluate and test alternative scenarios, thus
forming the basis from which the plan will be developed.
SIPS aims to build a geospatial based Decision Support
System to enable this.
A project proposal for the development of SIPS was
delivered in January 2004. Stage One of the project, a
comprehensive business case to define the business
need and identify options for addressing these needs,
was completed in May 2005.

integrated strategic plan on how the transport system

In January 2005 Cabinet approved funding for the

needs to operate as a whole to support Tasmania’s

project for three years.

economic, social and environmental objectives. Work

The project will be undertaken in three phases:

has begun on a strategic directions discussion paper
focused on transport issues through to 2030.

•

and emerging transport challenges. It will be innovative

and Resources).
•

•

will challenge some of the old ways of thinking and
approaching transport issues.

Phase Two: State Infrastructure Planning System
– Whole of Government pilot.

in its approach and take a long-term view of transport
issues and potential solutions. Where appropriate, it

Phase One: State Infrastructure Planning System
– Infrastructure and Resources (SIPS – Infrastructure

The strategy will take a transport system-wide view and
consider all transport modes in dealing with existing

Phase Three: State Infrastructure Planning System
– Development of Whole of Government functionality.

A detailed business plan has been developed for Phase
One of the project outlining the key outputs to be

The road hierarchy provides a framework for the

delivered over the next 18 months.

management of the State road network by classifying

In 2004/05 a review of the Infrastructure and Resource

the various links in accordance with its strategic

Information Service (IRIS) was undertaken. The

transport function. A review of the principles and policies

outcomes of this review included:

road hierarchy will be completed and adopted following an
assessment of current and forecast future vehicle volumes.

•

Increased alignment between IRIS and SIPS;

•

Handover of the management of BizTas application
to the Department of Economic Development; and

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Review of Road Hierarchy

underpinning the hierarchy has been undertaken. A final

annual report
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•

An outline of future IRIS projects and tools further

•

enhancing its functionality.

Analytical tools and GIS based information to

IRIS will continue to deliver an ongoing, integrated view

investors/developers/planners to assess land use

of Tasmania’s infrastructure and resources, providing a

issues.

strategic resource for the facilitation of e-government
targeted at investors, developers and planners.

•

benefits and implications of different transport and
infrastructure programs and policies as well as
establishing a transport cost benefit framework.

The following projects have been commenced as part of
Phase One of the State Infrastructure Planning System
project:
•

•

constraints maps; profile documents and mapping

and rules used within SIPS.

functionality related to time series ABS data;

Forestry Freight Model

functionality.

Passenger Transport Policy
Introduction of Taxi Security Cameras

use and provision of transport infrastructure, as it

After a lengthy period of consultation with industry, the

Resource Extraction Model

infrastructure use, resources and revenue that
enable the infrastructure planning and economic
implications of various scenarios.
Urban Transport and Land Use Model
Urban Transport and Land Use Model for Tasmania,
or a region of Tasmania, to assist transportation
and land use planners in simulating and evaluating
transportation, economics and/or environmental
policies at an urban, regional or national scale.
Road/Rail Freight: Maintenance Cost Model
Model of the average annual and life cycle
maintenance costs associated with various freight
load scenarios across Tasmania’s land transport
infrastructure.
Infrastructure, Resource, Activity and

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Demographic Information  
Consolidated database and GIS analysis tools for a
selected range of transport infrastructure, resource
economic activity and demographic information.
•

and improved developmental approval process

including network analysis to assist in optimising the

Models and GIS frameworks of mining costs,

•

This will be implemented through three phases:

Establishing the architecture principles, concepts

relates to the forest industry.

•

Delivery of improved functionality of IRIS

Base infrastructure, resource, and environmental

road and rail based forestry freight transport task,

•

•

Decision support system framework

Interactive GIS application that represents the

•

Macro and Micro Economic Modelling
A mechanism to assess the economy wide

Additional Achievements
for 2004/05

10

Land Use and Site Development Analysis

Freight Demander System
Interactive GIS system showing point in time freight
demand on the transport network.

Taxi Industry Amendment (Security Cameras) Regulations
2004 were gazetted on 7 April 2004. The Regulations
required all taxis operating in Hobart, Launceston,
Burnie, Devonport and Ulverstone to install an approved
taxi security camera system by 5 July 2004.
Public vehicle inspections undertaken in May 2005
confirmed that 100 per cent of the relevant taxis
presented for inspection were fitted with a camera.
Wheelchair Accessible Taxis
Wheelchair Accessible Taxis (WATs) commenced
operation in Tasmania’s major metropolitan centres in
2004/05. The improved access and mobility provided
to wheelchair-dependent travellers by the WAT service
represent a major milestone in the development of
Tasmania’s passenger transport system. The availability
of WATs will also assist the Tasmanian taxi industry to
fulfil its obligations under the Australian Government’s
Disability Discrimination Act 1992.
The WAT licences were created, after consultation
with industry and the disabled community, through
amendments to the Taxi and Luxury Hire Car Industries
Act 1995 in November 2003. The 16 WAT licences
issued in March 2004 are now operational. There are
now 10 WAT vehicles licensed for operation in Hobart,
four in Launceston and one in each of Devonport and
Burnie. A further 17 WAT licences were made available
in March 2005. Sixteen of those licences have now been
issued and these additional WATs will be operational in
the second half of 2005.
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Dorset Youth Transport Brokerage Project– the
“Wheel Deal”
In 2004/05, DIER partnered the Office of Youth Affairs
(OYA), a unit of the Department of Education (DoE),
in funding the Dorset Youth Transport Brokerage
Project. The initiation of a pilot project was a key
recommendation of the Tasmanian Youth Transport
Strategy released in 2003.
The success of the project was recently acknowledged
when it was awarded the major prize at the Tasmanian
Local Government 2005 Awards for Excellence. The
additional understanding secured through the project
will provide a valuable resource for the Rural Transport
Solutions program, outlined below.
Rural Transport Solutions
The immediate objective of the Rural Transport Solutions
project is to gain a more thorough insight into the key
issues of rural transport services, through in-depth
market research on views and perceptions of relevant
stakeholders and an audit of community transport
resources in the State. Having gathered the relevant
base-line information the project will then consider how
Government might:
•

optimise the effectiveness of Government transportrelated funding and procurement arrangements by
securing greater coordination;

•

encourage further improvements in the delivery of
community transport so that end-users’ needs are
better serviced; and

•

address regulatory impediments to the delivery of
a more efficient and effective community transport
service.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Output Group 2
Land Transport Safety Programs
This Output Group covers the work of the Department in promoting the safe and efficient movement of all traffic including pedestrian, bicycle, vehicular and rail - within the Tasmanian land transport system.
The main outputs within the Group relate to:
•

safety interventions on the road network;

•

road safety education through community programs;

•

school-based education programs;

•

road safety policy;

•

the administration and registration of vehicles;

•

appropriate standards for and licensing of drivers and motorcycle riders;

•

traffic regulations; and

•

regulation of heavy vehicles and public vehicles and rail safety operations.

The Output Group reflects the Department's statutory responsibilities for maintaining a safe and efficient transport
system and directly contributes to the Agency's Outcome of a safe transport system.
Key clients
The clients for this Output Group are all the users of Tasmania’s land transport system.
How this Output Group is delivered
The Outputs are essentially provided by Departmental staff, with external providers being used as required.

Achievements against Strategies
Identified for 2004/05
Road Safety Operations

Older Driver Handbook

During 2004/05 the Road Safety Operations (RSO)

The Older Driver Handbook has been produced for

Branch expanded its development and delivery of

drivers over the age of 65 and aims to increase the safety

community road safety programs and education

of older drivers on the road by including practical hints

throughout Tasmania. The major focus has been the

for safer driving, a range of information about health

further expansion of the Community Road Safety

problems, medicines and drugs, the use of alcohol, car

Partnerships (CRSP) program.

maintenance and purchase and a questionnaire to assist

This program aims to develop partnerships with local
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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in self-assessment of driving ability.

government authorities and associated community

Over the past 12 months more than 6000 copies have

networks to achieve a greater focus on road safety

been distributed to the public through Service Tasmania

outcomes at a local community level.

outlets, doctors’ surgeries, community groups and

Through the CRSP program community organisations are

directly from the Road Safety Operations Branch.

being mobilised to embrace road safety and to address

Older Driver Seminars

important state and local issues. This is being achieved

While older drivers do not have as many crashes as

primarily through public awareness raising and local

young drivers, older drivers, for every kilometre they

community education programs. Further information is

travel, have a greater risk of having a crash. What is

available through the CRSP Progress Report 2004/05.

The Tasmanian Older Drivers’ seminars are designed to
assist older drivers to maintain mobility for as long as it
is safe to do so by refreshing participants’ knowledge
of the road rules, emphasising practical advice on road
safety and giving an insight into how age related issues,
such as health and medication, can be best handled.

•

How to go about gaining as much experience as
possible in all types of road, weather and traffic
conditions.

A free information kit is provided with resources to help
both the learner and supervisory driver.
Prescribed First Year Offenders’ Courses
Over the past 12 months the Road Safety Operations

In the past twelve months 45 Older Driver Seminars
have been conducted throughout the state, educating
about 800 participants. The seminars were extensively
promoted during Seniors Week and delivered through
organisations such as Brighton Seniors Group, Probus,
Bicheno Community Health Centre, Sheffield Senior

Branch has conducted 28 Prescribed First Year

Citizens and Beaconsfield Senior Citizens.

reissue.

Offenders’ Education sessions across the state.
The courses are for first year drivers convicted of drink
driving offences. Individuals attending the sessions
are referred by magistrates. A satisfactory standard of
attendance and participation is a condition of licence

Pre Driver Awareness

The session structure involves a two-hour session

Road Safety Consultants are available to work with all
schools and teachers to assist them in conducting a Pre

conducted by the Road Safety Operations Branch.

Driver Awareness education program. The Consultants
often provide key resources, such as instructional
videos, interactive CDs and print material. It is estimated
that most education institutions (secondary schools,
colleges and TAFE) include some form of pre driver
education in their curriculum, either as a short course or
part of the general health education stream.

Consultant but is often based on the document entitled

The Pre Driver Awareness Program places emphasis on
providing understanding of the licensing system, crash
risk and the physical, emotional, financial and legal
consequences of road crashes and the development of
safe road use attitudes that can be applied to practical

driver.

situations.

alcohol affects driving performance and alternative

The Pre Driver Awareness program is often suplemented

means of transport after consuming alcohol.

by Keys Please seminars.

Some of these activities included:

Keys Please seminars for learner drivers and

•

Content covered is determined by the Road Safety
Alcohol and Your Responsibilities as a Driver.
Topics revolve around the financial, legal and social
consequences of drink driving, responsible consumption
of alcohol, how to calculate blood alcohol content (BAC)
and practical strategies to prevent drink driving, such as
using public transport or appointing a designated sober

Alcohol and drink driving awareness
Several activities have been conducted throughout the
state, aimed at increasing the understanding of how

‘A Night on the Town’ involved visiting local pubs

their supervisors

in the Triabunna, Swansea and Bicheno areas to

In 2004/05 Road Safety Consultants conducted a

educate patrons of the dangers of drink driving

number of Keys Please seminars around the State. The

and offering voluntary breath testing and education

sessions target learner drivers and their supervisors with

sessions on how to calculate blood alcohol content

the aim of educating the supervisor to provide a learning

(BAC) for over 700 people.

environment that allows the learner to experience a wide

•

The Hobart Cup was the scene of the ‘Best Bets’
initiative where over 1000 racegoers voluntarily had

supervisor to develop a relationship that maximises

their blood alcohol level tested to see if they were

learning outcomes.

safe to drive home or whether they needed to seek

The Keys Please presentation includes information on:

alternative transport.

•

Why novice drivers are statistically over-represented

•

A similar initiative was held at the University of

in fatal and serious crashes, particularly in relation to

Tasmania trade fair during orientation week where

speed, drink/drug driving, fatigue and inattention;

more than 200 students measured their BAC before

Recent changes to the learner and provisional
licence systems; and

choosing either to drive home or seek alternative
transport.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

range of driving conditions and to assist them and their
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•

•

•

A demonstration of standard drinks and how to

A program supporting the short-term loan of baby

manage alcohol consumption was conducted

capsules has been established in the Break O’Day

in Brighton, involving over 245 people from the

community and similar schemes are being set up with

community.

hospitals, birthing centres and child care groups.

A designated driver incentive program named

General seat belt use has been addressed in conjunction

‘Who’s Des Tonight?’ was established in Burnie in

with the Road Safety Task Force and signs have been

conjunction with licensed establishments to ensure a

erected in some car parks to remind motorists to ‘belt

safe passage home for patrons.

up’ before they hit the road. Advertisements showing

General alcohol and driving discussions have been
conducted through the Turn Right Program and First
Gear initiatives for newly licensed drivers, as well as
sessions of how to remain safely under 0.05 BAC
for business staff and ‘Tool box’ sessions for heavy
vehicle operators.

•

in various businesses that employ fleet drivers or heavy
vehicles.
Tourist Safety
Tourists have been identified as at risk on Tasmanian
roads as they are unfamiliar with local roads and

Similar initiatives are conducted at regional shows,

unaware of the weather conditions that contribute to a

community gatherings and events.

higher crash risk.

Learner Licence Assistance Program
The Learner Licence Assistance Program (LLAP) has
been developed to support community members,
genuinely in need of assistance, to complete the Learner
Licence test. The program provides opportunities for
a range of clients, including people from culturally
diverse backgrounds and those with low literacy levels
or learning difficulties. The program is facilitated by
Road Safety Consultants or trained volunteers and is
conducted in community settings.
Information and activity sessions are designed to cover

The Kentish community has introduced a Tourist Road
Safety strategy to support visitors to the municipality.
The strategy, which has targeted a wide network of
businesses and tourist operators in the municipality,
uses messaging on banners, road maps, visitors’ books,
posters and drink coasters to alert visitors to Tasmania’s
unique climate and topography. The Cradle Mountain
shuttle bus company has incorporated messages on the
four bus trailers that transport tourists to and from the
car parks.
Heavy Vehicles and safety

the five sections of the test - Compulsory Questions,

A Voluntary Code of Behaviour for drivers and operators

Road Rules, Signs & Parking, Intersections and Road

of heavy vehicles has been developed for communities

Safety. Learning is undertaken in small groups which

in North-East Tasmania. The Code is being workshopped

encourages individuals to use their strengths and

throughout companies in George Town, Dorset and

avoid possible embarrassment. Participants are also

Break O’Day municipalities.

encouraged to complete tasks at home. Testing is
conducted in a group context and assistance is provided
in reading and comprehension of both the questions and
answers.
Over the past twelve months over 455 people throughout
Tasmania have been assisted through the LLAP and
through projects such as Turn Right in Brighton or the
First Gear initiative in Hobart and Glenorchy.
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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the dangers of not wearing a seat belt have been played

Seatbelts and child restraints
Throughout the year over 3000 child restraint information
booklets have been distributed to the public via
community networks and directly from the Road Safety
Operations Branch. In addition, child restraint check
days have been conducted throughout Tasmania, in

A ’Patience when Sharing the Roads’ safety campaign,
targeting all road users, began in north-eastern
communities using editorials and advertisements in local
newspapers as well as poster displays.
A looped DVD screening fatigue advertisements and
education strategies was placed in industry lunchrooms
and gathering areas. Over 2000 people were exposed to
this initiative.
General road safety
The Road Safety Operations Branch is also responsible
for a large number of general road safety initiatives,
including:
•

Educational displays in public places such as Service

collaboration with the RACT, to make sure restraints are

Tasmania, local libraries, police stations and Online

appropriate and correctly fitted.

Access Centres.

•

Educational videos and commercials played on a

Speed zoning is a fundamental aspect of any

continuous loop in appropriate public areas.

speed management framework. The current review

Articles in a number of local newspapers, informing
the public of key initiatives and providing practical
road safety advice.

•

Hand held breath testers at local events and festivals
so that patrons can check their blood alcohol content
and decide upon a safe means of transport home.

•

of Tasmania’s Speed Zoning Practices is nearing
completion and has included a thorough analysis of
the existing system - including examination of crash
patterns and community feedback - and an investigation
of national research and best practice in speed zoning.
There has also been consultation with key road safety
stakeholders and the general public. The goal of the

Presentations to small business and service groups

review is to develop a speed zoning system which is safe

to provide education on how they can assist in

and easily understood.

making Tasmania’s roads safer.

POLICY
Limits on bus and truck driving hours to reduce
driver fatigue

A paper containing numerous options for changes to
Tasmania’s existing speed zoning system has been
finalised. Extensive public consultation is being
undertaken on the options for change. All comments
will be analysed and final recommendations made to

Regulated limits on bus and truck driving hours

the Government following completion of the public

were introduced in Tasmania in 1996. The National

consultation phase.

Transport Commission has been working closely with all
jurisdictions in the development of the Driver Health and
Fatigue Management Reform, as part of the Third Heavy
Vehicle Reform Package. DIER has worked with other
jurisdictions to develop this package which is scheduled
to be submitted to Australia’s Transport Ministers for
policy consideration in June 2006.

Community Awareness Activities
Motorcycle Training
Focus groups were held with recent trainees in October
2004 by Birkett and Associates to test proposed
changes to the current training model. Additional
qualitative research on proposed changes to the training

At the State level, amendments to the Vehicle and

model was undertaken by Birkett and Associates in June

Traffic (Vehicle Operations) Regulations 1999 came into

2004 with key stakeholders from within the motorcycle

force on 1 August 2004. These amendments require all

riding community.

heavy truck drivers to keep a record of their work and
drive time. This record allows drivers, operators and
authorised officers to identify any breaches of existing
regulated driving hours. Compliance with driving
hours provides a safer road environment for the drivers
themselves and other road users.
Motorcycle Safety Strategy

Speed Zoning Consultation
After seeking comments and ideas from interested
members of the community, Tasmania’s crash statistics
were analysed and research evidence from interstate
and overseas was collected and evaluated. Following
this, a range of different options for changing our current
speed zoning system was developed in consultation with

A draft Motorcycle Safety Strategy was developed and

key road safety stakeholders. An extensive consultation

was under consideration at the end of the financial year.

kit on the range of options developed was released for

The draft Strategy contains over 75 initiatives to address

public comment on 1 June 2005 for a 10 week period.

motorcycle safety in Tasmania and was developed
following significant community consultation. The draft
Strategy is split into four key areas for action: Working
Together; Safer Motorcycles; Safer Roads; and Safer
current licensing and training system for motorcycle
riders in Tasmania. The final Strategy is due for official
launch in July 2005.
Review of Speed Zoning
A worldwide move is taking place to formulate strategies
for lowering travel speed in order to reduce the incidence
and severity of crashes.

The Tasmanian Road Safety Council (TRSC)
The TRSC is the peak body in Tasmania advising the
Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources on
road safety policy. The Council is currently chaired by
Doug Parkinson, MLC and includes members from the
RACT, Tasmania Police, Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources, the Coroner’s office, a road
safety expert from Monash University, and a community
representative.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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The role of the TRSC is to:

Road Safety Task Force (RSTF)

•

Provide leadership in developing the Government’s

The role of the RSTF is to develop, implement and

road safety policy agenda;

monitor an integrated public education and enforcement

•

program aimed at decreasing the number of fatalities and

Provide advice to the Minister on road safety policy

the number and severity of injuries on Tasmanian roads.

and legislation; and
•

This is achieved with funding from the Motor Accidents

Undertake community consultation in relation to road

Insurance Board (MAIB) of $2.25 million annually between

safety policy and issues as appropriate.

January 2003 and December 2005.

In 2004/05, among other things, the TRSC:

The RSTF is primarily involved in public education and

•

considered a range of issues relating to improving

traffic enforcement activities. The primary focus of the

the speed zoning and signage system in Tasmania;

public education (advertising and enforcement) campaign

•

is driver behaviour, including, speed, drink driving,

considered the appropriateness in Tasmania of

inattention/distraction, fatigue and seatbelt compliance.

restrictions on novice drivers such as night-time

Major campaigns in 2004/05 targeted driver distraction

curfews and passenger restrictions; and
•

and drink driving. The driver distraction campaign

undertook a review of the effectiveness of the 50km/

‘Concentrate – when you’re driving, just drive’ was

h urban speed limit in its second year of operation

launched in August 2004 and focused on raising

The DIER Community Road Safety Partnership program

awareness of in-car distractions. ‘What’s your Plan?’,

has also provided a new and improved opportunity

launched in December 2004, encouraged Tasmanians,

for the TRSC to gather community feedback and seek

particularly in rural areas, to arrange transport before

comment on road safety issues.

drinking and suggested alternatives. Other campaigns
targeted restraint use, speed and fatigue. Campaigns
were supported by both advertising, public relations and
enforcement activities.

PERSONS KILLED OR INJURED IN ROAD CRASHES IN TASMANIA 1990 TO 2004
Severity

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Drivers

37

39

36

24

28

27

36

17

24

27

18

27

17

20

27

Passengers

15

18

27

19

16

12

17

10

10

17

11

16

4

7

18

Pedestrians

12

12

4

7

11

8

8

0

8

5

9

10

6

3

4

6

8

6

7

2

7

2

4

6

2

5

7

10

11

7

FATALITIES

Motorcyclists
Pedal Cyclists

1

0

1

1

2

2

1

1

0

2

0

1

0

0

2

71

77

74

58

59

56

64

32

48

53

43

61

37

41

58

Drivers

255

236

219

234

244

242

204

184

187

206

230

198

224

188

168

Passengers

192

156

145

165

144

164

117

119

114

157

152

123

68

89

85

Pedestrians

73

66

63

58

63

52

62

52

60

53

47

43

45

33

39

Motorcyclists

66

65

51

58

61

61

44

48

50

60

75

93

74

64

70

Pedal Cyclists

23

16

17

17

13

17

22

23

27

17

12

13

9

14

11

609

539

495

532

525

536

449

426

438

493

516

470

420

388

373

Drivers

641

604

583

575

600

659

645

568

801

745

777

702

748

745

778

Passengers

418

438

414

392

430

429

362

369

427

460

399

383

378

403

388

Pedestrians

93

99

109

79

87

87

105

65

114

104

101

105

117

99

98

Motorcyclists

73

68

69

64

67

70

61

79

121

101

144

102

116

140

130

Pedal Cyclists

46

44

45

60

47

37

37

45

52

52

38

36

46

45

36

Sub-total

1271

1253

1220

1171

1231

1282

1210

1126

1515

1462

1459

1328

1405

1432

1430

TOTAL

1951

1869

1789

1761

1815

1874

1723

1584

2001

2008

2018

1859

1862

1861

1861

Sub-total
SERIOUS INJURIES

Sub-total
MINOR INJURIES
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Source: Traffic Accident Database as at 24 June 2005.
Note: A small number of cases with incomplete data have been excluded from analyses.
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AGE AND GENDER OF ROAD-USERS KILLED OR INJURED IN ROAD CRASHES IN TASMANIA 1995 TO 2004

FEMALE under 17

TOTAL MALE

MALE over 64

MALE 30-64

MALE 17-29

4

0

39

7

10

18

4

1995

8

7

3

38

6

10

19

3

1996

0

4

4

1

23

4

9

8

2

1997

16

3

6

7

0

32

5

10

13

4

1998

52

18

3

5

6

4

35

5

15

11

4

1999

43

10

1

3

4

2

33

4

9

14

6

2000

61

16

3

9

4

0

45

7

22

11

5

2001

37

14

1

10

4

0

22

2

11

6

3

2002

41

6

2

2

1

1

35

10

11

14

0

2003

58

18

3

10

4

1

40

3

19

18

0

2004

1777

805

84

306

313

102

972

68

308

449

147

1995

1624

755

70

398

294

93

869

66

291

390

122

1996

1557

716

77

272

255

112

841

83

293

331

134

1997

1946

902

99

355

344

104

1044

87

384

423

150

1998

1973

933

85

350

370

128

1040

70

358

443

169

1999

2007

946

81

407

312

146

1061

68

416

421

156

2000

1840

834

91

312

310

121

1006

71

367

420

148

2001

1838

848

71

358

302

116

991

67

393

403

128

2002

1841

854

95

351

296

112

987

88

379

365

155

2003

1826

860

101

359

293

107

966

74

384

379

129

2004

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

FEMALE 17-29
4
8

9

48

Road-users injured

FEMALE 30-64
9
26

32

Road-users killed

FEMALE over 64
17

64

Category

TOTAL FEMALE
56

MALE under 17

OVERALL TOTAL

Source: Traffic Accident Database as at 24 June 2005.
Note: A small number of cases with incomplete data have been excluded from analyses.
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Registration And Licensing
During 2004/05, the Registration and Licensing Branch
has continued to develop its series of key strategies
designed to deliver business more efficiently in an effort
to maximise road safety outcomes for the Tasmanian

The next set of reforms will include a Supervisory
Driver Handbook and revised Logbook as well as
potential reforms, which will encourage pre-provisional
on road driving experience and reduce provisional driver
crash risk.

community.

Driver Testing

Operational

Driver testing policy is set by the Registration and

Throughout 2004/05, the Branch continued to administer
services and support associated with registration and
licensing legislation and processes. These include:
•

administration of driver licensing and registration
regulation and operational policy;

•

recording and management of demerit points;

•

issuing, varying, suspension and cancellation of
driver licences and ancillary certificates;

Licensing Branch and is delivered by driver testing
officers employed by the Department of Primary
Industries, Water and Environment through Service
Tasmania.
To increase driver testing consistency on a statewide
basis and improve Driver Testing Officer engagement, in
December 2004 the Registration and Licensing Branch
temporarily resumed management of driver testing
coordination and rostering. This coincided with the
implementation of the new Driver Test Booking System

•

Novice Driver Licensing Scheme;

(DTBS), which improved rostering and reporting.

•

assessing suitability for holding a driver licence

Meetings with Driver Testing Officers have had positive

(medical conditions and aged drivers);

outcomes for the Branch, Testing Officers and the

management of the driver test booking system and

community.

driver knowledge test;

Unregistered/Uninsured Vehicles

management of ancillary certificates (e.g. taxi and

This project continues to develop strategies to reduce

bus drivers);

the number of unregistered and uninsured vehicles on

management of conditional registration schemes and

Tasmanian roads, improving efficiency and effectiveness

written off vehicle and stolen vehicle registers;

of enforcement activity.

•

provision of information;

In collaboration with its key partner, the Motor Accidents

•

administration of the Vehicle Identification Number

•

•

•

(VIN) system; and
•

management of custom and standard registration
plate systems.

Registration Licensing Task Force

Insurance Board (MAIB), the Unregistered/Uninsured
Project continues to address concerns about the number
of these vehicles on Tasmanian roads and their potential
risks to the community.
Ongoing strategies include:
•

Attendance at the quarterly AUSTROADS Registration
and Licensing Taskforce continued. This group
examines and works towards developing strategic

specifically undertake unregistered/uninsured duties.
•

unregistered/uninsured vehicles within 1/5 second

licensing matters.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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The use of Automatic Number Plate Recognition
technology (ANPR). This technology detects

uniform national policy in respect of registration and

Novice Driver Reform

The deployment of Transport Inspectors to

and is an effective deterrent.
•

Mobile advertising on Metro buses in all major

The Novice Driver Licensing Reforms have been well

cities. This advertising ensures the travelling public

received by stakeholders and members of the public.

are aware of the risks of driving an unregistered/

They include the introduction of a minimum six-

uninsured vehicle.

month period for holding a car learner licence with 50
logged hours driving experience, interactive road rules
knowledge test and a higher standard practical on-road
driving test delivered by accredited testing officers. The
new Road Rules Book implemented in December 2003
continues to sell well beyond expectation.

•

Reminder letters are also sent to operators of all
vehicles for which registration has been expired for
30 days.

Determining the Identity of Offending Drivers

The Written-Off Vehicle Register is a nationwide initiative

Making drivers more accountable for their driving

developed by the National Motor Vehicle Theft Reduction

behaviour is a priority for the Department. This project is

Council (NMVTRC) in conjunction with all jurisdictions.

a sub-project of the Department of Justice’s Monetary

The Register is a nationally coordinated database of

Penalties Enforcement Project and the Branch has

vehicles assessed as written-off, aimed at preventing

been working closely for the last 18 months with the

the re-birthing of stolen vehicles. The Branch continues

Departments of Justice and Police.

to actively participate at a national level to assist in
strategies aimed at increased detection of stolen
vehicles.
Slimline Registration Plates
The Branch introduced slimline style registration plates
for those vehicles that, due to their design, do not easily
accommodate the standard size registration plate. This
initiative is aimed at encouraging people to fit a legal
plate to their vehicle, rather than cut down or tamper
with a standard issue plate or produce an illegal sticker
type plate. The introduction of slimline registration
plates brings Tasmania into line with all other States and
Territories.

New processes will help determine the identity of drivers
of joint and corporate registered vehicles who commit
offences. These measures will take effect in late 2005
with the introduction of a new computer system for the
Department of Justice and the Department of Police and
Public Safety to help streamline the administration of
monetary penalties in Tasmania. It is expected that the
new processes will deliver significant efficiencies across
the four agencies involved in the management of Traffic
Infringement Notices TINs).
Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance remains high on the agenda for the
Branch. Some initiatives from the Business Process

Heavy Vehicle Driver Licence Testing (HVDLT)

Review have been put in place to ensure that data

Project

quality within the Motor Registry System is improved.

The Branch has investigated the delivery of heavy vehicle
driver licence testing, in order to improve the standard
and consistency of testing. During this process, the
HVDLT Project worked closely and extensively with

In conjunction with the Motor Registry Project, a quality
assurance team has started work and is responsible for
auditing records, ensuring data quality and identifying
training needs.

industry to develop a model appropriate to Tasmania.

Digital Licences

Under the proposed model all Heavy Vehicle Driver

Digital licences were introduced in November 2001.

Licence Testing will be conducted:

The next stage is the introduction of instant issue of
licences in major Service Tasmania centres. Instant

•

solely by external service providers;

•

using standard testing instruments, based on

counter. Extensive testing is now in the final stages and

nationally accepted standards; and

implementation will occur in the 2005/06 financial year.

by people with appropriate qualifications and

Motor Registry System Maintenance

•

training, who also have relevant recent industry
experience.

issue will enable a digital licence to be produced over the

The Branch completed 130 system changes to the
Motor Registry System in 2004/05. Many of these
were initiated to facilitate business processes within the

longer be required to carry out heavy vehicle driver

Agency and for our major stakeholders. The Branch

licence testing when it is introduced. Requests for

conducted statewide training for these changes to

Registrations of Interest will be advertised towards

business practices and processes, for our service

December 2005.

deliverers, particularly Service Tasmania. During the past

Hire and Drive Vehicles

year 29 new Service Tasmania staff were trained. This

the Department has continued to consult with hire and
drive companies to ensure that interstate registered hire
and drive vehicles are not used on Tasmanian roads for
longer than the allowable three-month period.

training is for a full week and can be conducted at times
for just two staff members. The Branch continues to train
all new Customer Service Operators.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Police and Government Driver Testing Officers will no

Following the success of a campaign conducted in 2003
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Motor Registry Project (MRProject)
A number of staff have been working closely with
the Motor Registry Project Team on several issues
contributing to developing strategic directions, data
quality, functional analysis of business, legislative and
system reviews. This partnership will continue through
the life of the project during the development and
implementation of the new Motor Registry System.
The MRProject has been established to implement a
series of business initiative projects which will deliver a

and participating police stations. It is expected that the
tender will be completed by late 2005.
Transport Enquiry Service
The telephone Transport Enquiry Service provides
information to a range of clients on registration and
licensing matters, including support for Vehicle
Operations and Passenger Transport issues at the rate of
up to 1,000 calls a day.
Licensed Drivers in Tasmania

Motor Registry System that is capable of meeting current

Class of Licence

and future business, and functional demands for the

Learner

whole of government.

Provisional
Full

The implementation of the project will lead to improved
business processes and the migration of the current

As at 30 June 2005
18,714
15,417
306,601

Current Tasmanian Registrations

Motor Registry System written in the COBOL language

Vehicle Type

to the contemporary Java computer language. This

Cars and Station Wagons

will result in the ‘future-proofing’ of the Motor Registry

Motor Cycles

application.

Trailers and Caravans

As the Australian Capital Territory is a jurisdiction of a

Others

As at 30 June 2005
270,005
9,291
85,458
103,133

similar size and has similar business drivers to those
facing Tasmania, it is considered prudent that an
evaluation of the ACT system, ‘rego.act’ is undertaken
to ascertain whether all or part of this system could be
used in Tasmania.
The MRProject is currently negotiating with the ACT to
obtain a licence agreement in order that a copy of the
system can be obtained and evaluated. It is estimated
that the evaluation process will allow a decision to be

Federal Government Black Spot Program
The Black Spot Program reduces road trauma by
providing funding for physical improvements on State
and Council roads. Potential schemes can be nominated
by members of the public, community groups and local
government.

made in the last quarter of the 2005 calendar year as

Traffic Standards Branch identifies and justifies schemes

to whether or not rego.act is suitable for Tasmania’s

through detailed analysis of the reported crash history,

requirements.

before designing traffic engineering countermeasures that

Driver Test Booking System

Department of Infrastructure,
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address the specific accident pattern. Traffic Standards
Branch staff also use safety audit methodology to assess

A new Driver Test Booking System (DTBS) was

sites where there is no established crash history but

implemented statewide in December 2004. The

low cost works can substantially reduce risk. Traffic

booking system has created a number of efficiencies,

Standards Branch consulted extensively with road

including better utilisation of resources, analysis of test

owners before presenting the list of candidate projects to

results, improved functionality and greater report writing

the Tasmanian Black Spot Consultative Panel. This year

capacities. Additional functionality has, on an ongoing

14 benefit-cost-ratio and eight safety audit schemes were

basis, been included in the system. The DTBS has been

approved for funding from the Tasmanian allocation of

recognised across government as having the potential to

$1.116 million.

be used as a whole of government booking system.

Management of Road Safety and Traffic

Registration and Licence Forms

Management Program

With a view to improving business efficiencies, the

The Road Safety and Traffic Management Program funds

Branch has begun work on a tender for the supply

improvements to the State maintained road network

and production of registration certificates (including

and comprises Safer Roads schemes to reduce the

labels) and licence application forms. The tender will

number and severity of crashes and traffic management

also cover printing, mailing services and the storage

and signage schemes to address mobility and amenity

and distribution of forms for Service Tasmania shops

concerns.

two ways:
•

proactively, through systematic analysis of the
reported crash history and on-site audits; and

•

VEHICLE OPERATIONS
Improved Communication and Consultation
with Clients
The Branch continued to stage displays at Agfest, to

reactively, through investigation of suggestions from

promote awareness in standards and safety. The Branch

members of the public and community groups.

released the Light Vehicle Inspection Manual that will

The types of schemes considered include junction

improve the knowledge of light vehicle inspections for

upgrades (such as roundabouts and turning facilities) and

Approved Inspection Station examiners.

improvements to lengths of road (such as shoulder sealing

Introduction of Transport Operator Accreditation

and crash barriers). This year’s program of works included
turning facilities at the South Arm Secondary Road/ Church
Street junction and pedestrian signals on the West Tamar
Highway near Launceston Christian School.

Mass Management Accreditation, which is part of the
National Heavy Vehicle Accreditation Scheme, was
introduced on 1 December 2002. As at 1 June 2005,
there were 123 heavy vehicle transport operators with

Traffic Standards Branch has followed a similar process

mass management accreditation. Passenger Transport

in identifying and specifying required works on the

Accreditation is well established. Work is well advanced

National Highway. The works have resulted in similar

on the introduction of Taxi and Luxury Hire Car Operator

types of improvement to the State funded roads.

Accreditation.

Tourism Route Signage Upgrade Program

The Branch is continuing to work with the Tasmanian

Visitor travel within Tasmania continues to increase

Livestock Transporters Association to develop an

and this program upgrades regulatory, warning and

accreditation scheme that will allow members to work

directional signs on key tourist routes to enhance road

(not drive) up to two additional hours a day, where an

user safety and convenience.

unexpected event has caused a delay.

Other Information

Enforcement Strategy for Road Transport

•

•

•

To help identify the most cost-effective schemes
for the State Safer Roads Program, Traffic
Standards Branch has calculated crash rates
for the 3,650 kilometres of the State maintained
road network. Lengths of road with higher crash
rates are investigated further with detailed crash
analysis, selection of relevant countermeasures and
assessment of value-for-money.

in Tasmania
The Branch continued to increase contact with industry
specific groups to increase transport industry self
compliance with traffic laws.
Education is seen as a key role of the Branch and
education campaigns were a feature of Transport
Inspector activities this year, especially in the area
of fatigue management following the introduction of

From November 2004, approved operators have
been able to display the ‘Give Way to Bus’ sign
on the rear driver’s side corner of their buses. The
introduction of this sign has brought Tasmania into
line with other States. It also promotes safer driving
in the vicinity of buses.

regulations that require heavy vehicle drivers to maintain

On 1 March 2005, a package of amendments was
made to the nationally agreed Australian Road Rules
(ARRs). It is the first significant overhaul of the ARRs
since they were introduced by Tasmania in 1999.
Most of the amendments were a commonsense
clarification of the existing rules, while the more
significant changes aim to improve safety for more
vulnerable road users, including pedestrians and
passengers. Stakeholders were fully consulted
on the changes and the more important road rule
changes were published in newspapers and on

program in place for the vehicles they manage. Tough

a driving hours record.
Vehicle defect notice clearance timeframes were reduced
during the year. This is part of an ongoing strategy to
increase heavy and public passenger vehicle operator
awareness of the need to have an effective maintenance
action is planned against those operators who continue
to operate unroadworthy vehicles. This will include
targeted enforcement activities.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Additional Achievements
for 2004/05

Rail Safety

Driving Hour Records

the Rail Safety Act 1997 and the Rail Safety Regulations

Prosecution for breaches of this law began on
1 December 2004 following an industry awareness/
education campaign conducted primarily by Transport
Inspectors.
Over Mass/Over Dimension Permit System
A review of the system was undertaken in consultation
with the peak groups that represent the transport
industry. A number of changes were made to the permit
issue guidelines to simplify the process and maximise
safety and equity. Staff in the Branch continue to work
with the operators affected by the changes.
Heavy Vehicle Safety
The Branch has engaged Transport Engineering
Research New Zealand Limited (TERNZ) to undertake
an assessment of heavy vehicle safety in Tasmania.
This consultancy was expected to be completed by
August 2005.

1999, which require railway owners and operators in
Tasmania to be rail safety accredited. The Department
requires each railway to have contemporary safety
management systems to demonstrate they have the
competency capacity to safely operate a railway.
At least annually, audits are performed to verify
compliance with those safety management systems and
that rail safety risks are being appropriately managed.
Ongoing random audits and inspections assist in
ensuring that accredited railways provide a safe and
proper railway operation and comply with legislation.
As at 30 June 2005, nine railway owners and operators
were accredited. These include the major freight owner
and operator in Tasmania, a major tourist railway and
seven smaller heritage style railways.
During 2004/05, the Department has progressed a
range of measures to enhance the administration of
rail safety in Tasmania. Improvements in the delivery
of the administration function have been made,

Authorised Inspection Station Vehicle

including increased resourcing of the Rail Safety Unit.

Examiners

A contemporary risk management process, including

The Branch organised a number of free vehicle examiner

training, for all accredited railways was also delivered.

refresher training courses around the state. These

This process included the development and publication

were conducted by TAFE and were considered by all

of a risk standard and risk tolerability guideline. These

attendees to be extremely valuable. The Branch is

documents are forming the basis of a national risk

looking at ways to conduct further courses next year.

tolerability guideline. This process has resulted in

Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S)
A review of remote bus inspection sites was completed
and changes implemented in consultation with industry.
A major review of operational procedures for Transport
Inspectors was finalised. This led to the updating
of OH&S guidelines governing activities undertaken
by Transport Inspectors. A safety audit of Transport
Inspector on-road activities was undertaken by Tasmania
Police. The report was expected to be finalised by July
2005.
Community awareness activities
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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The Department is responsible for the administration of

•

Staff spoke at the Livestock Transport Association
annual conference.

•

Transport Inspectors attended Agfest.

•

The Branch maintains a "hot line" for transport
operators and the motoring public to answer vehicle
technical questions.

•

Staff spoke at the Tasmanian Bus Association Annual
Conference.

bringing Tasmania to the forefront of the identification,
assessment and management of risks associated with
railway operations.
In addition to the State-based continuous improvement
initiatives, national rail reform projects, including
national health standards, were introduced as part of the
Government’s commitment to maintaining a high level of
rail safety in Tasmania. Further, a range of policy reform
objectives were developed nationally to improve and
strengthen the co-regulatory system for rail safety and to
provide the basis for a nationally consistent approach to
rail safety regulation across Australia.

annual report

Output Group 3
Transport Services
and Infrastructure
The State Roads Infrastructure Investment Strategy demonstrates the Tasmanian Government’s road investment
priorities and details the main projects to be undertaken in 2005/06 and planned to be undertaken in its five-year
forward works program. The strategy targets key investment imperatives on Tasmania’s State road network.
The Strategy is a key document in setting out specific road investment strategies and priorities for the next five years.
It was released on 29 June 2005.
Key Clients
The general community, tourists and industry are the main beneficiaries of the Roads Program.
How this program is delivered
Agency staff undertake assessment of the transport task which is then reflected in a five-year works program and
delivered through contracts and consultancies. External service providers are engaged to develop projects from the
concept stage through community input and approval phases, to the works tender stage, while all works contracts are
externally sourced. The maintenance of the classified road network is performed under contract.

Achievements against Strategies
Identified for 2004/05
Programming and Delivery

•

Tasmania’s road network is the backbone of the State’s
transport sector, linking ports, airports, local roads and

Start of construction of the Bass Highway Stage 1
upgrade between Penguin and Ulverstone;

•

Start on upgrading of the junction of the Bass

railheads. The State Government is responsible for

Highway and Conservatory Road at Parramatta

3,600 kilometres of roads and 1,140 bridges and other

Creek;

significant structures with a combined replacement value

•

of $3.8 billion.
The State Government is therefore committed to a five-

Start on improvements to the West Tamar Highway
between Cormiston Creek and Legana;

•

Continued development and implementation of

year forward program of works that:

specific improvements associated with the North

•

East Tasmania Access Study;

Ensures the long term integrity of the State Road
Network through a sustainable level of maintenance;
Delivers improved safety performance; and

•

Meets its commitments on specific road

the Channel Highway, Kingston Interchange;
•

available to heavy vehicles operating at increased

Major infrastructure investment project highlights for

mass limits and high productivity vehicles;

2004/05 included:
Completion of improvements to the Arthur Highway
as a Roads of National Importance (RONI) project;

Continued implementation of the plan for roads and
bridges to extend the proportion of the network

improvement projects.

•

Start on improvements to the Huonville loop ramp at

•

Implementing projects identified under the Tasmanian
Safer Roads program;

Department of Infrastructure,
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•
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•

Completion of improvements to the Glen Huon Main
Road;

•

•

2003 with the amalgamation of the Asset Management

and

Branch and staff from the Land Transport Planning

Maintenance of critical bridges and structures across

Branch. These staff brought the responsibility for

the State.

planning for future development of the State road

Fund in 2004/05 included:

•

Completion of the replacement of two bridges on

explains how the Tasmanian Government determines its

A start on developing the replacement of the

A start on pavement strengthening, widening

to be undertaken and planned in its five-year forward
works program.
This strategy targets key investment imperatives on
Tasmania’s State Road network. These investments will
facilitate more efficient and effective transport services
that are critical to the Tasmanian economy. It supports

Highway, west of Crayfish Creek;

economic growth, social well-being, environmental

A start on pavement strengthening on the East Tamar
and

sustainability and the Tasmanian lifestyle.
Strategic Asset Management Plan
The Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP) has

A start on development of Stage 2 of pavement

been completed. The Plan sets out the framework for

strengthening works on the Mud Walls Secondary

the strategic management of the Classified State Road

Road.

Network and its bridges and other structures to deliver

Road Information Management
System (Rims)

the appropriate levels of service for each category of
road.
The SAMP is supported by the Road Asset Management

As part of the RIMS Phase 3 Project, the Department

Plan (RAMP) and the Bridge Asset Management Plan

completed the implementation of Crash Data Manager

(BAMP). The BAMP has also been completed and the

and Bus Route Manager applications within the RIMS

RAMP will be completed in 2005. All three documents

pre-production environment. Implementation into the

will be released in 2005.

Production environment is expected to be completed in
early July 2005.
A RIMS Works Program was established that will
be progressed within the Agency’s Information,
Communciations and Technology (ICT) framework.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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road investment priorities and shows the main projects

Completion of pavement strengthening on the Bass

Highway between Charles Street and Mayne Street;

•

State Roads Infrastructure Investment Strategy

Forsters Rivulet on the Lymington Main Road;

Killymoon Bridge;

•

with the management of existing road and bridge assets.

The State Roads Infrastructure Investment Strategy

and improvements on the Esk Main Road east of

•

network into the Branch to provide further integration

the Hastings Cave Tourist Road and the bridge over

Maclaines Creek bridge at Triabunna;
•

The Transport Infrastructure Branch was formed in July

Pavement resurfacing across all regions of the State;

Major initiatives from the Special Purpose Investment

•

Transport Infrastructure

AusLink Network Forward Strategy
The AusLink Network in Tasmania incorporates the Bass
Highway from Burnie to Launceston, the East Tamar
Highway and Bell Bay Main Road from Launceston to
Bell Bay and the Midland Highway from Launceston

The Department revised and updated RIMS Data model

to Bridgewater. As it links the major urban areas with

documentation and the RIMS System Manual and began

each other and the major ports, it comprises the

the revision and update of on-line user documentation.

most important roads interconnecting Tasmania. The

Significant progress was made towards addressing

Australian Government makes a contribution towards

outstanding Requests for Change (RFCs) as part of the

funding the maintenance of this network.

ongoing RIMS maintenance program and there was

The strategies being implemented on the Classified

progress towards development of a whole-of-DIER

State Road Network are complementary for the AusLink

agreement with the Department of Primary Industries,

Network. The details of the strategies will be set out in

Water and Environment (DPIWE) for the exchange of

the AusLink Network, Tasmania corridor strategies which

data, based on the existing agreement.

will be developed over the next two years.

Kingston and Environs Transport Study

Significant resources have been directed to facilitating

This study is assessing infrastructure strategies to

major infrastructure projects for Tasmania. These include

address issues associated with traffic queuing and

the distribution of natural gas; wind farms; Basslink; the

delays on the Channel Highway through Kingston.

“Prudentia” Homemaker Centre on the Tasman Highway,

A traffic model is being developed so that the

Cambridge; the Tasman Highway Solis Development; the

appropriateness of various options, ranging from traffic

Launceston Airport Business Park - Novak International

management solutions on the existing highway to the

Hotel and Commercial Development; the St Hilliers Pty

provision of the Kingston Bypass, can be assessed.

Ltd proposal for the Coles-Myer Distribution Centre; and
a number of large subdivision developments, such as

Bagdad/Mangalore Bypass

The Tiers subdivision on Stony Rise Main Road and the

The proposed Bagdad/Mangalore bypass corridor

Pipers River Resort Development.

directly affects 30 property owners. Following a public

Bass Highway- Sisters Hills

display of the proposed amendment to the Southern
Midlands Council Planning Scheme to incorporate

DIER has worked closely with local councils and the

the bypass corridor, the Council received four

community in developing priorities for the upgrading of

representations. At the subsequent public hearings, all

the Bass Highway through the Sisters Hills section.

issues raised in relation to the proposed amendment

In the May 2005 Budget the State Government made
a commitment to co-fund with the Commonwealth
significant safety improvement works on the Bass
Highway at Sisters Hills involving expenditure of $30
million over the next three years. This involves the
provision of $15 million by the State Government under
the Better Roads Program and a further $15 million by
the Australian Government and is largely the result of a
co-operative approach by the regional authority, local
councils and both governments.
West Tamar Corridor Study

were addressed and it is expected that the Resource
Planning and Development Commission (RPDC),
which is currently preparing its report, will approve the
amendment shortly.
Brighton Bypass
The Brighton Planning Scheme 2000 was introduced
in late 2004. On reviewing the provisions of the new
scheme, significant anomalies relating to boundary
locations and road construction activities within the
bypass corridor were identified.
The Brighton Council will be initiating an amendment

The West Tamar Corridor Study includes the West Tamar

process to correct these anomalies. Supporting

Highway, the Batman Highway, the Frankford Main Road

documentation is being prepared which will ensure that

and the Birralee Main Road.

the boundaries are correct and that the construction of

The corridor study includes a prioritised list of key
projects that address specific high priority transport
outcomes, including concept estimates, across these
State roads in the study area. A range of community
input has been very useful to the Department in its
assessment of issues on the West Tamar Highway. The
design process for the Supply River Bridges replacement
project is proceeding and current indications are that the
tender for this work will be called late in 2005.
A number of other safety projects in the West Tamar
Safety Black Spot Program and the Tasmanian Road
Safety and Traffic Management Program are planned, in

the bypass will be a Permitted Use.
Latrobe Bypass
An Overview Report on the Bass Highway at Latrobe
has been prepared. This report clarified several issues
with the existing proclaimed bypass corridor, including
its inadequacies in relation to land use development and
access control, especially in the vicinity of the chocolate
factory.
Planning work is to be undertaken in 2005/06 to
establish the long-term highway requirements together
with short-term measures to improve safety between the
roundabout and the Port Sorell Main Road interchange.

progress or have been completed.

TOLL Group

The May 2005 Budget includes an allocation of $5.1

Further discussions have been held with Pacific National

million for the West Tamar Corridor under the Better

and their consultants JMG to resolve conflicting issues

Roads Program. This funding will be spent on safety

associated with their rail requirements and the long-term

projects on the West Tamar Highway.

road access requirements to the Bridgewater Industrial
Estate.

Department of Infrastructure,
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Road Signs Upgrading

Pavement Condition Surveys

DIER is working closely with Tourism Tasmania,

The annual pavement surface condition surveys

Councils and local tourism groups in developing and

collected roughness, rutting, surface texture and skid

implementing a program of upgrading directional,

resistance data across the whole Classified State Road

tourism, advisory and warning signs across the State

Network. The condition data are used in management of

road network. This program, the Specific Route Sign

the road asset.

Improvement Program, is ongoing and is addressing the
most critical junctions and tourism areas. It is integrated
with the State Government’s touring route strategy. In

In addition to the network video availability at Murray

2004/05 work included signs on the Henty Main Road

St, Hobart, Launceston and Burnie, the video has been

(Strahan to Zeehan), the Murchison Highway (Zeehan

made available to staff at the Campbell Street office.

to Waratah turn-off) and the Ridgley Highway (Waratah

The network video has been updated from the 2005

turn-off to Burnie).

survey.

As part of the partnership outcomes with the Glenorchy

Upgrade of Traffic Counters

City Council, signs have been upgraded on the Brooker

The program of upgrading the sites and traffic counters

Highway at the Domain Highway interchange and the

has continued with the installation of new sites on the

Elwick Road intersection. Other work has involved

Tasman and Arthur Highways.

the provision of new signs at a number of important
junctions across both the State Road Network and the
AusLink Network, including those at Lake St Clair Tourist
Road/Lyell Highway, Arthur Highway/Tasman Highway
and Tasman Highway/Coles Bay Tourist Road.
Environmental Management for Transport
Activities

Pavement surface was prepared for the installation
of new equipment at Campbell Town and at Epping,
both on the Midland Highway, and at Sassafras on the
Bass Highway. The new equipment is more reliable and
capable of collecting additional information, such as
vehicle travel speed.
The upgrade of the permanent sites will continue

This program aims to improve environmental outcomes

for several more years. The aim is to provide a

of transport projects by achieving compliance with

comprehensive coverage of the network for collecting

environmental and heritage legislation. The Transport

traffic data. These permanent counters form the

Infrastructure Branch sponsors projects addressing core

backbone of the traffic collection program. Information is

objectives of DIER’s Environmental Policy, namely, soil

then supplemented by temporary counters installed for a

and water quality management, biodiversity protection

week at a time.

and supporting community and heritage values.
A draft code of practice for soil and water quality
has been developed; a management plan for high
priority conservation sites is being implemented in
accordance with an agreement under the Threatened
Species Protection Act; future community projects are
being investigated; and a mapping based approach
to prioritising environmental improvement projects, of
which weed control is a key strategy, is being tested on
the Bass and Midland Highways.
Projects endorse active consultation with
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Videography Survey

Commonwealth and State environmental agencies,
councils and local landowners and enable DIER to
more effectively and efficiently manage environmental
issues within the roadside reserves. Development of
environmental strategies and compliance are ongoing.

Performance Indicators
The table below provides comparative information on
two key effectiveness indicators for the Roads Program.
The Road Maintenance Effectiveness (RME) indicator
represents the cost per lane kilometre to maintain road
pavements to target conditions. The Smooth Travel
Exposure (STE) indicator represents the proportion of
travel being undertaken by vehicles on sealed roads of
roughness less than a nationally specified level.

Measure

1997/98

1998/99

1999/2000

2000/01

2001/02

2002/03

2003/04

Road Maintenance
Effectiveness 110 NRM
($’000)

4.1

3.9

3.4

3.4

3.1

2.9

2.9

Road Maintenance
Effectiveness 140 NRM
($’000)

3.6

3.5

3.1

3.1

2.8

2.6

2.6

Smooth Travel Exposure
- 110 NRM (%)

94.5

95.2

95.1

95

95.4

95.7

96.6

Smooth Travel Exposure
- 140 NRM (%)

99.2

99.3

99.4

99.2

99.2

99.4

99.4
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Road Maintenance Effectiveness and Smooth Travel Exposure:1997/98 To 2004/05

2004/05
departmental Project Managers in relation to several
Measure

2004/05

Road Maintenance

2.7

Effectiveness IRI5.33 ($’000)

Smooth Travel Exposure IRI5.33 (%)
Note:

modelling, and Evandale Main Road/ Perth Mill Road
junction upgrade.

Road Maintenance

IRI4.20 (%)

Highway/ Gordons Hill Road connection computer

2.9

Effectiveness IRI4.20 ($’000)

Smooth Travel Exposure -

State road projects, including the proposed Tasman

•

project to indicate significant cyclist activity on road

97.3
99.7

The Branch worked on the delivery of a signage
sections along the North-West Coast.

•

Traffic Management assisted in the design of a
number of State road schemes associated with

NRM — NAASRA roughness measure

new land use developments, such as upgrading the

IRI — International Roughness Index

access to the Kingborough waste site at Baretta.

Reported to Austroads’ National Performance Indicators in
IRI since 2004.

•

DIER and local government, including the routine

110 NRM = 4.20 IRIqc, 140 NRM = 5.33 IRIqc.

documentation of speed zones as directed by the

Representations on National Forums
Staff from the Transport Infrastructure Branch participate
in a number of significant national forums directly
related to the core business of the Branch. In particular,
representation on Austroads task forces and committees
ensures incorporation of best practice into road transport
management in Tasmania, including planning, design,
asset management and specific technical issues.

Traffic Management

The drafting team continued to provide a service to

Traffic Standards Branch.
•

Traffic Management provided significant assistance
to local government in the detailed design and
development of several projects funded by the
Federal Black Spot Program, such as the design of
the roundabout at the intersection of Bain Terrace
and Trevallyn Road in Launceston.

Local Government Consultation
Traffic Management officers continued to regularly meet

Significant Projects

with staff representing local councils throughout the

•

State. This service is primarily focused on facilitating

The drafting team organised the scanning of several
plans for electronic storage and began archiving and
rationalisation of older drawings.

Traffic Act. However, depending on Council technical

Traffic Management investigated, formulated and

expert advice on traffic issues on council roads.

recommended the signage related to the North-West

•

staff resources, officers assist when possible to provide

Tourist Routes sign improvement program. A number

Community and Business Consultation

of improvements were identified that will assist route

When required, Traffic Management has consulted

and location finding in addition to targeting safe use

with community groups or members. Examples include

of the highway.

liaison with Metro on various projects and proposals

Traffic engineering advice was provided to

and communication with the City of Hobart’s committee
representing the mobility- impaired.

Department of Infrastructure,
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The Future

Bus route management module

A review of the organisational structure of the Traffic

Work on the Bus Route Management Module of the

Management and Traffic Standards Branches was

Road Information Management System (RIMS) is

completed in 2004/05. It was decided to combine these

approaching completion and will be introduced into the

two branches in 2005/06 to improve the delivery of traffic

production environment early in 2005/06.

engineering services.
The current Traffic Management functions will be

Transport Access Scheme
•

Active Members: 20,300

commencing in 2005/06 located in the Roads and

•

Members added since 1 July 2004: 3,134

Public Transport Division. Activities associated with the

•

Members removed since 1 July 2004: 1,439

•

Net increase in active membership: 9.11% (11.6% in

provided through the new Traffic Engineering Branch

Australian Road Rules will remain in the Land Transport
Safety Division.

Passenger Transport Services
Core passenger bus services
The Review of all Core Passenger Bus Services in
Tasmania began during 2004/05. A dedicated team has

2003/04)
Student Transport Concession Passes
(entitles the holder to free travel between home and
school on fare paying bus services)
•

Total passes on issue for 2005: 12,622

program of research, analysis and consultation was

•

Years prep through six: 4,390

begun. The aim of this work is to identify how core

•

Years seven through ten: 6,212

future. The Review team has visited most bus operators

•

Years eleven through thirteen: 1,992

and in June held a major search conference which

•

Other: 28

•

New passes issued for 2005: 5,123

been established and during the year a comprehensive

passenger bus services need to be structured into the

involved stakeholders representing all parts of the core
passenger bus services system.
The Review has also compiled a comprehensive data

Free School Bus Services

base of information on core passenger services and

•

Number of routes: 595

began reviewing policy which supports the provision of

•

Number of buses: 441

•

Number of contracts: 441

foundation developed during the year and seek to

•

Contracted loaded kilometres: 28,517

identify the critical changes needed so that these

•

Average daily cost per bus: $260.80

services.
During 2005/06 the Review will build upon the solid

important bus services are effectively provided into the
future.
During the year all operators of core passenger bus

Fare Paying Bus Services
•

payment was claimable: 2,509,780

services have been offered Interim Service Contracts
and most had taken up this offer by 30 June 2005. By
accepting an interim service contract bus operators

Claimable trips by passenger category
•

Students aged under 17: 1,122,157

Regulations 2000 for the services they provide and lock

•

Students aged 17 years and over: 171,596

in a range of future entitlements. As part of the Review,

•

Student free travel aged under 17: 796,095

•

Student free travel aged 17 years and over: 28,568

•

Student transfers aged under 17: 28,382

•

Student transfers aged 17 years and over: 139

•

Pensioner (Aged) Concession fare: 171,101

•

Unemployed concession fare: 147,686

•

Pensioner ferry passengers: 21,242

receive recognition under the Passenger Transport

Department of Infrastructure,
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Subsidised passenger trips for which a fare “top-up”

the termination date for interim service contracts was
extended to 30 June 2008. This provides certainty to
operators of their current position during the course of
the Review.

Unemployed ferry passengers: 8,254

•

TAFE Concession tickets for students aged 17 years

•

Frankford Main Road, East of Birralee Rd, curve
widening – Oct/June05

and over: 14,655

•

Glen Huon Main Road – ongoing

•

TAFE Concession tickets for students under 17: 2

•

Kingston Interchange Improvements - ongoing

•

Out of hours travel vouchers for students under 17

•

Macquarie Street Clearway Proposal – Sept 04

•

Mudwalls Secondary Road – Nov 04

•

Ross Bridge, Recording of Icons – Sept/Oct 04

•

Tasman Highway, western approaches to Scottsdale

(private schools): 39
•

Out of hours travel vouchers for students aged 17
years and over (private schools): 15

•

Out of hours travel vouchers for students under 17

(North East Tasmania Access Study - NETAS) –

(state schools): 28
•

Out of hours travel vouchers for students aged 17
years and over (state schools): 11

Project Liaison

Nov 04
•

•

•

West Tamar Highway, Riverside Pedestrian Crossing
– Oct 04/Feb 05

Western Explorer Brochure – Revised and updated

•

– Oct 04 – Mar 05

Public Displays

Mount Field National Park Road Safety Brochure

•

– Oct 04/Jan 05
Public Contact Activities

the community and stakeholders of works that may
affect them. They include newspaper and radio
advertising, letterbox flyers, special signage, brochures,
posters, meetings, presentations, workshops and web
publications:
•

Arthur Highway Trial Seal – Mar 05

•

Arthur River Bridge Deck Replacement – Mar/Jun 05

West Tamar Corridor Study – Oct 04

Bass Highway, Stage 2 Duplication, Penguin to
Ulverstone – June 05

•

Brooker Highway, Howard Road Roundabout Oct 04

Public contact activities were undertaken to advise

•

West Tamar Highway – Cormiston Creek to Acropolis
Drive – Oct/June 05

Publications
•

annual report

•

•

West Tamar Corridor Study – Oct 04

•

Eastland Drive Roundabout, Ulverstone – Feb 05

•

Arthur River Bridge Replacement Project – May 05

Special Events
•

Assistance to Department of Premier and Cabinet for
Danish Royal Visit – Jan/Feb 05

Bass Highway, Eastland Drive Roundabout,
Ulverstone – Feb/June 05

•

Bass Highway, Ulverstone-Penguin Duplication,
Stages 1 & 2 – Oct 04/June 05

•

Batman Bridge Reserve Rest Area – May/June 05

•

Brooker Highway, Howard Road Roundabout
– ongoing
Bruny Island Ferry, alterations to queuing – April 05

•

East Derwent Highway, Lindisfarne Black Spot
Project - Oct 04

•

East Tamar Highway/Charles St Bridge to Main St
Overpass – ongoing

•

East Tamar Highway, Lady Nelson Bridge – Feb 05

•

Esk Main Road, East of Killymoon Bridge – Ongoing

•

Huon Highway – Huonville Streetscape – Aug/Nov 04

Department of Infrastructure,
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The Abt Railway
Ministerial Corporation
(West Coast Wilderness Railway)
Management

The move to commence reconstruction of the

The Abt Railway Development Act 1999 (the Act)

Commonwealth Government to provide $20.45m from

established the Abt Railway Ministerial Corporation
(ARMC).

railway was made possible by the decision of the
the Federation Fund.
On-site work began in February 2000, after some

Section 6 of the Act sets out the functions of the ARMC

18 months of planning, investigation and tender

as follows:

preparation. The siteworks contract was awarded to

a) to arrange for any necessary approval to undertake
the railway development;
b) to construct or arrange for the construction of the
railway development;
c) to arrange for a person to operate the railway
development; and
d) to facilitate associated developments in the vicinity of
the railway.
Section 31 of the Act requires the Minister to make a
report to Parliament on the activities of the ARMC within
4 months of the end of each financial year. Section 31
also provides that the report may be by statement in an
annual report from an agency for which the Minister is
responsible.

Tasmanian contractor Hazell Bros Civil Contracting and
the locomotive refurbishment contract to the Kingstonbased firm of Saunders & Ward. Consulting engineers
Sinclair Knight Merz were appointed to provide contract
management services. Following delays due to remedial
work by the siteworks contractor, practical completion
was finally issued at the end of December 2002.
In early August 2002 the Federal Group of companies
purchased the rights to operate the Abt Wilderness
Railway from the inaugural operator, Roger Smith.
The Federal Group, following market research, renamed
the railway the West Coast Wilderness Railway (WCWR).
Train services over the full length of the WCWR
commenced on 27 December 2002, with four train
services running daily; two from each of Queenstown
and Regatta Point, with changeover at Dubbil Barril

By Administrative Order No. 2 of 2004 the Minister

station. The train services are cut back to one service in

for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources assumed

each direction over the winter months.

responsibility for the ARMC.

Background

Highlights 2004/05
•

the 1890s to transport ores from Queenstown mines to
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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As at 30 June 2004, over 100,000 passengers had
travelled the railway.

The railway was first constructed by the private sector in
•

During the financial year to 30 June 2005, a further

Macquarie Harbour for export from the State by ship. It

44,000 passengers travelled on the railway, down

was constructed and owned by the Mt Lyell Mining and

from 61,000 over the previous year to 30 June 2004.

Railway Company Limited until its closure in 1963. Its
closure was largely due to improved road transport to
the North-West of the State, which became more cost
effective and the costs of maintaining the railway were
very significant.

•

The ARMC and the Federal Group signed an
agreement to purchase a third Abt locomotive
(Abt No. 5) and a guards van from the Puffing Billy
Railway and contracted with Saunders & Ward for
the locomotive to be refurbished ahead of operation
on the Railway early in 2005. The Government’s
contribution to this exercise is capped at $427,000

Group. The locomotive and the guards van will be
part of the ARMC assets leased to WCWR. The
completed Abt No 5 locomotive was scheduled to
be delivered to Queenstown in August 2005 and
following commissioning trials will go into service as
the third restored Abt steam locomotive working out
of Queenstown.
•

Both Abt No 1 and Abt No 3 locomotives
experienced serious mechanical difficulties at
the start of the financial year that resulted in the
cessation of steam locomotive services for over
six weeks between Queenstown and Dubbil Barril,
pending the completion of repairs; Abt No 1 at
Saunders & Ward, Kingston and Abt No 3 at Don
River Railway. Funding of these repairs is the
responsibility of the operator.

•

As a result of heavy rains in late June 2004, there
were a number of landslides and washouts along the
length of the railway with the more serious events
occurring in the steep terrain in the vicinity of Dubbil
Barril. Investigation and repairs also interfered with
train services out of Strahan. The repairs were
effected by the operator.

•

Construction of the railway made vehicle access to

General
DIER will continue to manage the ARMC’s affairs and
the Railway assets, which will include auditing of the
operator’s compliance with the terms of the lease,
the asset maintenance operations and reporting to
Government. There may also be opportunities from
to time to time for the lessee and the lessor to jointly
contribute towards asset improvement.
The ARMC receives rental income from the lease of
its assets and from a percentage of the gross revenue
generated. It is estimated that this annual income
could be of the order of $150,000. It is intended that
any surplus funds, after deduction for management
and administration costs, will be put towards the
future benefit of the asset. A Trust Account has been
established to receive rental and revenue payments from
the Federal Group.
With the transfer of the responsibility of the ARMC to
DIER, a full review of the Abt Railway assets owned
by the ARMC, which includes rail infrastructure, rolling
stock, buildings and property, their condition state and
valuation, began towards the end of 2003/2004 and
continued throughout 2004/05. It is expected this review
will be completed by the end of September 2005.

the Teepookana Plateau reliant upon the WCWR.

Financial

Previously a number of ‘licensed’ operators,

The Federal Government, through Centenary of

including apiarists, Forestry Tasmania and logging

Federation funding, has allocated a total of $20.45

contractors and some tourist operators accessed

million to the project and the final payment under the

the Plateau. The primary focus to date has been

Grant Deed was made in January 2003.

on satisfying the apiarist and Huon pine harvesting
requirements. Following the completion of special
‘Ro-Ro’ ramp facilities at Lowana and Lower Landing
and modifications to rolling stock and transport
plant and equipment, the first full season of Huon
pine extraction took place over the 2004/05 summer

annual report

with the remainder being made up by the Federal

The State Government has committed additional
funding to ensure the project’s completion. As at 30
June 2005 the Tasmanian Government had contributed
approximately $18 million to the West Coast Wilderness
Railway project.

period. This work has been successful due to the
cooperative approach of many, including DIER,
Forestry Tasmania, WCWR and the logging and
apiarist interests. Final accreditation by the Rail
Safety Regulator for the freight transportation was
granted.
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Output Group 4
Energy Advisory and
Regulatory Services
The Office of Energy Planning and Conservation (OEPC) supports the Director of Energy Planning in meeting
responsibilities specified in the Energy Co-ordination and Planning Act 1995. The Director’s principal duties are to
assist the Minister for Energy in planning and coordinating the provision of energy in Tasmania, and advising the
Minister on all aspects of energy policy.
In addition, OEPC represents Tasmania’s interests in national energy markets reform and development projects and
national energy policy development. OEPC is also assuming operational roles in coordinating the development of high
level response plans to deal with any possible major emergencies related to energy, and the administration of several
projects using federal funding to assist consumers who are remote from the electricity grid to use renewable energy.
OEPC’s goals and objectives align with Goals 1, 16, 19, 20, 23 and 24 of the Tasmania Together vision. These can be
summarised by saying that Tasmanians will continue to have sufficient supplies of safe and reliable energy delivered on
a sustainable and efficient basis, use energy wisely, and that Tasmania will benefit from participation in national energy
markets.

Achievements against Strategies
Identified for 2004/05
National Energy Markets Reform

Remote Renewable Power Generation Program

The Office has contributed to the work of officials from

The Office has administered the Remote Renewable

all States, Territories and the Commonwealth on reforms

Power Generation Program (RRPGP) in Tasmania since

outlined in the communique from the Ministerial Council

June 2000 on behalf of the Australian Government. The

on Energy issued on 11 December 2003. This work is

Partnership Agreement with the Australian Government

continuing, as is work on supporting consistent national

was recently renewed and will see the program

approaches to energy efficiency, energy security and the

extended up to 2010. It has also expanded the eligibility

planning for national transmission networks.

requirements for funding.

Over the past year, the Office handed the Chair of the

Major projects undertaken during 2004/05 were the

User Participation Working Group under the National

installation of solar arrays to displace the use of diesel

Energy Markets reform program to New South Wales and

fuel for the generation of electricity for the Cape Bruny

accepted the Chair of the Renewable and Distributed

Lightstation and facilities on Maria Island.

Energy Working Group under the Ministerial Council on
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Energy.
Tasmanian Natural Gas Project
The Office has continued to facilitate the establishment
of a natural gas supply industry in Tasmania. OEPC is
continuing to work with industry participants and other
government agencies to ensure that Tasmania has
an appropriate regulatory framework to facilitate the
efficient roll-out of natural gas in this state.

The Office also administers the Residential Remote
Area Power Supply Program under the RRPGP. This
program supports the uptake of renewable generation
equipment by remote households by providing up to 50
per cent of the cost of renewable energy systems that
displace diesel generation in remote or off-grid areas. In
this financial year 61 projects were approved and 25 of
these have been installed and the rebate paid. Systems
installed have covered solar, wind, micro hydro and
biomass generation.

various forms of energy in Tasmania

Powering Prosperity
Powering Prosperity – Consolidating Tasmania’s Energy

The Office is continuing to build its capabilities in

Advantage was released on 6 December 2004 and

this area with work beginning on an Energy Planning

provides a positive and forward-looking policy statement

Framework model using specialist computer modelling

of the Tasmanian Government’s position in relation to

software. The model will enable the Office to perform

the State’s energy sector into the medium term and the

scenario analysis for a range of long-term alternatives

Government’s vision of our energy future.

in the Tasmanian energy sector. It will also assist in
providing an overview of supply capabilities under
various pressure scenarios such as abnormally dry
conditions, increases or decreases in average and peak
loads, and switching between gas and electricity.
Energy Efficiency/Greenhouse Gas Abatement
The Office has participated in a variety of national
projects to address energy efficiency and greenhouse

annual report

Development of models of future demand and supply of

Powering Prosperity will inform the Tasmanian
community and guide the development of detailed
strategies to achieve our energy policy objectives in
the next phase of Tasmania’s energy development.
Powering Prosperity also acknowledges the strong
linkages between energy policy and the prosperity of our
economy, the fairness of our society and the health of
our environment.

gas issues, including the Energy Efficiency Working
Group, the National Framework for Energy Efficiency
Working Group; and the User Participation Working
Group.
In December 2004 the MCE endorsed and agreed to
the National Framework for Energy Efficiency. NFEE
consists of a comprehensive package of measures
covering the residential, commercial and industrial
sectors, and is designed to overcome the barriers and
challenges that prevent the market delivering the actual
economic potential of energy efficiency.
The Office continues to monitor the development of new
energy options such as hydrogen combustion engines
and fuel cells.

Additional Achievements
for 2004/05
Emergency Energy Planning
The increased diversity of energy supply in Tasmania
and connection to mainland gas and electricity grids
increases energy security for Tasmanians, but also
requires a reconsideration of the way the State can
best guard against risks to supplies and respond to any
shortfalls or emergencies should they eventuate.
The Office has taken a lead role in the coordination and
plan ready for Tasmania’s entry to the National Electricity
Market (NEM). This new role for the Office follows the
transfer of responsibility for electricity response planning
under Part 6 of the Electricity Supply Industry Act 1995
to the Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources
in April 2005.

Department of Infrastructure,
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Report of the
Director of
Energy Planning
This Report is required
under Section 13 of the
Energy Co-ordination and
Planning Act 1995

Throughout 2004/05 the adequacy of future electricity

The Director of Energy Planning is a statutory position

eight years of lower than average rainfall in the main

under the Energy Co-ordination and Planning Act 1995

catchment areas, and continued growth in demand.

and has the duty of advising the Minister on all aspects

DIER has worked closely with Hydro Tasmania in

of energy policy affecting Tasmania, and assisting the

developing prudent contingency plans to guard against

planning and co-ordination of the provision of energy in

the possibility of continued below average rainfall and is

the State. The role was passed to me in October 2004

keeping the Government informed of the situation.

and I would like to thank my predecessor, Rob Nicholl,
for his previous service and kind assistance.

assistance of the major electricity entities. In future
this will be done in conjunction with NEMMCO. The
energy stored in hydro dams is currently very low, after

Tasmanian electricity supplies are currently being
assisted by the Bell Bay Power plant, which has two

The year was a very significant one for energy in

thermal units powered by natural gas, and by the

Tasmania. Perhaps the most notable milestone occurred

Woolnorth wind farm, which until recently was Australia’s

on 29 May 2005 when Tasmania formally joined the

largest wind farm.

National Electricity Market (NEM). This means that all
significant electricity generation within Tasmania is now
offered for sale on the National Electricity Market, that
Tasmanian electricity retailers buy their electricity from
this market and that the National Electricity Market
Management Company (NEMMCO) now controls the
dispatch of electricity generation in Tasmania and

When Basslink is commissioned it will effectively
provide an extra 300MW of supply capacity. Additional
electricity energy supplies and capacity to meet peak
demands will come from wind and biomass generation,
co-generation at a new pulp mill, and continued
improvement by Hydro Tasmania of its existing assets.

is responsible for overall system control. Extensive

The performance and reliability of Tasmania’s electricity

preparations were undertaken to ensure that this major

supply is monitored by NEMMCO, the Office of the

change occurred smoothly, and the successful transition

Tasmanian Energy Regulator and the Reliability and

is a credit to all those involved.

Network Planning Panel. Improving transmission

Tasmania expects to physically join the main Australian
electricity grid in the autumn of 2006 when the Basslink
cable and associated works are completed. This is a
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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supply for Tasmania has been monitored with the

large and complex project which unfortunately suffered
a delay of several months when critical components
incurred damage during shipment to Australia. Basslink
will enable electricity to be exported to help meet
mainland peak demands, and imported at other times
to help meet growing Tasmanian demand for electricity
and to provide security of electricity supply in times of
prolonged drought.

system reliability over the medium term is a difficult task
due to high load growth, and the effects of essential
maintenance and development works. Severe wind
storms affected the reliability of the distribution systems
during 2003/04, but underlying reliability can be
expected to improve in the medium term as a result of
measures already taken or underway. Performance and
reliability reports can be found on the website maintained
by the Office of The Tasmanian Energy Regulator (www.
energyregulator.tas.gov.au).
Investments to improve capacity, security and
reliability are continuing in both the transmission and
distribution systems. A notable project involves the

One of the functions of the Director of Energy Planning

Waddamana to the Eastern suburbs of Hobart.

is to promote the use of renewable energy. This has

During 2004, responsibility for administering Section 6

been done through the Office of Energy Planning and

of the Electricity Supply Industry Act 1995, which deals
with potential emergency restrictions on electricity
use, passed from the Treasurer to the Minister for
Energy. Several exercises were held in conjunction with
NEMMCO to ensure responsibilities and communication
protocols are adequately understood, accepted and
rehearsed. Tasmania satisfied the required standards,
as it did the numerous other conditions necessary for
NEM entry. Nevertheless, the responsible authorities
in Tasmania are continuing to work on improving
Tasmania’s preparedness to respond to a supply
emergency if one should occur. This work is undertaken
in conjunction with NEMMCO and with Jurisdictional
System Security Co-ordinators from other States. It
is worth pointing out that there is a tiered hierarchy of

Conservation (OEPC) and their involvement in the above
national initiatives, as well as on inter-jurisdictional
working groups investigating the possibility of a Statesbased extension to the successful Mandatory Renewable
Energy Scheme, and on setting up a States-based
trading scheme to restrict greenhouse gas emissions.
In addition, the OEPC administers the Federally-funded
Renewable Remote Power Generation Program in
Tasmanian. This program provides assistance to eligible
off-grid renewable energy developments and residential
sites, with the aim of displacing or preventing diesel
generation. Aurora Energy administers the Federallyfunded Photovoltaic Rebate Program on behalf of the
OEPC, and the OEPC chairs a network of Tasmanian
organisations developing the use of hydrogen as a store

responses, ranging from local events which are handled

of energy and a potential transport fuel.

by the relevant local supply entity, through wider or

The rollout of natural gas in Tasmania continued during

larger events which are coordinated by NEMMCO, to

2004/05, reaching as far as the southern suburbs of

prolonged or nation-wide events which might require

Hobart. Powerco has already connected a range of

jurisdictional involvement.

commercial customers and has announced plans to

The development of Australia’s electricity and

begin connecting residential customers, starting with

gas markets is continuing at a national level, with
leadership and policy direction provided by the
Ministerial Council on Energy, assisted by the Standing
Committee of Officials from all States, Territories and
the Commonwealth. Highlights for the year were the
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addition by Transend of a second transmission line from

parts of Launceston. The Gas Project is providing
Tasmania with additional energy diversity, capacity
and security, and has already enabled significant cost
savings to be made to made in the operations of the
Bell Bay thermal plant, following its conversion from

creation of the National Electricity Rules to replace the

burning oil.

old National Electricity Code, and the commencement of

In summary, the year just past has been one of

the new Australian Energy Regulator and the Australian

considerable achievements for energy in Tasmania.

Energy Markets Commission in July 2005.

The year ahead will present further challenges and

Inter-jurisdictional groups under the auspices of

opportunities for still more achievements.

the Ministerial Council on Energy are working on a
wide range of matters including, transmission, user
participation, energy efficiency, developing a national

PHIL HARRINGTON

gas market, emergency response protocols, further
improvements to overall governance and many others.
Tasmania is represented in these developments at all
levels, and takes a lead role on inter-jurisdictional groups
of wind energy into the Australian grid and on reducing
barriers to the uptake of renewable and distributed
sources of energy.
In December 2004 the Tasmanian Government released
a statement entitled Powering Prosperity. This is a
positive and forward looking statement of Government’s
position for the State’s energy sector and its vision of the
energy future.

Deputy Secretary, Department Of Infrastructure, Energy
And Resources

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

working on the challenges of integrating large amounts
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Output Group 5
Workplace Standards
Workplace Standards Tasmania (WST) administers legislation that regulates occupational health and safety; workers
rehabilitation and compensation; building and plumbing standards; electricity standards and safety; natural gas safety;
long service leave; shop trading hours and statutory holidays.
WST also:
•

provides strategic policy analysis and advice;

•

conducts accident and incident investigations;

•

undertakes audits for compliance with legislation;

•

delivers awareness and educational programs;

•

provides advice about entitlements and other industrial relations matters; and

•

processes licences and permits.

Under a new contract between the State and Federal Ministers, WST delivers advice, investigation and complaint
resolution services for Federal awards.
WST has three branches: the Inspectorate (which includes separate units for Standards, Electricity Standards and
Safety and Gas Standards and Safety); WorkCover Tasmania; and Policy, Planning and Services (which includes
Building Standards and Regulation), and a small Executive Support Unit.

Achievements against Strategies
Identified for 2004/05
The main functions that
WST performs
Accreditation
Community Awareness

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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What WST aims to achieve for the community
Minimisation of risk to the community by maintaining appropriate standards that
reflect community needs
Appropriate behaviour that has been modified through knowledge and
understanding of duties and obligations, and that meets expectations for better
performance and improvements in standards and safety

Facilitating Compliance

Recognition of duties and obligations for regulated activity, reinforcement and
confirmation of appropriate attitudes and behaviour; and
Identification and correction of inappropriate attitudes and behaviour

Policy, Legislation and
Standards

A strategic, consistent and contemporary policy framework that:
•
meets community expectations expressed in government policy;
•
meets the principles of good regulation; and
•
allows for the smooth administration of the business of Government

Stakeholder Relations

Empowerment of stakeholder groups and their members

Managing for Improved
Performance

The outcome of Managing for Improved Performance is a dynamic, accountable and
performance orientated organisation that adds value to the Tasmanian community.

Accreditation
•
•

There was a significant increase in the number of

NOTE: Last year’s Annual Report inadvertently referred

fireworks permit applications.

to “two authorised bodies” appointed under the Building

WST completed a major project to establish

Act 2000 for the accreditation of building practitioners.

administration of security-sensitive dangerous

There is, of course, only one such body – the Tasmanian

substances to commence 1 July 2005.

Compliance Corporation.

Community Awareness

organisations to undertake additional health and

For the year to 30 June 2005, the WST Helpline

safety related exercise during the Week.

responded to 56,589 telephone enquiries:
Workplace Health & Safety

11,261

Workers Rehabilitation & Compensation

3,724

Dangerous Goods

1,279

State Industrial Relations

6,841

Long Service Leave

1,701

Statutory Holidays

956

Building Standards & Regulation

687

Other

•

•

benefits of safe work practices and help to share
workplace safety solutions. There were 81 entries
from Tasmanian businesses, organisations and
individuals.
•

business health and safety improvement strategy
was launched during Workplace Safe Week in

56,589

Tasmania Board’s educational campaign

October 2004.
•

electrical safety by encouraging consumers to

communications plan evaluated and updated in line
with the research results.

use licensed electrical contractors to do their

The Campaign this year included a strong focus on

prosecutions had highlighted dangerous and illegal

electrical work. Field inspections and subsequent

improving safety on Tasmanian farms. This involved
working closely with the Tasmanian Farmers and
Graziers Association, Primary Employers Tasmania

electrical work as a community hazard.
•

to invest in upgrading the safety of their homes by

the rural safety compliance blitzes by the workplace

installing safety switches. The promotion included

inspectorate. A number of free rural safety seminars

taking a stand at Agfest, mailing out brochures,

were also conducted around the state as part of the

stickers and handing out promotional ‘gifts’ such as

campaign.
Over 1200 hazards have been found on farms
since the blitzes began in September 2004, but

tote bags and pens inscribed with safety messages.
•

with other industry groups in the three major

is delivering improved safety since the number of

centres in April 2005. At these functions contractors

hazards detected has decreased in each round of the

were informed about changes to the wiring rules,

program.

safety on your farm, was developed and released in
May 2005 at Agfest. The rural safety improvement
strategy will continue into 2005/06, focusing on

Continuing Professional Development – Electrical
contractor trade nights were held in conjunction

the coordinated education and inspection strategy

A new farm safety publication, How to improve

Safety switches save lives – An awareness raising
activity aimed at convincing owners of older homes

and other farming groups, and linking heavily with

legislation and documentation requirements.
•

Other Community Awareness Activity – Including the
major activity reported above Workplace Standards
staff undertook 290 awareness-raising activities

obtaining farmers’ commitment to implement the

Community consultation on the Occupational Licensing

safety steps outlined in the new publication.

Bill 2005; Infringement Notices under the Workplace

Workplace Issues magazine – This quarterly

Health and Safety Act 1995: the release of Discussion

encouraging compliance. The circulation and
readership continue to increase, with about 11,000
copies distributed to Tasmanians and Tasmanian
businesses each quarter.
Workplace Safe Week — This annual event was held
in October 2004, the theme being Spot the Hazard
before it Spots you. The Week is designed to put the
spotlight on the importance of risk management for

Paper - 2005 Reforms Issues: Workers Rehabilitation
and Compensation Act 1998; forums relating to the
need for Continuing Professional Development under
the Building Act 2000 and Energy Efficiency (with
the Australian Building Codes Board) also improved
community awareness.
Website - Usability testing on the WorkCover website
was conducted and recommendations to improve
the site are being discussed in relation to a whole-of-

Department of Infrastructure,
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publication is a vehicle for sharing solutions and

•

Don’t do it yourself, use a licensed electrical
contractor – A campaign was conducted to improve

was reviewed, research undertaken and the

•

Making your small business safer and healthier
- A new publication produced as part of the small

1,012

Workplace Safe Campaign - The WorkCover

Workplace Safe Awards — held annually to reward
innovative safety programs, focus enterprises on the

29,128

Federal Industrial Relations

TOTAL
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workplace safety and to stimulate businesses and
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government initiative for consistent use of templates

•

Future Community Awareness Activity – The

across all State Government departments. The registered

WorkCover Tasmania Board’s excellent analysis of

user areas are being progressively upgraded to improve

workers compensation data, the Black Spots report,

information retrieval. The Gas Standards and Safety sub-

together with Helpline and field inspection data will

site was launched and information on Security Sensitive

be used to develop the 2005/06 strategy. Planning

Ammonium Nitrate added.

is already underway to target factory workers with a
coordinated awareness and compliance campaign

There were major revisions to the Building Standards and

scheduled to begin in March 2006.

Safety sub-site to assist with the implementation of the
Building Act and to improve access to lists of accredited
plumbing products.

Facilitating Compliance
Tasmania’s participation in the National compliance

A list of all prosecutions was added.

project Working at height in the construction industry,

The following statistics relate to use of the websites by

the aim of which was to improve safety in the housing,

external users only and do not include staff hits.

construction industry and allied trades, included
unannounced inspections of 40 sites. Inconsistent and
sometimes poor safety standards resulted in 11 notices

10 Most
popular
publications

Title

1.

How to HAZCHEM
placard premises storing
dangerous goods
(GB023 )

1865

How to HAZCHEM
placard premises storing
dangerous goods
(GB023 )

1858

3.

Management: Play it
SAFE (GB081)

1714

4.

Hazard Management:
Play it SAFE (GB081)

1706

5.

A Guide to First Aid in
the Workplace (GB119)

1512

6.

A guide Guide to the
Workplace Health and
Safety Legislation
(GB133)

1510

7.

A Guide to First Aid in
the Workplace (GB119)

1503

8.

A guide Guide to the
Workplace Health and
Safety Legislation
(GB133)

1490

9.

Hazard Industrial
equipment requiring
an OHS certificate of
competency to use or
operate (GB101)

2.
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10.

Tasmanian guidelines
for the assessment of
permanent impairment
Total publication
downloads

Number of
Downloads

requiring immediate cessation of work, and 15 notices
requiring the improvement of safety management
practices were issued.
Tasmania also participated in the national compliance
project Design 4 Health, the aim of which was to improve
safety of the non-nursing areas in the hospital and the
health care services sector. A total of 33 audits were
arranged with organisations in this industry sector. A
total of 10 notices were issued requiring 46 improvement
actions.
The report, Occupational Black Spots Tasmania Update
2003, published by the WorkCover Tasmania Board, was
used to identify strategic targets for interventions at the
State level. Two significant state-wide projects were
implemented:
•

Health and Safety in the rural sector: Over 400
inspections resulted in 111 notices being issued
requiring improvements to health and safety
standards. The initial round of inspections detected
745 hazards across farms visited

•

Body Stressing (manual handling). This program
focused on those organisations that had a history
of multiple workers compensation claims for injuries
related to body stressing, across most industry
sectors. A total of 50 organisations were audited,

1086

resulting in 21 notices being issued requiring
improvements.
955

•

A field inspection campaign targeting compliance
of relevant transport operators with the Dangerous

134,167

Goods bulk vehicle standards and licensing
requirements revealed a high level of minor non-

Successful hits

8,236,998

compliance issues. These matters have been

User sessions

   913,563

rectified by the operators.

•

Compliance of electrical contractors with the record

Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation Act

keeping and supervisory requirements of legislation

1988 - During the financial year 465 site audits

was audited and a high level of compliance was

and inspections were conducted, 408 minor issues

found.

were addressed, 97 complaints were investigated
and 273 notices to produce records were issued.

Gas Pipeline Operators were audited for compliance

For each workplace visit, only 20% were found to

with the requirements of the Gas Pipelines Act 2000

be substantially compliant with the requirements of

and Gas Act 2000. Full compliance was established.
•

this Act.

Every effort has been made to harmonise the

Dangerous Goods Act 1998 - During the financial

workplace relations (industrial relations) activities

year 1,155 site audits and inspections were

across both state and federal jurisdictions.

conducted, 443 minor issues were addressed, 277

A total of 292 claims were lodged by employees

notices were issued and 339 accidents/incident/

who believed that they had been underpaid or had

complaints were investigated. For each workplace

not received their proper entitlements. A total of 191

visit, 47% were found to be substantially compliant

related to the Tasmanian Industrial Relations Act 1984

with the requirements of this Act.  

and 101 to the Workplace Relations Act 1996 of the
Commonwealth.

•

Tasmanian Industrial Commission (TIC)
Industrial Relations Act 1984 - Eighteen cases were

The dominant awards involved for claims lodged within

referred. Three award breaches were determined

the state jurisdiction during this period were those

and fifteen are still before the TIC.

covering the retail, entertainment and hospitality sector.

Long Service Leave Act 1976 – three disputes were

This sector accounted for 42% of the total, made up

referred to the TIC and all were determined.

of Restaurant Keepers award (23%), Hotels, Resorts,

Long Service Leave (State Employees) Act 1995

Hospitality and Motels award (4%), Retail Trades award

– one dispute is proceeding before the TIC.

(10%) and Baking Industry award (5%).
A similar pattern has emerged within the federal

•

Court of Petty Sessions (CPS)

jurisdiction with 44% of the claims lodged coming from

Dangerous Goods Act 1998 – seven cases were

the industries within this sector.

referred to the CPS with five being found guilty. Two

•

Field Inspections

cases are still before the Court.
Electricity Industry Safety and Administration Act
1997 – one case was referred to the CPS with the

financial year 6,548 site audits and inspections were

defendant being found guilty.

conducted, 842 minor issues were addressed, 687

Industrial Relations Act 1984 –Ten cases were

notices were issued, 421 requiring improvements

referred to the CPS with all ten defendants being

and 266 requiring cessation of work. A total of

found guilty.

90% of the workplaces visited were substantially

Long Service Leave Act 1976 – One case was

compliant with the requirements of this Act.   

referred to the CPS and the defendant was found

Industrial Relations Act 1984 - During the financial

guilty.

year 557 site audits and inspections were conducted

Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988

and 428 minor issues were addressed. A total of 134

– fourteen cases were referred to the CPS. Eight

complaints were investigated and 290 notices to

defendants were found guilty, while six cases are still

produce records were issued. For each workplace

proceeding in the Court.

visit, only 24% were found to be substantially

Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995 – twenty-eight

compliant with the requirements of this Act.        

cases were referred to the CPS. Eight defendants

year 458 site audits and inspections were
conducted, 411 minor issues were addressed, 85
claims were investigated and 274 notices to produce
records were issued. For each workplace visit, only
22% were found to be substantially compliant with
the requirements of this Act.        

were found guilty, while a further eighteen cases are
still before the CPS. One defendant was found not
guilty and one prosecution was withdrawn. The fines
imposed by the Magistrate remain of concern. The
maximum penalty so far imposed on an employer
is $30,000 for having unsafe systems of work. The
maximum penalty presently available to a Magistrate
for this offence is $150,000.

Department of Infrastructure,
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Policy, Legislation and Standards

Stakeholder Relations

•

•

Guidelines were developed and published to assist

continued with close consultation with key

specific Safety Management Plans. A total of 25

stakeholders.

Tasmanian construction companies were invited
to submit generic Safety Management Plans, with

•

construction of Tasmanian gas pipeline metering and

Advice was provided to the Minister on portable long
service leave in the metalliferous mining and cleaning
industries, including advice on developments in other

off-take facilities.
•

•

has had to deploy in response to a dramatic increase

The Long Service Leave (State Employees) Act 1994

in the number and complexity of requests received

was amended to take account of recommendations

during 2004/05. The weekly average has climbed

in the State Service Wage Agreement between the

by 42% from 3.8 to 5.4 FoI requests received each

Government and the Unions. The amendments

week. Full statistical results for Workplace Standards

reduce the minimum period of leave that can be

Tasmania FoI requests are shown elsewhere in this

taken from 15 days to five days.

annual report.

Analysis and advice was provided in respect of

•

Review of Workers Compensation in Tasmania in

and Construction Industry, completed 2004/05;

relation to proposed amendments to the Act.

Inquiry into the Building and Construction Industry

Managing for Improved
Performance

Improvement Bill.

•

Territories' Governments submission to the Senate

the Police, Fire Service and Local Government is
undertaken.

approved by the Minister.
The Occupational Licensing Bill 2005 was completed

•

number of over-payments received.

2005.
Assistance was provided to the State Security Unit

•

implemented.

development of the Security Sensitive Dangerous

Department of Infrastructure,
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•

Type B gas appliance and complex gas installation:
Administrative systems were designed and

and the Department of Premier and Cabinet with the
Substances Bill (to meet Tasmania’s commitment to

Electrical Licensing Database: Systems were
enhanced to improve efficiency and reduce the

and tabled in the House of Assembly on 24 May

•

Fireworks: Systems were introduced to improve the
speed with which the prescribed consultation with

The Code of Practice for Risk Management of
Agricultural Shows and Carnivals was completed and

•

Public consultation was completed on the Rutherford

the Cole Royal Commission into the Building
contributions were made to the States' and

•

Freedom of Information Requests: There has been a
very significant increase in the resources that WST

States and Territories.
•

The Gas Standards and Safety Unit worked closely
with the gas entity, Alinta DTH Pty Ltd, in the

seven companies making a submission for approval.
•

The implementation of the Building Act 2000

construction companies to produce company

•

Management of Inspector resources: The

the Council of Australian Governments’ Agreement

governance processes that manage the activities

and Principles for the regulation of Ammonium

of the inspectorate were reviewed and extensively

Nitrate). The Bill was introduced into Parliament on

modified.

14 June 2005 and passed the House of Assembly on

The Compliance and Enforcement Committee

16 June 2005. The administration necessary for

(CEC) was created and replaced the Investigation

implementation will be achieved in 2005/06.

Review Committee. The CEC will monitor, consider

Drafting of the Dangerous Substances Safety

and review all prosecution matters and will allocate

Management Bill and the Dangerous Substances
(Transport) Bill is advancing. Consultation with key
stakeholders in government and industry will begin
early in the new financial year, with the objective of
introducing the Bills into Parliament in October 2005.
		

resources to statewide projects and monitoring the
progress of those projects.
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Contracts
The contract for Actuarial Services to the WorkCover
Tasmania Board was awarded to Bateup Actuarial and
Consulting Services Pty Ltd.
The Board agreed that there was significant scope for
improvement in the way many actuarial assignments
were managed. Such an improvement would result in
better outcomes, such as projects being started, and
thus completed in a timely manner, and better synergies
between closely related but separately run projects,
such as the suggested premium rates and the Workers
Rehabilitation and Compensation Scheme review.
The term of the contract is initially 18 months with the
option of extending the contract for a further eighteen
months. Delivery of the Board’s requirements began on
1 January 2005 and must be completed on or before 30
June 2006.
Contract Outputs (Deliverables):
•

Annual review of the operation and performance of
the Tasmanian workers compensation scheme;

•

Development of workers compensation suggested
industry premium rates;

•

Assessment of bank guarantees for individual selfinsurers;

•

Assessment of avoided premium payments;

•

Any additional work commissioned by the Board.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Director of Gas Safety
Annual Report 2004/05
Operations implemented under the
Gas Act 2000

Overview and administrative
activities
The administration of the Gas Act 2000 has been

The GSS unit is comprised of five Authorised Officers

undertaken by the Gas Standards and Safety (GSS)

and two Administrative/Record Officers.

section of Workplace Standards Tasmania, under the

GSS administrative functions are centralised in

direction of Mr Stephen James Hyam, the appointed
Director of Gas Safety pursuant to section 9(i) of the Gas
Act 2000

Launceston with regional support in Hobart and Burnie.
The unit’s operational activities are shown in Table1 below.

GAS STANDARDS and SAFETY
OVERVIEW and ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES
INFRASTRUCTURE
STANDARDS

CONSUMER SAFETY

LICENSING and
ACCREDITATION

TRANSMISSION
OPERATIONS

GAS STANDARDS
TYPE A APPLIANCE,
COMPONENTS & STD
INSTALLATIONS

LICENCE
ADMINISTRATION and
BOARDS

DISTRIBUTION
CONSTRUCTION and
OPERATIONS

INSTALLATIONS
COMPLEX/
PRESCRIBED and
TYPE B APPLIANCES

TAFE TRAINING,
INDUSTRY TRAINING
and ACCREDITATION

INVESTIGATIONS
ACCIDENTS and
INCIDENTS

AUDITING and
PERFORMANCE
REVIEW

Transmission
Distribution
Installations
Appliances A
Appliances B
Fire

IT and BUSINESS
SYSTEMS

SOUTH
REGION
BRIGHTON
GLENORCHY
NEW TOWN
HOBART CBD
SANDY BAY

ZONE
1
1
1
1
1

Kingston
Eastern Shore

NORTH

Department of Infrastructure,
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REGION
LAUNCESTON
BELL BAY
LONFORD
WESTBURY

ZONE
3
1
1
1

West Tamar

NORTH WEST
REGION
WYNYARD
BURNIE
DEVONPORT

ZONE
1
1
2

COMMUNICATIONS
and
PUBLICATIONS
POLICY and
LEGISLATION

Denotes
operations
pursuant to
Gas Act 2000

BUDGET, BUSINESS
SYSTEMS and
ADMINISTRATION

Ulverstone

SAFETY and
OPERATING PLANS
LICENSING

Table 1

There has also been a large increase in the number of
Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) installations and appliances
ACTIVITY

approved for both domestic and commercial use.

annual report

It is satisfying to report the completion of seven natural
gas (NG) networks under the stage 1 gas agreement.
Natural gas is being supplied by Powerco Tasmania Pty
Ltd, Option One Pty Ltd and Aurora Energy Pty Ltd to
retail customers.

Very few minor incidents and no serious or fatal incidents
or injuries have occurred during the year.
The Gas Standards and Safety Unit has become a
central component in delivering safe gas distribution,
reticulation and installations for the Tasmanian
community.

FUNCTION

SAFETY OUTCOME

Review and approve 8 off gas
distribution networks plans.

Ensure integrity of proposed gas networks.

Maximise the intrinsic safety of the gas
networks.

Review and approve revisions of
Powerco Tasmania Pty Ltd. Safety &
Operating Plan.

Ensure a comprehensive and safe
construction, operations and maintenance
program is implemented.

Maximise operational safety by minimising
the potential for errors in operation and
maintenance.

Develop and implement a compliance
program for construction and
commissioning of Stage 1 gas
networks.

Ensure safe construction and
commissioning for live gas distribution
networks.

Maximise intrinsic and operational safety
during the high hazard commissioning
period.

Develop and implement a compliance
program for Stage 2 gas service

Ensure safe installation of mains and
services into domestic and commercial

Maximise intrinsic and operational safety
during the high hazard commissioning

installations.

premises.

period.

GAS DISTRIBUTION

GAS FITTER Licensing and GAS WORKER Accreditation
Promote natural gas fitters licensing
scheme to industry.

Regulate and administer gas fitter
licensing.

Collaborate with stakeholders to deliver Ensure that comprehensive standards
required training and skills development for training reflect national competency
for gas workers.
standards.

Accountable and competent person
undertaking work in the gas industry.
Accountable and competent person
undertaking work in the gas industry.

GAS APPLIANCES AND INSTALLATIONS
Implement gas appliance and
installation acceptance process to both
LPG and Natural Gas industry.

Ensure robust approval and commissioning Minimise the likelihood of unsafe appliances
verification standards for the industry.
entering or remaining in the community.

GAS TECHNICAL STANDARDS & WORKING GROUPS
Review and adopt relevant technical
safety standards and codes for gas
distribution and gas appliances.

Ensure consistent national standards apply Maximise the intrinsic safety in the gas
to Tasmanian gas industry.
industry.

Develop and implement
communications instruments.

Maximise the ability of the industry
Risk control information for consumers gas
to respond to safety improvement
installation standards.
opportunities.

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS
Member of the Occupational Licensing
Act development committee.

Development of statutory licensing
standards.

Accountability and competency
arrangements have minimal consumer cost
implications.

Attend national gas technical regulator
meetings.

Development of uniform national gas
industry technical standards.

Simplified product and managerial problems.

COMMUNICATIONS & EDUCATION MANAGEMENT

Internet site and safety publications.

Facilitate access to gas technical
standards and gas safety information.

Maximise the ability of the industry
to respond to safety improvement
opportunities.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Continuous professional improvement

Contemporary knowledge of technical and Up-to-date supervision and auditing of the
management matters.
industry.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Develop business management
systems

Nine business management systems have
been implemented.

Efficient administrative processes for use by
stakeholders.

Table 2
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Develop a gas specific
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REVIEW OF OPERATIONS

4.0 Gas Technical Standards & Working Groups

1.0 GAS DISTRIBUTION

Technical standards for the Tasmanian gas industry
are being continuously developed and reviewed in

Stage 1, Gas Rollout

consultation with industry stakeholders, end users,

Natural gas primary distribution facilities have been

interstate legislators and gas industry organisations to

completed at Wynyard, Burnie, Devonport and

ensure currency, relevance and completeness.

Launceston. Major industrial consumers are now
receiving gas supplies from the Powerco Tasmania Pty
Ltd (Powerco) Stage 1 gas networks.

Industry and regulatory committees involved in the
ongoing development of natural gas programs are
included in Table 3:

The Hobart gas facility is under construction. The
Bridgewater to Elwick Road and associated distribution

Committee

mains are partially commissioned.

Occupational Dept Economic
Licensing
Development.

GAS DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES -

DIER Office of Energy
& Planning, Workplace
Standards Tasmania
(WST) and Tasmanian
Municipal Associations.

SCHEDULE OF COMPLETION
Safety &
Design
Commission
Gas
Operating
Gas Facility Certification
Plan
Facility
Plan
Accepted
Accepted
Operating
Accepted
Burnie
Bell Bay
Devonport
Hobart

v
1

2

1

Member Organisations Committee Purpose

Gas
Regulatory
Working
Group.

2

Office of The Energy
Regulator.
DIER Office of Energy
and Planning, WST,
TAFE.

Longford
Ulverstone
Westbury

Gas Technical All states and New
Regulators
Zealand gas technical
Committee. Regulators.

Development of
national gas safety
standards for
distribution systems
and appliances.

Gas Technical Some state and NZ gas
Certification technical Regulators.
Committee
Gas appliance
manufacturers.

Development and
implementation
of appliance
manufacturing
standards.

Wynyard

2 Partial Approval

Stage 2, Gas Rollout
The Powerco Stage 2 gas rollout is continuing. When
complete this gas reticulation network will enable the

The committee
forms part of
the governance
arrangements for the
National AGA Product
Certification Scheme.
This is a third party
approval scheme
authorised by the
Director.

delivery of natural gas (NG) to a significant proportion of
the Tasmanian domestic and commercial market.
2.0 Gas Installations and Appliances
Administrative processes have been implemented
to ensure that the LP Gas and the NG industries
are implementing safety standards at the design,
testing, commissioning and operational levels. These
procedures, which are being further refined, have
ensured that appliances converted from other fuels to
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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NG are safe, efficient and durable.
3.0 Gas Retailing
In consultation with the Director of Gas and the industry,
draft compliance guidelines have been developed for
gas retailers.
Approval of all the safety and operating plan is expected
to be complete by 3rd quarter 2005.

Development of
technical standards
for the gas industry.

Treasury.

Launceston

1 Denotes Provisional Approval

Development
and subsequent
implementation of
the Occupational
Licensing Act.

Tasmanian
Electrolysis
Committee

Infrastructure Owners,
WST, Office of Energy &
Planning

A review and
recommendation
body aimed at solving
problems associated
with electrolytic
corrosion and
corrosion protection
systems.

GSS work groups- committee functions

Table 3

The Director has approved the Australian Gas
Association (AGA) as an external certifying authority for
the certification of individual gas appliances imported
into Tasmania. The AGA national certification scheme
provides Tasmania with a comprehensive system of gas
appliance and component certification. This certification
system also monitors compliance of appliances and
components with the approval and takes corrective
action to remedy any problems.
6.0 Staff Development
Continuous professional development is expected of all
authorised officers. Officers have attended intrastate
and interstate specialised gas training, education
courses and seminars. Topics include gas transmission,
gas distribution, appliance design standards, methods of
pipeline repair and investigation techniques.
7.0 Gas Worker Training and Accreditation
GSS have collaborated with the gas distributor and
industry to ensure that relevant safety standards are
adopted and nationally accepted training standards are
achieved.
Development of these training programs within the
nationally recognised Australian Training Framework
has involved TAFE, Powerco Tasmania Pty Ltd and
stakeholders.
8.0 Gas Fitter Training and Accreditation
In total 114 gas fitters have certificates of competencies,
issued by the Director of Industry Safety under the
Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995. This is an interim
arrangement that will cease when the Occupational
Licensing Bill 2005 is approved by Parliament and
proclaimed.
Competency assessment is conducted for Type B
(high gas consuming) appliance gas fitters using a
system developed by the Victorian Plumbing Industry
Commission (PIC).
Regional information and education programs have been
conducted for gas fitters wishing to enter the natural gas
industry.

9.0 Communications and Education
Management
Significant emphasis was placed on the development of
educational and advisory material to inform stakeholders
of legislative and technical matters. Table 4 summarises
these activities:

Product

Output 2004-05

Target Audience

Gas
Constructed and launched
Standards
a technical “gas safety”
and Safety
web site
“Internet site”

Gas Consumers
Gas Fitters
Gas Workers
Gas Distributors
Community
Gas
Developed and delivered All Licensed Gas
Standards and the 1st edition of the
Fitters
Safety “Gas
“Gas Bulletin” advising of Gas Distributors
Bulletin ”
prescriptive gas legislation Gas Retailers
requirements
Director of
Developed draft
Gas Retailers
Gas Safety,
requirements for
“Guidelines
collaboration with “Gas
for Safety and Retailers” to enable the
Operating
development of safety and
Plans for Gas operating plans.
Retailers”
Gas Safety
Installing Natural Gas
Domestic
and Technical Appliances in Domestic
Consumers
Publications. Premises
Fire Resistant Materials
Gas Fitters
IS03
and Domestic
Consumers
Appliance Conversions – Gas Fitters and
Requirements for Provision Building Designers
of a Flame Safeguard
System IS08
Concealed Piping In High Gas Fitters and
Rise Buildings IS10
Building Designers
Heaters for Outdoor Use Gas Fitters and
Including Public Spaces
Consumers
IS11
Type A Gas Appliance
Consumers and
Conversion from one gas Gas Fitters
to another IS13
Is That Wall Behind that
Consumers and
Commercial Catering
Gas Fitters
Equipment NonCombustible – Don’t be
fooled by stainless steel or
tiles. IS14
Gas Shut Off when
Gas Fitters and
Automatic Fire Equipment Building Designers.
Operates IS15
Ventilation for Gas
Gas Fitters
Appliances and Equipment
IS16
Connection of Commercial Gas Fitters
Catering Equipment IS16
Is the Wall Behind that
Consumers
Domestic Cooking
Equipment Non
– Combustible IS18
Construction and Approval Gas Fitters
Standards for “Stand By“ Engineers
Gas Systems on Natural
Gas Type B Equipment
IS19
Australian Standards /
Gas Fitters
Australian Gas Association Building Designers
Standards for Type
Wholesalers
A Appliances and
Components IS20

Table 4

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Work has commenced on developing a system for
monitoring the performance of licensed gas fitters.

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS
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5.0 Gas Appliance Certification
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10.0 General Outputs

Field Operations

Business Administration

General statistical information on the field operations of

Administration systems have been developed and are
listed in Table 5:
Business
Management
System
Document control

Outputs

Reason

Document and
publications
approval process.

Maintenance of
document and
publications
standards.
Quality control of
public documents.

Web Development Development and
and Management approval process
for business
documentation.
Certificate of
Applicant database
Competency
Examinations
Communications Deliver relevant
Management
and timely
System
publications.

Plumbing Industry
Commission
reconciliation.
Identification
of needs and
stakeholder
expectations.
Staff Training Data Relevant and
Maintenance of
Base
timely training
contemporary skills
information.
and knowledge.
Staff Appraisals
Timely assessment Continuous
of staff
improvement.
performance.
Monthly Unit
Management of
Decision making,
Meetings
GSS business
planning and review.
planning & outputs.
Gas Appliance
Unsafe gas
Consumer safety.
Recall
appliance
Management
notifications
Accident
Respond to threats Community safety.
and Incident
to supply on gas
Investigation
transmission
process.
and distribution
facilities

the GSS unit is attached in Table 6.
CRITERIA (Field
Operations)
Gas Appliances and
Installations
General Gas Act
enquiries processed
by GSS
Complex Gas
Installations assessed
Complex Gas
Installation Field
Assessments
Type “B” Appliances
Accepted
Type “B” field
assessments
Information packages
released on gas fitter
assessment and
certification
Number of Gas Fitters
who successfully
completed
assessment and
certification for Type
A and B certificate of
competency.
Gas Distribution
Gas Mains
construction audits
Gas Transmission
receiving station
construction audits.

04/05 (to
1/6/05)

03/04

02/03

Not Available

1755

1273

113

68

27

156

114

120

83

44

41

111

83

167

Not Available

83

85

54

12

20

147

24

-

90

28

-

General Statistical Data 2003/04 		

Table 5
SJ Hyam
DIRECTOR OF GAS SAFETY
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Table 6

Mineral Resources Tasmania (MRT) provides services

economic well-being of Tasmania. The mineral extraction

to the mineral and petroleum exploration, mining,

and processing sector is Tasmania’s largest export

quarrying and mineral processing industries; for

industry, accounting for 36 per cent of total exports.

infrastructure development; to land management groups
for geohazards, construction materials and groundwater;
and to the general public.

MRT, by providing information on areas of high mineral
and hydrocarbon resource potential in Tasmania,
encourages private sector exploration which will lead to

The primary role of MRT is to ensure that Tasmania’s

new operations coming on stream as the economic life

natural mineral resources are managed in a sustainable

of existing operations declines. By ensuring an adequate

way now and for future generations in accordance with

return from our mineral resources, all Tasmanians can

the goals of Tasmania Together, and to ensure that there

share the benefits of our mineral wealth.

is a fair and sustainable return to the community when
mineral or petroleum resources are developed.

The mining industry in Tasmania again benefited from
the continuing improvement in metal prices during the

MRT is responsible for the:

year. The outlook for 2005/06 is also positive with the

•

collection, integration, interpretation, publication and

expectation that recent commodity price increases will

presentation of geoscientific information;

remain, at least in the medium term.

collection, integration, interpretation, publication

Bluestone Tin Limited has successfully re-opened the

and presentation of information on Tasmania's land

Renison Bell mine. The company has acquired the Mount

stability and groundwater issues;

Bischoff mine and is planning to increase production

•

•

regulation of mineral and petroleum exploration
and development in Tasmania, including offshore
waters administered by the State, and the promotion

•

treating the tailings from the Renison Bell mine.

exploration;

exploration decline and cross-cut at the Avebury nickel

technical reporting of exploration records and case
histories;

deposit. The Development Proposal and Environmental
Management Plans have been approved and the
company expects to complete the full feasibility study by
October 2005 to enable production to commence in the
first quarter of 2006. Infill drilling has been completed,

environmental appraisal, monitoring and

with positive results and an upgraded resource

management of mining heritage and land access

calculation is under way. Metallurgical testing is close to

issues; and

completion and also has achieved promising results.

issue of legal titles for mining tenements,

Stemcor Holdings Limited has purchased Australian

collation and recording of statistics relating to

Bulk Minerals (ABM), the operator of the Savage River

mining production, collection of fees and rentals,

mine and Port Latta pelletising plant. ABM is continuing

management of royalty regimes, and recording of

a feasibility study into extending the life of the mine by

mining tenements.

conducting underground mining operations.

Growth in mineral exploration activity is essential for the

There is potential for resumption of mining at two sites

future development of the mineral sector and for the

on King Island. GTN Resources Limited is conducting

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

•

The company is also conducting a feasibility study into

Allegiance Mining NL has completed development of an

performance of exploration activities and the

•

by bringing this mine into production in early 2006.

of vacant areas available for onshore and offshore

setting and monitoring of standards for both the
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a full feasibility study into resuming scheelite mining at
Grassy. Tasmanian Titanium Pty Ltd expects to resume
heavy mineral sand mining at Naracoopa before the end
of 2005.
Van Dieman Mines plc plans to commence alluvial
tin and sapphire mining at the Endurance and Scotia
deposits in northeastern Tasmania by the end of 2005.
The Thylacine gas discovery in permit T/30P and the
Yolla gasfield are both in Tasmanian waters and are to be
developed in the near future. The gas from both these
fields will be piped to Victoria.
All other mines continued to perform strongly during the

Continue the work program on the statewide
groundwater monitoring network.

•

Continue rehabilitation of abandoned mining sites in
Tasmania.

Key clients
The major clients of this Output Group include the
Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources, the
various levels of government, infrastructure developers,
the mining and mineral processing industries, and the
general public.
How this Output Group is delivered

year. Exploration programs are continuing at the Henty,

This Output Group is delivered by Departmental officers,

Beaconsfield and Rosebery mines.

in close liaison with industry bodies, local government

The major initiatives and issues affecting MRT in 2004/05
included:
•

Enhancing the provision of geoscientific data through
the Tasmanian Information on Geoscience and
Exploration Resources (TIGER) system.

•

Undertaking a series of promotional activities to
encourage mineral exploration in Tasmania, which
was at a low level at the beginning of the year.

•

Completion of a three-dimensional model of the
geological structure and major mineralising pathways

•

and other government departments.

Achievements
Against Strategies
Identified for
2004/05
New Initiatives to Stimulate Mineral Exploration
in Tasmania

of Tasmania to provide new information for explorers.

According to Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data,

Provision of an appropriate level of resources for

March 2005 was $9 million, up 84% from the previous

environmental monitoring of exploration and mining
tenements, and for inspection of mines and quarries.

expenditure on mineral exploration for the year ended 31
corresponding year. Tasmania’s share of Australian
exploration expenditure increased from 0.65% to 0.92%

The major issues and initiatives for 2005/06 are to:

over the same period.

•

Continue updating data for the Tasmanian

The proportionate increase is related to a number

Information on Geoscience and Exploration

of factors, including the acceptance by the mineral

Resources (TIGER) system.

exploration community of the attractiveness of Tasmania

•

Undertake a gap analysis of the three-dimensional
geoscientific model and derive new data-gathering
initiatives.

•

Undertake a series of promotional activities to
encourage mineral exploration in Tasmania, including
the promotion of the three-dimensional model of

Department of Infrastructure,
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•

geological structure and major mineralising pathways
of Tasmania.
•

Produce land stability maps of urban areas in
Tasmania, in line with the guidelines developed
following the Thredbo disaster.

•

Complete the extension of the Mornington Core
Library.

as an investment destination. This is underlined by the
fact that Tasmania was ranked the most attractive state
of Australia to explore in the world-wide Fraser Institute
survey of mineral exploration companies.
Part of the recovery is due to the stimulus provided by
the three-dimensional geological model of Tasmania,
including an integrated exploration database and a
prospectivity analysis (the 3-D Model).
However, despite the recovery of the sector, current
expenditure levels are still below the 20-year, nonindexed, average of $11.4 million.
Promotion of Mineral and Petroleum Potential
The Tasmanian Government provided $85,000 in
2004/05 to actively market mineral exploration
opportunities in Tasmania. Activities undertaken included

the year with a peak of 380 gigabytes downloaded in

forum, the Annual Meeting of the Prospectors and

December 2004. Two full-time staff provide ongoing

Developers Association of Canada (PDAC) and visiting

maintenance and development of this information

leading international mining companies in Toronto and

management system. In addition to data being accessed

Vancouver, both as part of an Australian team and as

from the MRT website, 156 data packages were

a separate Tasmanian group. The latter also visited

distributed on CD to clients.

companies in London and Vancouver.

The collection and presentation of information on

Several meetings were also held with companies on

Tasmania’s mineral wealth and geoscientific nature

a one-on-one basis with DIER personnel. Displays

continues. Seventy-five 1:25 000 scale geological maps

highlighting the new 3-D Model were presented at the

were prepared for digital capture. Capture and output

PDAC meeting, at the Mining 2004 meeting in Brisbane

of new or upgraded data was completed for 106 map

in November, and at the international Society of

areas. The high output of maps was in part due to

Economic Geologists Predictive Discovery Under Cover

finalisation of the compilations of the geology of the

Conference held in Perth in September 2004.

Mount Read Volcanics, which continued as an MRT

Promotional missions and functions were conducted in
Perth, Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne and Adelaide by
officials from DIER. During these visits, new information
resulting from the 3-D Model, the Western Tasmanian

initiative following completion of the WTRMP. There
was again some limited field checking, but primary
geoscientific data acquisition was again essentially
suspended for the year.

Regional Minerals Program (WTRMP), the Geoscience

New 1:500 000 scale digital compilations of the Mining

Australia-MRT granites and mineralisation project, and

Infrastructure and Mineral Deposits and Metallogenesis

the improved client access to MRT information using the

of Tasmania maps were prepared and published during

TIGER system, were all well received. In particular, there

the year. A collaborative study with Geoscience Australia

was continued strong support for the 3-D model as a

on the mineral potential of Tasmanian granites was

world-first detailed analysis of an entire jurisdiction.

completed, with a successful four-day field excursion

These promotions have been successful and continue
to play a direct part in attracting new exploration
companies to Tasmania.

followed by a day’s meeting at MRT, attended by 52
people, to present the results of the work. These events
were followed by the Tasmanian Minerals Council
Exploration Group meeting. Dovetailing these events

Eight offshore petroleum areas were released for bidding

maximised attendance at both meetings and focused

in 2004/05. These areas, in the Sorell and Otway basins

attention on Tasmania.

off the west coast and in the Bass Basin to the north
of Tasmania, were actively promoted at the Australian
Petroleum Production and Exploration Association
conference held in Perth in April 2005. Production
licences were issued over the Yolla gas field in Bass
Strait and the Thylacine gas field in the Otway Basin
west of King Island.

General information on groundwater resources,
pollution and quality was provided to other agencies,
companies and members of the public, in response to
enquiries. A slight decrease was noted in the number of
groundwater-related telephone enquiries, possibly due to
the availability of groundwater data on the MRT website
since March 2003. Consultants investigating pollution
problems at a number of sites in Tasmania were supplied

Publication and Presentation of Data

with information relating to groundwater in the areas

Verification, upgrading and loading of information into

concerned.

the TIGER system continued. The TIGER system has a

Work continued on further refining the groundwater

single geoscience data model with user interfaces for

database in order to facilitate entry of new drillers

groundwater, geohazards, geophysics, drilling, mineral

groundwater borehole reports, with the aim of eventually

deposits, samples and geochemistry. Once loaded the

providing more information via the internet than is

information is made available to clients using the MRT

available at present.

tenements and documents held by MRT, and general
information for MRT and DIER clients.
Downloads from the MRT website continued at a high
level, with a total of 1704 gigabytes downloaded during

The program of accurate monitoring of groundwater
levels across Tasmania continued, using data loggers
set in approximately thirty boreholes to provide real-time
information on groundwater levels. Field sampling and

Department of Infrastructure,
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check monitoring quality assurance was carried out at

historical information on movement history and damage,

approximately six month intervals at each monitoring

and placing this into the landslide database and GIS.

location. An overview report of the MRT statewide

This knowledge is being passed onto councils and

groundwater monitoring network was published.

consultants on request.

Work on the compilation of a series of twenty-one

Setting and Monitoring of Standards for

1:100 000 scale groundwater maps, designed to provide

Exploration Activities

information to land use planners in an easily understood
format, continued in 2004/05. In association with the
1:100 000 scale Municipal Planning Series maps, eight
draft digital 1:250 000 scale groundwater prospectivity
maps were produced. Subject to final review, these maps
will be presented and distributed to municipal councils in
August 2005 as part of the partnership process.
MRT, in partnership with the Department of Primary
Industries, Water and Environment, actively contributed
towards the management of several dryland salinity

activity in Tasmania achieves the highest environmental
standards and complies with the Mineral Resources
Development Act 1995 and the requirements of other
legislation which protects, for example, threatened
species and cultural heritage.
The fourth edition of the Mineral Exploration Code of
Practice outlines the current requirements, the approvals
process, and the controls and monitoring procedures

projects financed under the National Action Plan.

that MRT has in place. The Code will be reviewed in the

Land instability is a significant hazard in Tasmania, with

Reserve Management Code of Practice.

many homes having been destroyed over the years

coming year to maintain consistency with the Tasmanian

and significant damage caused to infrastructure. By

During the year 72 exploration work programs were

studying and understanding the landslide hazard it is

submitted to MRT as compared to 43 in the previous

often possible to minimise or avoid the effects of land

year. Of these programs 60 were approved, 30 of which

instability. MRT is actively addressing this hazard in three

were in reserves derived from the Regional Forest

main areas: hazard mapping, databases and monitoring.

Agreement (RFA) and required assessment by the

A regional landslide hazard assessment of the Greater
Hobart area has been completed. This project is
in partnership with local councils and with funding
assistance from the Australian Government through the
Natural Disaster Mitigation Programme. The resultant

Mineral Exploration Working Group (compared to 14 in
the previous year). The almost doubling of exploration
work has required MRT to divert more resources to this
area of operation to ensure that approvals meet all the
legislative requirements in a timely manner.

hazard classification maps are assisting councils to

To comply with the RFA, MRT has developed a system

make informed decisions on planning and development

to spatially record exploration activity and attributes

issues, especially given the pressure to develop marginal

that chart the process of approval of individual work

lands around our cities.

programs. All work programs, whether on Crown land,

The information has also been supplied to other

State Forest or private property, are entered on this

stakeholders, including the geotechnical community and

system to give a complete record of all the environmental

the State Emergency Services’ Emergency GIS project.

information relating to exploration.

One of the key findings of the landslide study to date

The system has also been designed to provide ongoing

is the recognition of a significant risk of debris flows on

information on the outcomes of rehabilitation of

the flanks of Mt Wellington. To this end MRT is assisting

exploration activity. This system is being upgraded at

the Glenorchy City Council to investigate options for
mitigation of the risk. The landslide team are currently
producing hazard maps of the Launceston area to be
Department of Infrastructure,
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MRT is responsible for ensuring that all exploration

followed by the North West Coast.
The TIGER landslide database forms a critical data
foundation for the landslide project. Currently there are
over 1500 records from throughout Tasmania and as

present to ensure that independent compliance auditing
of the exploration work approval system is adhered to
and that derived statistics reflect the requirements of the
RFA and the recommendations of the Resource Planning
and Development Commission.
Mining Leases

resources become available the information will become

The Mineral Resources Development Act 1995 provides

available live on the internet.

for the State to grant titles for the extraction of minerals

For many years MRT has monitored a number of
active landslips that have affected roads, railways
and subdivisions. Work has continued on assembling

from mines and quarries. Titles are issued for larger scale
operations with appropriate rehabilitation bonds and
conditions. Shorter terms are preferred for small-scale

review.
At the end of 2004/05 there were 653 mining leases in
force of which 611 were granted and 42 are still in the
application stage.
A total of 27 new leases and 93 lease renewals were
applied for during 2004/05. This took the overall total
of applications and renewals currently being processed
to 269, an increase of approximately 190% since the
beginning of the 2004/05 period.

contractors and technical issues.
Royalty Assessment
MRT is responsible for the collection of mineral royalties
from Crown land tenements. Royalty is not a tax but
a payment to the community for the purchase of nonrenewable resources from the State.
The Tasmanian royalty regime operates under two
systems depending on the type of resource recovered.
Companies producing a metallic mineral or coal pay
under a two-tiered system, where royalty is paid on the

The bond system was reviewed in conjunction with

net sales and profit from a mine. Royalty on the recovery

the Department of Primary Industries, Water and

of non-metallic minerals on Crown leases is set on a per

Environment, the Tasmanian Minerals Council and

cubic metre or per tonne basis.

Extractive Industries Tasmania.

MRT conducts a royalty audit program to ensure

Important leases reviewed were for potential new alluvial

tenement holders are paying in accordance with the

tin operations in the Gladstone area by Van Dieman

legislation. The audit program concentrates on the

Mines Proprietary Limited; Allegiance Mining NL whose

metallic mines which pay royalty based on net sales and

development application for mine production near

profits.

Zeehan is being assessed by the West Coast Council
and DPIWE; and Australian Titanium Minerals Limited,
which plans to re-open sand mining operations at
Naracoopa on King Island.

Mineral royalties totalling $18.4 million were collected
during the 2004/05 financial year. Royalty revenues
have increased substantially over the past two financial
years due mainly to much improved commodity prices,

Town planning is an important constraint on the

which have resulted in increased profitability of mining

development of extractive operations. Submissions,

operations. Continued strong demand for commodities

representations and appeals have been made to the

from China has pushed up the price of commodities,

Dorset, King Island, Clarence, Central Coast, Kentish,

outstripping the rising Australian dollar.

and Circular Head councils, concerning planning
schemes or development applications.
Rehabilitation of Mining Lands Trust Fund
Funding to rehabilitate abandoned mines flows from an
agreement between government and the mining and
quarrying industries whereby a proportion of the royalty

Royalty revenues are again expected to be around
their historically high level in the coming financial year,
particularly with the Renison tin mine being re-opened
following the purchase by Bluestone Tin Limited. Rising
input costs could have some impact on mine profitability
in the coming financial year.
Centre for Ore Deposit Research, Special

rehabilitation.

Research Centre (CODES-SRC)

In 2004/05 works were undertaken at Balfour, St Helens

Funding is provided under this Output for support

and Red Hills to revegetate abandoned alluvial tin

for CODES-SRC at the University of Tasmania, in

mines and former exploration activities. Public safety

conjunction with the Australian Government and industry.

programs were carried out at Mt Bischoff, Zeehan,

The allocation is used to part-fund honours scholarships,

Balfour and Trial Harbour, mainly installing shaft covers.

and thus helps increase the knowledge of Tasmanian

Funds were provided to the Parks and Wildlife Service

geology, particularly in the important fields of economic

for rehabilitation works on quarries at Rocky Cape and

geology and mineralisation. The MRT Library receives a

to the Royal Botanical Gardens for work on threatened

copy of each thesis, which is available for reference use.

Special Initiative — Core Library
The design of the core library extension was completed
and construction has commenced. The estimated
completion date of the project has been delayed until
September 2005, because of difficulties in engaging

CODES was successful in gaining funding for a Centre of
Excellence in Ore Deposits and the close linkages with
MRT will remain.

Department of Infrastructure,
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species on former mine sites.
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Output Group 7
Support for the Minister in
Infrastructure Development
and Government Business
Management
The Department provides the Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources with advice on forest policy and mining
infrastructure projects.
Key clients
The major client of this Output Group is the Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources.
How this Output Group is delivered
This Output Group is delivered by Departmental officers in liaison with industry and other Government departments,
business enterprises, statutory authorities and State Owned Companies (SOCs).

Achievements against Strategies
Identified for 2004/05
•

The Department has a lead role in overseeing the

Tasmanian Government throughout the negotiations

implementation of the Regional Forest Agreement

with the Australian Government. The Branch has a

(RFA) and the five-year review of implementation of

coordination role in the implementation of the new

the RFA. The Resource Planning and Development

agreement that will continue into the next year.

Commission completed the first review in December
2002. Implementation of the Commission’s

•

high level strategic advice to the Minister and

recommendations proceeded during the year.
•

Department of Infrastructure,
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The Forest Policy Branch has continued to provide
Secretary on a range of resource related policy

The Federal elections in October 2004 resulted in

initiatives of governments, including support to the

Tasmania’s forests becoming a specific focus of

Ministerial Council and its Standing Committee on

the election policies of both major parties. As a

Primary Industries, the Forests and Forest Industry

result of the re-election of the Howard Government,

Council, the review of the Permanent Forest Estate

Tasmania entered into lengthy negotiations with the

Policy, forestry related legislation including a major

Australian Government over the implementation of

review of the Forest Practices Act, and natural

their Tasmanian forest policy. These negotiations

resource management.

culminated in the signing of the Tasmanian
Community Forest Agreement by the Prime Minister
and the Premier on 13 May 2005. The Forest
Policy Branch provided advice and support to the

•

The Forest Policy Branch has continued to work
with the Local Government Forestry Consultative
Committee on forestry issues of relevance to local
government. The Committee is addressing issues
relating to planning, transport, water and social
issues.

annual report

•

Officers worked with industry in the further
refinement of the Forestry Fair Contracts Code
2003, prepared under the Forestry (Fair Contracts
Code) Act 2001. The Department continued to chair
meetings of the industry working group that provides
recommendations to the Minister on matters
concerning the Code.

•

The Department supported the Minister for
Infrastructure, Energy and Resources' initiative in
the marketing of the State's rich mineral resource.
The Department ensured that the Minister was
advised on the widest range of issues and potential
developments. The Department continued to develop
which resulted in the mining industry giving a very
favourable report on Tasmania in the internationally
recognised Fraser Institute Report. Again meetings
have been held in all the capital cities visited last
year, following up with senior management on
Tasmanian operations and company direction and
at the same time meeting potential new exploration
companies.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Output Group 8
Support for Racing Industry
The focus of this Output Group is the regulation and direction of horse racing, greyhound racing and betting by and
with bookmakers. Racing Services Tasmania (RST) administers the Racing Regulation Act 2004 in order to maintain
the probity and integrity of the racing industry.
Outputs within this Group include:
•

support and provision of policy advice aimed at ensuring that Government requirements and expectations are met
in relation to the regulation of the Racing Industry in Tasmania;

•

registration of race clubs;

•

operations of the Stipendiary Stewards Panel;

•

licensing and registration of industry participants and racing animals, as approved by each Regulatory Panel,
pursuant to the Rules of Racing;

•

handicapping for harness racing and grading for greyhound racing;

•

registration and regulation of bookmakers and their agents;

•

industry training;

•

administrative support for the Tasmanian Racing Appeal Board and the three code regulatory panels; and

•

administration of and monitoring compliance with legislation.

Key Clients
The main users of this Output Group are the Minister for Racing, industry code councils, race clubs, racing industry
bodies and participants, the Tasmanian Racing Appeal Board and the three code regulatory panels.
How this Output Group is delivered
The Output is delivered by officers of the Department, based in Launceston and at racing locations throughout the
State, in close consultation with the code councils, TOTE Tasmania, race clubs and industry representative bodies.
There is also regular liaison with other Divisions of the Department and relevant Government agencies.

Achievements against Strategies
Identified for 2004/05
Appropriate Regulatory Framework
During 2004/05, the Racing Regulation Act 1952
and Racing Act 1983 were reviewed to incorporate a
Department of Infrastructure,
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restructure of the racing industry and to meet Tasmania’s
National Competition Policy obligations.
In terms of the restructure, extensive consultation was
undertaken with the racing industry, including national
peak bodies.

provisions in the legislation governing the racing industry
in Tasmania that were considered to impose major
restrictions on competition and had a significant impact
on business. Government Agencies, members of the
public and industry participants were invited to make
submissions.
As a consequence of this process, the Racing Regulation
Act 2004, TOTE Tasmania (Racing Regulation) Act 2004
and Racing Regulation (Transitional and Consequential

In order to address competition issues, a Regulatory

Provisions) Act 2004 were passed by Parliament and

Impact Statement was prepared in relation to certain

enacted on 1 January 2005.

the harness and greyhound codes, together with

and included other minor policy changes in addition to

responsibility for all stewarding matters.

those related to the industry restructure. It is written
in a consistent, contemporary language and style with
a logical, cohesive structure. The legislation is easier
for both regulators and the industry to understand and
interpret.

As a consequence, it was necessary for RST to review
its operating structure. This review resulted in the
establishment of a new Racing Office responsible for
the handicapping of harness racing and grading for
greyhound racing. The Racing Office comprises a

The overarching principle underpinning the restructure

Handicapper/Grader, Assistant Handicapper/Grader, two

was the separation of integrity and commercial functions,

Racing Clerks and a Trainee Racing Clerk.

with integrity matters becoming the responsibility of
Racing Services Tasmania (RST). Commercial matters

Integrity Control in the Racing Industry

remain the responsibility of the three code councils and

Stipendiary stewards are at the front line in ensuring the

TOTE Tasmania.

probity of racing operations. They need a wide range of

The changes are consistent with national trends to
separate integrity and commercial functions, and
overcome any real or perceived conflicts of interest in the
decision-making process.
The new legislation also fulfils Tasmania’s obligations
under National Competition Policy guidelines and
provides for a clearer separation of functions.
Unnecessary administrative processes and redundant
provisions have been removed while ambiguous
provisions have been clarified.
Implementation of New Racing Structure

skills in order to carry out the many facets of their role.
Traditionally, all training for stewards has been provided
on-the-job.
RST, in cooperation with TAFE Tasmania, is set to
introduce a competency-based stewards’ training
package, developed by Racing Training NSW. The
introduction of this training package in no way reflects
on the competency of existing stewards, but will provide
them with a qualification that recognises current skills
as well as establishing a formal training program for new
stewards.
A new Code of Conduct for all stewards has been

Incorporated into the changes to the regulatory

implemented by RST and it has also become mandatory

framework for the racing industry was the establishment

for stewards to disclose close associations within the

of a regulatory panel for each code.

racing industry.

The Harness and Greyhound Regulatory Panels are

RST has also been granted membership of the Australian

responsible for the Rules of Racing, licensing and

Harness Racing Council and Inter Dominion Harness

registration matters as well as recommendations on the

Racing Council, as well as the position of alternate

appointment of stewards. The Thoroughbred Regulatory

Director on Greyhounds Australasia, which enables it to

Panel is responsible for licensing and registration

provide input to integrity matters at the highest level.

(under delegation from the Tasmanian Thoroughbred
Racing Council) and making recommendations on the
appointment of stewards

The restructure has resulted in the highest level of
integrity being delivered to the Tasmanian racing
industry, which is essential for the industry to progress at

The legislation requires a member of the regulatory panel

local, national and international levels. It is also important

to disclose any direct or indirect interest they may have

to note that the restructure is compliant with National

on any matter being considered.

Governance structures of each Code.

The regulatory panels are operating effectively, with the

Vocational Training Opportunities for Racing

appointment of the chairman of each code council to the

Industry Personnel

of each Code.
Review of RST Structure
The restructure of the racing industry resulted
in RST assuming certain operational functions
formerly performed by code councils. These include

Racing Training Tasmania [RTT] is an advisory body
to the Director of Racing in the discharge of his
responsibilities in relation to industry training. RTT
comprises representatives from RST, the three code
councils, TAFE Tasmania, Office of Post Compulsory
Education and Training, and TOTE Tasmania.

handicapping, grading, field selections, barrier draws,

Issues currently being considered by RTT include the

box draws, nominations and acceptances for both

ongoing development of a nationally endorsed stewards’

Department of Infrastructure,
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The new legislation modernised existing provisions
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occupational health and safety training.

Additional Achievements
for 2004/05

RTT continues to be represented at a national level

During the AAMI Tasmanian Summer Racing Carnival

through its membership on the Racing Industry Standing

RST appointed Des Gleeson to officiate on the

Committee of the Agri-Food Industry Skills Council

stewards’ panel at both the Hobart and Launceston

and its advisory bodies. Such national representation

Cup race meetings. Mr Gleeson is widely recognised

provides an important means of keeping abreast of

as a leader in the field of stewarding, both nationally

developments in racing training and also contributing to

and internationally. There is a growing emphasis on the

the development of vocational training opportunities for

interaction of stewards between jurisdictions and Mr

racing industry personnel.

Gleeson’s appointment further enhanced the experience

training package; examining options for the recruitment,
employment and training of apprentice jockeys; and

Through this involvement at the national level, RTT
hosted the National Racing Industry Training Conference

and expertise of the stewards’ panel on these major race
days.

in Launceston in September 2004. The theme for

Sponsorship Received

the Conference was ‘training and employment in the

TOTE Tasmania sponsored the National Racing Industry

racing industry’ and brought together racing industry

Training Conference held in Launceston in September

administrators and training providers from all over

2004 through the provision of $1,500 in product

Australia.

(showbags) and $500 in cash.

Statistical Information
Bookmakers
There were 15 bookmakers registered during the
2004/05 racing season, including three partnerships.
There were no bookmaking operations licensed to
conduct on-course telephone betting during the season.
Bookmakers Holdings
2004/05

2003/04

(1/7/04-30/6/05)

(1/7/03-30/6/04)

Variation

236

209

13%

Local Holdings

$ 3,005,270

$ 2,937,482

2%

Mainland Holdings

$ 1,310,966

$ 1,486,970

-12%

Total Holdings

$ 4,313,506

$ 4,424,452

-2%

No of Race Meetings

Department of Infrastructure,
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Licensing And Registration
Licences Issued
2004/2005

2003/2004

2002/2003

(1/8/04-31/7/05)

(1/8/03-31/7/04)

(1/8/02-31/7/03)

Trainers (All Categories)

123

128

143

Jockeys (All Categories)

31

29

30

Apprentice Jockeys

8

9

10

Stable Employees*

272

252

274

-Stable Foremen

43

39

31

-Stable Hands

190

80

130

-Trackwork Riders*

111

112

94

-Farriers

28

21

19

Trainers

120

131

125

Drivers

41

37

39

Trainer /Drivers

97

108

107

Stablehands*

119

107

96

Owners

184

163

157

Trainers

228

235

244

Attendants

66

79

76

Catchers

53

56

52

Syndicates*

27

23

24

2004/2005

2003/2004

2002/2003

(1/8/04-31/7/05)

(1/8/03-31/7/04)

(1/8/02-31/7/03)

323

296

315

Namings

233

196

179

Breeding Services

257

259

336

Namings

280

255

396

Breeding Services

142

153

139

Thoroughbred

Harness

Greyhound

Registrations Processed

Thoroughbred
Namings
Harness

Greyhound
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Tasmanian Racing Appeal Board
Appeals
2004/2005

2003/2004

2002/2003

(1/8/04-31/7/05)

(1/8/03-31/7/04)

(1/8/02-31/7/03)

26(2)

34(1)

14(2)

- Thoroughbred

11

10

5

- Harness

7(1)

18(1)

8

- Greyhound

8(1)

6

1

Appeals Withdrawn

2

3

2

Appeals Pending

1

2

1

Appeals not within Jurisdiction / Incompetent

0

1

1

23(2)

28(1)

10(2)

4

5

0

10(2)

8

4(2)

- Dismissed

9

15(1)

6

Applications - Stay of Proceedings:

16

24

13

- Granted

15

19

10

- Declined

1

5

3

- Stewards

1(1)

7

2(1)

- Appellant

0(1)

5

5(1)

0

1

0

Notices of Appeal Lodged:

Appeals Determined
- Allowed in full (conviction quashed)
- Allowed in part (penalty reduced or varied)

Legal Representation at Appeal Hearings

Appeal Deposits Withheld

* Figures in ( ) brackets indicate appeals lodged in the previous season but dealt with in subsequent reporting period.
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Output Group 9
Transport Subsidies and
Concessions
Bruny Island Ferry
The Bruny Island Ferry service is operated by North Western Shipping & Towage Co. Pty Ltd under a contract which
runs to December 2007. The ferry, itself, the MV Mirambeena, is owned by the Crown and chartered by NWS&T for
the purposes of providing the service.
The subsidy is paid to enable Bruny Island residents and ratepayers to travel to and from the Island at fares below
commercial rates.

CSA Payment to Metro Tasmania
The Community Service Activity (CSA) payment is provided to meet the gap between revenue earned by Metro and
the expenditure required to provide a comprehensive bus service to the metropolitan areas of Hobart, Launceston and
Burnie.
The current agreement, which requires Metro to maintain services levels consistent with those provided at the time of
signing unless otherwise agreed, is due to expire on 30 June 2006.

Devonport Urban Bus Service
The Devonport Urban Bus Service provides Metro Tasmania equivalent regular passenger transport (RPT) services
within the areas of Devonport, East and West Devonport, Spreyton and Latrobe.
Mersey Bus and Coach Service Pty Ltd provides the service under a long-term contract awarded through closed
tender. The contract provided for renewal for a further five year term subject to satisfactory performance. The second
5 year term of the 10 year contract commenced in February 2005 and will expire in February 2010.

School Bus Contracts
These “free to the user” services are provided to eligible students living in areas without other forms of publicly funded
regular passenger transport that they might use to travel between home and school.
The ‘free to the user’ school bus system is part of a range of student transport assistance that includes both
subsidised fare charging services and conveyance allowances. The type of assistance provided varies with
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

circumstances and location.
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Office of the
Secretary
The Office of the Secretary provides an interface

•

Partnership and Tasmania Together Programs;

between the Department and its two Ministers. It also
liaises with other Government Business Enterprises and
State Owned Companies in relation to the two Ministers’

•

agencies, bodies and committees, including central

advice in the areas of physical infrastructure, regulatory

government agencies; and

infrastructure and business management arising from the
•

Provision of whole of agency administration including
financial and human resource responsibilities.

The Office of the Secretary is pivotal in the strategic
positioning and leadership of the Agency, ensuring

The Deputy Secretaries assist the Secretary with

support for the State Government in achieving its

the operation of regulatory and infrastructure policy

objectives for a prosperous Tasmanian community.

responsibilities and the delivery of services and

The Office is responsible for the coordination of
activities, provision of support and liaison for the two

infrastructure to support the economic development of
Tasmania.

broad arms of the Agency - physical infrastructure and

Key Stakeholders

regulatory infrastructure.

The major stakeholders for the Office of the Secretary

The Office of the Secretary comprises the Secretary,

are:

Deputy Secretary (Regulatory Infrastructure), Deputy

•

Secretary (Physical Infrastructure), Executive Manager
and support staff who undertake the following:
•

Provision of whole-of-agency strategic direction,
management and leadership;

•

Management of key stakeholder relationships and
Premier's Office, the Ministers and their staff;

•

•

The Minister for Racing;

•

Departmental employees;

•

State and Australian Government agencies and Local
Government;

•

community;

key inter-agency programs and politically sensitive

•

•

Transport Commission, Workers Rehabilitation and
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Compensation and coordination of the legislative
program;

Industry organisations, contractors and suppliers;
and

Accountability for relevant statutory and legislative
responsibilities, including Rail Safety Regulation, the

Relevant peak State and national agencies, bodies
and committees from government, industry and the

Provision of high-level direction and management of
and strategic projects;

The Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and
Resources;

the political interface between the Agency and the

60

Coordination and liaison with the Ministers and
their staff, and with other relevant state and national

portfolios. The Office provides high-level support and

two Ministers’ diverse and complex portfolios.

Coordination and facilitation of the Local Government

•

The Tasmanian community.

Provision of services
Services are provided by departmental staff.

•

Community Road Safety Partnerships program with a
number of Councils;
•

Throughout 2004/05, the Office of the Secretary has
been actively involved in the further development of
the Corporate Plan, which provides direction to the

•

and mining potential;
•

•

•

•

•

•

The development of regional integrated transport
plans; and

professionalism underpinning how the Agency will

The Office of the Secretary has also been instrumental in:

Provision of geoscientific data including mapping
information on areas of highest mineral exploration

Charter of Values, with the principles of integrity, respect,

continue to operate.

Consideration of processes leading to the use of high
productivity vehicles on council roads;

Agency until 2007. The Plan includes the Department’s
openness, teamwork, effective communication and

Agreement to jointly develop and implement the

•

Improving relationships, increasing consultation and
undertaking joint initiatives with Local Government.

Improving the coordination of whole-of-Agency and

Tasmania Together

whole-of-Government issues in DIER;

The Department is working in conjunction with other

Increasing cooperation and consultation between

State Government Agencies, the Tasmania Together

DIER Divisions and stakeholder groups;

Progress Board and community organisations to

Improving the monitoring of agreed outcomes in

implement the goals of Tasmania Together.

Partnership Agreements and with Local Government

The Department is involved in 20 of the Tasmania

in general;

Together benchmarks and is coordinating seven of these

Ensuring Tasmania takes into account national

benchmarks on behalf of the Government.

agendas for Transport, Energy, Occupational Health

There are a number of key goals in which the Agency

& Safety and Resources; and

is involved - for example: Having a community where

Providing strategic planning and focus for major
initiatives – for example, implementation of the
Tasmanian Ports Review; development of a rail safety

people feel safe and are safe in all aspects of their lives;
and reducing the incidence of deaths in the 0-29 yearold age group due to external causes.

regime; and facilitation of Tasmania’s entry to the

The Department’s Road Safety Program is having

National Electricity Market.

considerable impact on these two goals, while activities

Other Achievements
in 2004/05
Local Government Partnerships

of the Workplace Standards division are designed to
meet the goal of reducing the number and severity of
workplace accidents.
During 2004/05, the Department has worked with the
Tasmania Together Progress Board and other agencies
towards establishing benchmark targets – for example:

The Office of the Secretary is responsible for the

mineral exports; percentage increase in energy efficiency

coordination of Local Government Partnerships as they

by all consumers; amount of non-renewable energy

apply to the Agency. By the end of 2004/05, the Agency

consumed; and, community perception of adequacy and

was actively involved in the implementation of 19 Local

cost of transport services.

Government Partnerships, with a further thirteen under
development. Further Partnerships are to be negotiated

The Department is also actively working on a number
of cross-agency committees and working groups
to implement interagency projects, which will better

The Local Government Partnership program in the

target government policy objectives and provide the

Department focuses on addressing issues of regional

community with an integrated approach to a number of

significance. Some of the achievements resulting from

issues such as poverty and community health and safety.

these Partnerships are:

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

in the next financial year.
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Corporate Services
Overview
The Corporate Services Division is an integral part of our Department. The Division’s core responsibility is to provide
strategic leadership, corporate policy, professional services and advice to the Department in relation to human,
financial, physical, communication and information management. The Division plays a pivotal role in organisational
change by collaborating with business units to enable the delivery of desired departmental outcomes based on our
Charter and Values.
The Division strives to continually improve the delivery of its core services with the aim of assisting the Department to
better achieve its strategic objectives. The contributions of those who work in the Division are highly valued.
Specifically, the Corporate Services Division assists the Department in achieving the strategic objectives of the
Department by:
•

developing and implementing strategies to enable more responsive and effective service delivery to achieve quality
outcomes for DIER;

•

promoting an understanding of our services available to business units through presentation of specific and
general education, information programs and communications strategies;

•

in collaboration with key stakeholders, promoting and developing strategies for continuous business improvements
across DIER and contributing to whole of Government and whole of Agency issues to ensure an optimal operation
environment for DIER; and

•

achieving best value for money within budget. This objective is incorporated in all our Branches’ business
initiatives. We strive to deliver cost effective services, projects and policies and assist business units to deliver the
best value within budget.

Clients and Stakeholders
The main clients of Corporate Services are the Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources and Minister for
Racing; the Department’s management and staff; other government agencies such as the Departments of Premier and
Cabinet and Treasury and Finance; Service Tasmania; and Government Business Enterprises (GBEs) and State Owned
Companies (SOCs).
The stakeholders include all our debtors and creditors, suppliers and contractors, employee and employer
organisations, and the public in general.

Provision of Services
The Division’s staff deliver most corporate functions, with assistance from external contractors as required.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Corporate Planning and Performance

•

The development of an Information Security Policy
for DIER. The implementation of this policy will occur

Measurement

in the first quarter of the next fiscal year. The policy

During 2004/05, we continued to refine our Key

is based on the Tasmanian Government Information

Performance Indicators (KPIs) that were first set in

Security Charter endorsed by the Government in

2003/04. Through the production of reports on our

May 2003. The purpose of this project is to improve

KPIs, we have been able to refine our KPIs to be more

the protection of DIER’s information assets, and

manageable, useful and meaningful.

to establish primary roles and responsibilities for

A significant achievement during 2004/05 was the

information security across the Department.

further development of the Integrated Planning and
Reporting framework.

An Information Assets Register for critical information

This involved aligning our

assets has also been established.

KPI scorecard reporting cycle to our existing internal
reporting cycle. By aligning the reporting cycles, this has

•

Ongoing introduction of DIER’s ICT Strategy

greatly improved the Department’s ability to make better

Framework to enhance business performance by

planning decisions.

recognising initiatives that require ICT support,
establishing standards for ICT infrastructure and

Adoption of new Australian Accounting

ensuring that responsibilities for ICT are appropriately

Standards

assigned. This strategy is in accordance with the

The Department, as part of a whole-of-Government

whole–of-Government framework to progress an

approach, has been preparing to adopt the new

integrated approach across Government.

Australian Accounting Standards, which came into effect
on 1 January 2005. The new Australian Accounting

•

Supporting the introduction of various Roads
Information Management modules for the

Standards will require that the General Government

management of Transport Statistics; implementing

Sector comply with Australian International Accounting

Bus Route Planning and Crash Management

Standards for the purpose of harmonising financial

Systems; enhancing existing modules; introducing

reporting.

a map viewer; provision of services to support the

The shift in accounting focus requires the Department

delivery of significant enhancement to the existing

to review all its policies and procedures that may be

Motor Registry System (MRS); Digitised Licensing for

affected by the new standards as well as recasting our

instant issue of licences; various initiatives to support

2004/05 Financial Statements to provide comparative

the Novice Driver Licensing reforms; introduction of a

figures for the 2005/06 Financial Statements.

Driver Test Booking System; and the development of

Information, Communications and Technology

a Change Management System to effectively manage

(ICT) Initiatives

changes to the MRS environments.
Refurbishments

included:

In collaboration with the Divisions of DIER, the Resource

•

The completion of a number of tasks relating to

Management Branch undertook the following activities in

the compliance and consolidation of the standard

2004/05:

infrastructure within DIER, including the migration

•

of ICT infrastructure and support services for
Racing Services Tasmania to standard corporate
infrastructure and the provision of assistance to the

•

•

Integrated the financial transaction processing of
Private Forests Tasmania within DIER; and

agencies to obtain an increased reduction in the cost
of ICT equipment and software.

Provided assistance to Racing Services Tasmania in
extending its existing offices following its restructure;

Forest Practices Board.
Collaboration with a number of other government

Completed an upgrade of the security system in 10
Murray St;

•

Implemented a regular property inspections
timetable.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

The main ICT initiatives progressed during 2004/05

•
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Ministerial Handbook

Learning and Development

A revised Ministerial style manual for use by officers

This year’s corporate learning and development activities

of the Department was completed during the year in

have focused on the Giving and Receiving Feedback

addition to templates, which include style sheets for

course (37 sessions have been conducted over the year)

Minutes, Issues Briefs, Question Time Briefs, Estimates

and Induction (8 sessions over the 12 months).

Committee Briefs and replies to correspondence and
which ensure consistency of format and completeness in
the presentation of ministerial documents.
External Communication

day program for senior management; a two day program
for middle level staff and a one day refresher.
Two Financial Management modules were piloted in

Projects which have involved major input from the

late 2004. These were designed by an interagency

Corporate Affairs Branch during the year include

project team. The first module focused on providing

Tasmania’s entry to the National Electricity Market (NEM),

participants with an overview of the Tasmanian

the development of the Tasmanian Motorcycle Safety

Government’s financial framework, particularly budgeting

Strategy and the Tasmanian Speed Zoning Review and

and accountability. The second module, financial

the publication, as a Tasmanian Bicentennial project,

fundamentals, provided participants with an opportunity

of the book, A Road in Van Diemen’s Land, by John

to better understand the fundamental concepts and

Thompson, the story of convict-built “Bell’s Line of

elements of financial systems and reports. These two

Road”, from the Derwent River to St Peter’s Pass (1820-

programs are now available through the Tasmanian

1824).

Training Consortium.

Performance Management

Four Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Ausstats

As a part of an integrated approach to Performance
Management, and in keeping with DIER’s outcomes
focus, a Performance Appraisal system was launched in
November 2004. In this first year of operation, the focus
has been on facilitating and encouraging performance

courses were run in early 2005. This was to support the
use of the Ausstats program for which the Department
of Premier and Cabinet has purchased a subscription.
About 20 staff who use ABS statistics attended these
sessions.

related discussions between staff and their manager.

Six superannuation information sessions, facilitated by

Our ultimate, and explicitly stated, aim is to shift the

the Retirement Benefits Fund, were organised in 2005

focus away from annualised formal discussions to

for DIER employees. About 80 employees attended the

the provision of regular, ongoing feedback about how

general information sessions.

people are performing and any impediments they may
be encountering. A kit is provided to enable staff to
appreciate the context and give them some tools to
assist them through it. The system is subject to ongoing
review.

The Agency continued its commitment to support
employees studying approved programs through
university, TAFE or Registered Training Organisations.
Study assistance was provided in the form of time off
and/or partial financial reimbursement for compulsory

Prior to launching the system, all managers were

study costs for 14 staff from all divisions and levels

provided with a briefing on the Performance

within the Agency.

Management Framework and the place of the
Performance Appraisal within it. Feedback on these
courses has been very positive and they will continue on
a bi-monthly basis for the benefit of new employees.
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Several Negotiation skills courses were facilitated: one 3-

Employee Induction Program

The Agency has also supported one staff member
this financial year to complete the Public Sector
Management Program as it has done in previous years.
DIER employed one trainee who successfully completed
his traineeship in the Public Service Training Package

The Department introduced a one-day Corporate

in 2004. He has been successful in securing a position

induction program in July 2004. The course has run on

within DIER.

a monthly basis with about 100 new employees having
attended. The course was evaluated with feedback
provided from participants, guest speakers and Human
Resources staff and it has since been reduced to a
half-day session with more emphasis placed on the
dissemination and use of the Induction Handbook.

Employees

Training Hours

IT training

64

609

Technical/Functional

54

685

Corporate training

493

2404

98

1340

OHS

249

1026

VET/Uni/TAFE

14

na

Total

972

6064

Business/
Management

•

OHS consultation has become a part of day-to-day

annual report

Learning Activity

business within Divisions in the same way as other
management activities; and
•

Specific workplace OHS issues are raised and
discussed by affected and interested employees.

Complementing this structure, an overarching OHS
Steering Committee comprising employee and
management representatives was re-established.
OHS training continued as a prime focus, with all new
employees attending a generic Agency OHS induction

Generic learning and development programs and

session. Existing employees attended OHS awareness

associated costs accounted for approximately $75,000

sessions and many managers and supervisors trained

or 10% of the budget. Expenditure on other learning

in OHS for Managers and Supervisors. Safety Officer,

and development activities (ie, conferences, functional/

First Aid and Fire Warden training continued on a regular

technical training and professional development) for

basis.

DIER for this financial year amounted to $723,624.

An increased awareness of OHS throughout the Agency

This represents 2% of total salary budget.

has prompted a number of branches to undertake
specific risk assessments and conduct job safety

Employees Employed by Award or Agreement
- HEADCOUNT
EMPLOYMENT BY AWARD OR
AGREEMENT

upwards throughout 2005/06, correlating with the
Agency’s desire to take a proactive role in preventing

2003/04

2004/05

Administrative and Clerical
Employees Award

375

396

Operational Employees Award

17

17

Professional Employees Award

79

85

Technical Employees Award

57

64

Senior Executives appointed
under the State Service Act 2000

18

23

Award Free

33

36

Miscellaneous Workers (Public
Sector) Award

108

96

Federal Agreement

113

88

Totals

800*

805

11

10

*Excluded – Secondments and
Transfers Out

analyses. It is expected that this will continue to trend

workplace injuries and encouraging safety at work.
A number of healthy work and lifestyle initiatives were
supported throughout the year, including an ergonomics
expo, publication of a series of health and safety articles
in the Agency’s weekly newsletter and participation in
the Cancer Council’s Relay for Life.
Workers’ compensation
Twenty three workers’ compensation claims were lodged
in 2004/05 compared to 14 claims lodged in 2003/04.
Twenty-three claims remain open, including some from
previous years. These comprise:
•

Twelve from 2004/05, one from 2003/04, seven from
previous years and three from the Department of
Construction/Works Tasmania. Special efforts are
being made to settle older claims, especially those
from the Department of Construction/Works.

The contribution rate for 2004/05 was $ 474,671 a
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS)

OHS system, a Divisional model replaced the previous
regional consultation model. The advantages of the new
model are threefold:
•

OHS issues are brought directly to the attention of
managers who have a responsibility to create a safe
working environment and safe systems of work;

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

As part of the Agency’s move towards a maturation of its

reduction from $517,764 for 2003/04.
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WORKERS COMPENSATION CLAIMS- Summary of Claims and Lost Time
For Divisions of DIER for 2003/04 and 2004/05
Number of Claims

Lost Time (days)

Average Lost Time1
(days)

Cost of all Claims
$(Wages)

DIVISION

2003/04

2004/05

2003/04

2004/05

2003/04

2004/05

2003/04

2004/05

Corporate
Services

2

0

21

0

10.5

0

3 101

0

Land Transport
Safety

4

6

66

10

16.5

1.99

15 140

15 8032

Mineral
Resources
Tasmania

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Office of the
Secretary

2

0

40.5

0

20.25

0

10 241

27 3593

Racing
Services
Tasmania

0

1

0

2

0

2

0

120

Roads
and Public
Transport

3

10

16

39

5.33

3.91

1 905

7 212

Infrastructure
Policy

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Workplace
Standards
Tasmania

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Private Forests
Tasmania

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Forest
Practices
Board

1

2

3

6

3

2

726

1 153

All Divisions

14

23

146.5

57

10.5

2.5

31 113

51 647

1 Average lost time is calculated by dividing lost time by the number of claims
2 $13 913 from claims lodged in 2003/04
3 $27 359 from a claim lodged in 2003/04

Asset Management and Risk Policies
Asset Management
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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The Department maintains a register of assets with a
value of $5,000 or more. In addition, other factors such
as attractiveness and portability are considered when
determining whether an asset should be recorded in
the Department’s asset register. Computer equipment
costing $5,000 or more is included in the register.
The Department is also responsible for the management
of the State Classified Road Network, which consists of

over 3,700 kilometres (km) of roads servicing all major
population centres and transport routes. It includes 561
km of the National Highway, 232 km of unsealed roads in
rural areas as well as responsibility for 1,200 bridges and
structures. The Department has an asset management
focus when looking at future strategies and assessment
of the Road Network.

•

clear definition of accountabilities;

The Department maintains a computerised database

•

executive review of system effectiveness;

•

management of risk within processes;

systems have also been developed for infrastructure

•

feedback systems for improvement;

assets, including the maintenance of condition data to

•

audits of these activities; and

•

audits of the work of contractors to the Agency.

of assets, with regular updates to record acquisitions,
transfers and disposals. Detailed asset management

assist in asset valuation and management.
Asset valuation

The Department has reviewed its corporate planning

The Department uses a range of methods for valuing its

processes to enhance the strategic management

assets. Full details are disclosed in the Annual Financial

focus. A major component of this was the recognition

Statements for the year ended 30 June 2005.

of the Department’s key risks and their associated

Road infrastructure

mitigation strategies in business plans at all levels of the

The Department undertakes an extensive process each

annual report

Asset management systems

Department.

year to value its roads assets. It produces a document

The Department has continued its focus on integrating

which supports the valuations as at 30 June each year.

risk management into its corporate planning process

The aggregated details are disclosed in the Annual

throughout 2004/05 focusing particularly on Whole of

Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2005.

Agency Strategic Risks.

Asset acquisition and disposal
The acquisition and disposal of assets is undertaken
in accordance with the requirements of the Financial
Management and Audit Act 1990.
Risk Management
The Department recognises that risk management
is an integral part of the management process, and
has implemented a number of mechanisms for the
management of risks associated with its activities.
The Department has established risk management
policies and associated mitigation strategies that
address high‑risk areas. These high-risk areas have
been identified through various risk reviews and
assessments conducted by the Department.
The Department is a member of the Tasmanian Risk
Management Fund (TRMF). The TRMF facilitates a
whole-of-government approach to the treatment of risk
by inner-Budget agencies and ensures that there is
adequate financial provision to meet associated costs.
Through the TRMF, the Department is provided with a
range of insurance coverage.

development and maintenance of roads. This system
comprises a significant proportion of the Agency’s
operations. The system is designed to manage the
risks associated with development and maintenance
of roads. It is also subject to external surveillance and
incorporates:

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

The Department maintains a quality system for the
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Freedom of Information Act Requests
Status as at 30 June 2005

Land

Roads &

Infra-

Office of

Corporate

Workplace Mineral

Transport

Public

structure

the

Services

Standards

Resources Services

Racing

Safety

Transport

Planning

Secretary

Tasmania

Tasmania

Tasmania

NUMBER & SOURCE OF REQUESTS
Individuals

23

4

-

-

1

23

-

-

Solicitors for clients

7

2

-

-

1

76

-

2

Politicians

5

2

2

-

4

5

2

1

Companies

5

-

-

-

-

154

-

-

Other jurisdictions

-

-

-

-

4

26

-

-

40

8

2

0

10

284

2

3

TOTAL  FOR AGENCY = 349

LTS

R&PT

IP

OOS

CS

WST

MRT

RST

Carried over from previous year (2004)

2

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

Awaiting decision at 30 June 2005

4

-

-

-

1

3

-

-

Decided

24

7

2

-

9

187

1

3

Withdrawn

14

1

-

-

-

4

1

-

LTS

R&PT

IP

OOS

CS

WST

MRT

RST

10

2

-

-

3

140

-

2

Decided - Partial access

4

4

2

-

2

17

-

1

Decided - Denied access

7

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

Of these how many were requests for
personal information about the applicant

-

-

-

-

-

5

-

-

Personal files amended

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Personal files not amended

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Information not in possession of agency
(S22)

-

1

-

-

2

28

-

-

Info able to be purchased or otherwise
available (S9)

-

-

-

-

-

89

1

-

Outside scope of the Act (S5)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other (S8, S10, S18, S20)

3

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

DECISION TIME (DAYS)

LTS

R&PT

IP

OOS

CS

WST

MRT

RST

15

4

1

-

9

188

1

2

9

3

1

-

-

2

-

1

REQUEST STATUS

Transferred externally = 3
OUTCOME OF REQUESTS
Decided - Full access

1 – 30 days
More than 30 days *

* These requests involved a negotiated extension under S17(6) of the Act
LTS

R&PT

IP

OOS

CS

WST

MRT

S 23 Executive Council Information

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

S 24 Cabinet Information

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

S 25 Information not relating to official
business

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

S 26 Information Communicated by Other
States

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

S 27 Internal working information

1

1

1

-

1

4

-

1

S 28 Law Enforcement Information

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

S 28A Information affecting national
security…

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

S 29 Information affecting legal
proceedings

-

1

-

-

-

4

-

-

S 30 Personal privacy

6

1

-

1

10

-

1

S 31 Trade secrets or undertakings

1

3

-

-

-

4

-

-

S 32 Trade secrets or undertakings agency

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

S 33 Information obtained in confidence

4

1

-

-

3

-

1

S 34 Procedures and criteria

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

S 35 Information likely to affect State
economy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

REFUSAL REASONS
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RST

Roads &

Infra-

Office of

Corporate

Workplace Mineral

Transport

Public

structure

the

Services

Standards

Resources Services

Safety

Transport

Planning

Secretary

Tasmania

Tasmania

LTS

R&PT

IP

OOS

CS

Upheld in full

-

-

-

-

Upheld in part

-

-

-

-

Reversed

-

-

-

Upheld in full

-

-

Upheld in part

-

-

Reversed

-

-
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REVIEWS

Land

Racing
Tasmania

WST

MRT

RST

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Internal

External

LTS

R&PT

IP

OOS

CS

WST

MRT

RST

Total calculated *

$619.61

$657.80

$87.20

-

-

$7,482.00

-

$77.40

Waived or reduced

$619.61

$329.40

$87.20

-

-

$2,384.80

-

$77.40

FEES AND CHARGES ($)

* These figures do not include the salaries & associated costs of the FTE’s involved in FOI administration
LTS

R&PT

IP

OOS

CS

WST

MRT

RST

Routine request

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Personal information

-

-

-

-

-

4

-

-

General public interest

-

-

-

-

-

35

-

-

Impecunious applicant

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Member of Parliament

2

-

2

-

-

3

-

1

Other (eg. Agency Policy)

4

1

-

-

-

5

-

-

In lieu of time extension (S17(6))

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

WAIVING REASONS

Public Interest Disclosures Act
2002
The Public Interest Disclosures Act 2002 (PID Act)

in accordance with Part 7 of the PID Act. A copy of

commenced operation on 1 January 2004. The purpose

DIER’s procedures may be viewed at Level 8, 10 Murray

of the Act is to encourage and facilitate the making of

Street, Hobart; or obtained by writing to:

disclosures of improper conduct by public officers and
public bodies. The Act provides protection to persons
who make disclosures in accordance with the Act,
from reprisals and establishes a system for the matters
disclosed to be investigated and rectifying action to be
taken.
The Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources

Executive Officer (Freedom of Information & Privacy)
Office of the General Manager Corporate Services
GPO Box 936
Hobart
Tasmania 7001
Telephone: (03) 6233 3142 or (03) 6233 8734

(DIER) has implemented procedures for the reporting,

Since the commencement on the PID Act DIER has not

receiving and handling of disclosures of improper

received any disclosures either directly or indirectly via

conduct or detrimental action by DIER or its employees,

the Ombudsman.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Major Contracts Awarded
Over $50,000
Name of Contractor

Description

Andrew Walter Constructions

$6,719,915

West Tamar Highway - Cormiston Creek to Legana Highway Duplication

Works Infrastructure

$4,236,514

Glen Huon Main Road - Huon Highway to Judbury Widening

Shaw Contracting

$19,810,691

Bass Highway - Ulverstone to Penguin Duplication Roadworks and Bridgeworks

Andrew Walter Constructions

$1,510,849

Roadways P/L

$2,101,136

Roadways P/L

$2,699,699

Van Ek Contracting P/L

$5,097,671

Van Ek Contracting P/L

$209,390

Bass Highway - East of Norfolk Creek Roadworks

Van Ek Contracting P/L

$507,709

Bass Highway - Conservatory Road Junction Roadworks

SPS Supply

$500,000

Supply of Stationery Schedule 1 General Stationery Schedule 2 - Bulk Paper

ARRB Transport Research

$270,300

Pavement Data Collection Laser Profiler Survey 2005-2008

Clarkes Painting Services

$652,410

Bridge Maintenance Painting 2004-2006

Lake Secondary Road - Poatina Main Road to Barren Tier Roadworks
State Roads/National Highway - North East Region Bituminous Surfacing
2004/2005
State Roads/National Highway - North West Region Bituminous Surfacing
2004/2005
Lilydale to Scottsdale - Bridport Main Road to Oak Dene Road - Roadworks

Metal Protection Service P/L

$1,257,080

Lead Paint Removal 2004-2006

Hazell Bros Civil Contracting P/L

$1,813,344

Southern Outlet Highway Kingston Interchange Roadworks

Van Ek Contracting P/L
Emoleum

$511,504
$2,271,826

Lymington Main Road - Hastings Cave Tourist Road Bridge Replacements
East Tamar Highway - Charles Street Bridge to Mayne Street Overpass
Pavement Rehabilitation

Van Ek Contracting P/L

$485,853

Bass Highway West of Crayfish Creek Road Reinstatement

Tas Span

$149,870

Faulkners Rivulet and Blacksnake Lane Concrete Repair

Works Infrastructure

$482,600

West Tamar Highway - Frankford Main Road Roadworks

Van Ek Contracting P/L

$786,561

Forth and Bridport Main Roads - Roadworks

Ron Carthew Civil Contracting

$131,353

Tasman Highway South of Kabuki Roadworks

Roadways P/L

$103,041

Midland Highway WIM Screening Station Roadworks

Ron Carthew Civil Contracting

$165,340

Lyell Highway Plenty Curves Roadworks

General & Window Cleaning P/L

$190,560

Cleaning Services 10 Murray Street Hobart (4/7/05 to 30/6/07)

Dyson Corporate Security

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Value ($)

$76,051

Security services for 10 Murray Street, Hobart (1/7/05 to 30/6/06)

Andrew Walter Constructions

$162,329

Lyell Highway Fourteen Mile Road Junction Roadworks

Haden

$143,460

Maintenance of Services - DIER

Calow’s Coaches

$340,900

Brendan Manions Coaches

$425,000

Creswell Coaches

$450,000

Smith’s Travel (Group)

$298,189

Brighton Painting

$80,000

Free to the user student regular passenger transport service Macquarie Rd
- Campbell Town
Free to the user student regular passenger transport service Mt Direction
- George Town
Free to the user student regular passenger transport service Bagdad - Rosetta
High School
Free to the user student regular passenger transport service Giddons Road
- Smithton
Linemarking Contract South

Value ($)

De Neefe Signs

$70,000

Zaganite Specialised Coatings

$130,000

Statewide Linemarking

$90,000

Gilby Vollus Architects

$47,025.00

Vos Group

$88,024

annual report

Name of Contractor

Description
Sign Contract Statewide
Thermoplastic Linemarking Statewide
Linemarking Contract North
Contract No. 1060 - Mineral Resources Core Library Extension
Henty House redevelopment for Racing Services Tasmania

R.J. Welsh and Son Pty Ltd

$490,798

Expansion of Mineral Resources Tasmania core library

Prologic Pty Ltd

$127,540

Motor Registry System maintenance contract and project work (16/7/03
– 15/7/07)

Leigh Mardon

$436,372

Production of Driver Licence

Licensys

$337,355

Production of registration number plates (31/10/03 – 1/11/06)

$1,770,000

Road safety public advertising/advertising (9/1/03 – 31/12/05)

Coo’ee Tasmania
Corporate Communications

$90,000

Public relations services to the Road Safety Task Force (9/1/03 – 31/12/05)

Summary of Participation by Local Businesses
for Contracts and Tenders greater than $50,000
Total number of contracts awarded

38

Total number of contracts awarded to Tasmanian businesses

36

Total value of contracts awarded

$57,826,706.85

Total value of contracts awarded to Tasmanian businesses

$57,472,406.85

Total number of tenders

107

Total number of bids received

132

Total number of bids received from Tasmanian businesses

115

Consultancies with a value greater than $50,000
Location of
Consultant

TMG International Pty Ltd

Sydney, NSW

TMG International Pty Ltd

Sydney, NSW

TFG International

Hobart, TAS

Informed Decisions

Canberra, ACT

DataVision

Hobart, TAS

Description of
Consultancy
Road & rail
infrastructure costs
analysis
Rail Freight and
infrastructure cost
modelling
Development of rail
public funding models
and options
Creation of ABS
database and
seamless geographic
co-ordinates
GIS consultancy and
development for SIPS

Period of Consultancy

Total Value of
Consultancy (inc. GST)

Twelve months

$93,200

Twelve months

$143,278

Four months

$53,750

April to June 2005

$60,000

July 2004 to June 2005

$126,146.46

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Name of Consultant
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Consultancies with a value less
than or equal to $50,000
Consultant
DIMA Translating and Interpreting - Amigos
Cooperative Interpreting Tasmanian Deaf
Society
Department of Justice

40,754 (based on
04/05 actuals)

Description
Interpreting required to obtain a learner licence and for onroad testing

8,300

NEVDIS 11 Participation Agreement

Department of Justice

9,049

Legal Advice

Driver Improvement Consultancy

34,636

Development of the new Novice Driver Test

Enterprise Marketing and Research
Services [EMRS], Tasmania

9,045

Focus testing on Supervisory Driver Handbook

ARRB Transport Research

9,920

Review of Solo Test

Industry Management Advisors

10,000

Review of OHS requirements for Transport Inspectors

26,000

Road safety public education campaign tracking research

5,000

Seatbelt Compliance Research

11,347

Road Safety public education campaigns, focus group testing

SCA Marketing

4,200

Facilitator for RSTF Strategic Planning Workshop

Geometry Pty Ltd

21,250

Crash Data Manager Reports and Procedures Manual

Birkett and Associates

8,950

Telephone survey on Speed Zoning issues

Birkett and Associates

4,910

Focus groups on motorcycle training

KPMG

4,800

Periodic Registration Report

Enterprise Marketing and Research
Services [EMRS], Tasmania
Enterprise Marketing and Research
Services [EMRS], Tasmania
Enterprise Marketing and Research
Services [EMRS], Tasmania

Monash University

1,885 (Audit)
11,223 (Review)

Audit and Review of motorcycle licensing in Tasmania

Hatch Associated Pty Ltd

3,574

Inspection of track infrastructure at Ida Bay Railway

ITrans Pty Ltd

3,973

Installation and training of railway level crossing management
risk scoring system

D Batchelor

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Value ($)

200

Inspection of rollingstock at Ida Bay Railway

Risk Safety Consultancy Group Pty Ltd

4,677

Strategic risk and safety leaders training for all accredited
railways

Risk Safety Consultancy Group Pty Ltd

1,500

Simulated emergency exercise concept

SELBEV Pty Ltd

4,000

Training of Medical Practitioners on the new National Health
Assessments for Rail Safety Workers

Risk & Safety Consultancy Group Pty Ltd

1,650

Strategic risk and safety training for all accredited railways

Risk & Safety Consultancy Group Pty Ltd

16,607

Risk validation of all accredited railways

Risk & Safety Consultancy Group Pty Ltd

8,357

Risk mentoring of all accredited railways

Risk & Safety Consultancy Group Pty Ltd

19,607

Safety auditing of three accredited railways

Thornhall Pty Ltd

3,250

Executive coaching assignments

T Bowman

1,050

Curriculum Consultant

Strategic Intent

2,000

Meetings, Planning & Designs

ARTAS Architects

11,100

Professional services in relation to Henty House
redevelopment for Racing Services Tasmania

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

10,500

Taroona inclinometers measurement and report

GHD

16,063

Design and manage shaft covers for Zeehan and Rossarden

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

5,000

Draft remediation strategy for Zeehan

Nigel Bedford

6,453

Draft rehabilitation plan for Royal George

47,025

Design of core library extension

Gilby Vollus Architects
D.W. Rogers

28,231.05

Chair of Board of Review – Tasmanian ports system

Corporate Communications

29,227.68

Tasmanian ports system review

CPR Communications and Public Relations

Value ($)
3,600

Clayton Utz

35,197.10

Trinitas

24,388.36

Crown Law

13,380

Canterbury Hill Advisory Pty Ltd

2,850

Wise Lord & Ferguson

9,500

March Consulting Pty Ltd

241.90

DPIWE
Pearsons Transport Resource Centre Pty
Ltd

Description
Tasmanian ports merger project
Tasmanian ports merger project – advice and assistance
regarding ACCC submission
Tasmanian ports merger project – assistance with project
scoping, including facilitation of workshops and preparation
of associated material
Tasmanian ports merger project – provision of legal advice,
preparation of drafting instructions
Tasmanian ports merger project – participation in project
workshops
Preparation of taxi licence plate valuation for Tasmanian taxi
areas
Administrative support for the National Ticketing and Tolling
Working Group

756

Valuation – taxi licence plates in Tasmania

6,127.27

Taxi fare setting/review mechanism project

Hilary Fazackerley

4,660

Support to various selection panels for recruitment in the
Passenger Transport Policy Branch

TAFE Tasmania

6,075

Wheelchair Accessible Taxi driver training courses (six)

Crown Law

1,360

Deed relating to Wheelchair Accessible Taxi swipe-card meter
trial

Enterprise Marketing and Research
Services

7,572.72

Ingrid van Putten

3,430

Stenning & Associates Pty Ltd

5,500

KPMG

2,325

Glenn P. Appleyard

8,727

Jet Personnel and Recruitment

1,862.52

Core Passenger Service Review
Transport Access Scheme mailout and preparation of report
and research material
Passenger Transport Operator Accreditation Scheme
– guidelines for taxis and luxury hire cars
Probity services for Wheelchair Accessible Taxi licences and
perpetual taxi licences
Preparatory analysis of new Community Service Activity
Agreement between DIER and Metro
Max Flanagan – business analyst – coordination of the
commercial and community transport sectors
Review and amendment of needs models of metropolitan bus
service

Measure IT Pty Ltd

5,150

Myriad Consultancy

17,910

SGS Economics & Planning

27,650

SGS Economics & Planning

31,675

ACIL Tasman Pty Ltd

49,500

Rail access in Tasmania

Centre of Policy Studies

20,356

Economic modelling of the Tasmanian Freight Equalisation
Scheme

Maxton Solutions

9,900

Road/rail modelling in the Tasmanian transport system

Maxton Solutions

7,700

Road regulation modelling in the Tasmanian transport system

Maunsell Australia Pty Ltd

48,378

Analysis of Tasmania’s rail freight task

B.R. Walker Forestry Consultant

6,000

Forestry modelling and catchment design work

Market research relating to rural and community transport
Tasmanian Rural Transport Assessment – Rural Transport
Solutions – Demographic Analysis and Financial Modelling
Tasmanian Rural Transport Assessment – Rural Transport
Solutions – Infrastructure Audit

1,688.51

Forestry modelling advice

Parsons Brinckerhoff

2,467.46

Transport modelling advice

Australian Bureau of Statistics

3,590.91

Data

BFP Consultants

43,500
5,562.50

Construction of model linking road freight volumes to
maintenance costs
Cost-based mining viability model

Pitt & Sherry

5,250

Construction of infrastructure cost provision database

Bruce Felmingham

3,410

Advice on macro-economic modelling techniques and
information on mining and forestry industry

Oxford Systematics

630

Transport modelling advice

Department of Infrastructure,
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L. Van Saane

Australian Road Research Bureau
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Consultant
2 degrees research
Julian Russell

10,000
2,537.50

Trinitas

4,725

Trinitas

7,000

Description
IRIS post-implementation review
IRIS consultancy and development
Assistance with the development of the Tasmanian energy
policy statement
Final meeting report for workshop on the feasibility of a statebased Mandatory Renewable Energy Target scheme
Contributions towards the work of the Inter-jurisdictional
Emissions Trading Working Group
Investigation of the energy performance of the Workplace
Standards Tasmania Rosny office
Preparation of guideline document for electricity entity
emergency management plans

NSW Cabinet Office

3,119.09

Ingineering Pty Ltd

4,160

A.J. Beaumont

9,600

A.J. Beaumont

10,200

Preparation of electricity load management in Tasmania

A.J. Beaumont

8,600

Report and electricity emergency management

14,935

Graphic design, layout and printing of Powering Prosperity

digital ink
SFM Pty Ltd

18,181.82

Bass Strait Islands solar hot water trial

Network Advisory Services Pty Ltd

17,607.36

Professional advice on gas-related matters

TFG International Pty Ltd

22,500

Aurora Energy Pty Ltd

22,449.57

MC2 Pacific Pty Ltd

9,105.24

APM
Bendzulla Tasmania Pty Ltd

211.19
275

Review and report on the Tasmanian stationary energy
sector policy, planning, co-ordination, risk management and
communication frameworks
Preparation of the Tasmanian Electricity Emergency
Management Manual
Development of emergency management communications
strategy
Ergonomic assessments
Calculation of avoided Workers Compensation Premium

Campbell Research

15,318.60

Return to Work Monitor

Coffey Geosciences

1,312.85

Renison stress modelling

Department of Education

2,600

Usability testing on WorkCover website

Hansen

10,989

Assessment workers compensation database

Hilary Fazackerley

5,720

Review development plan and leadership and management
appraisal

Injury Prevention & Management

584.38

Ergonomic assessments

Janine Brain

7,809.50

Recruitment and HR consultancy services

Julie Evans Consulting

14,699.69

Statistical requests and case development for self-insurers

KPMG
L.P. Stephenson & Associates
Maree Webber Rehabilitation Service

10,450
3,712.50
247.50

Scope risk assessment WorkCover Tasmania Board
Investigation crane accident
Workplace assessment

Personal Strengths

225

Staff assessment

Trowbridge Deloitte

2,310

Actuarial advice

Andrew Winkler

22,623

Weed mapping

D.W. Potter

5,000

Historic listings, research and development

25,274

Services associated with Contract 983

Derek Pearce
R.G. Wright

Department of Infrastructure,
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Value ($)

2,307.25

Quality audit and report on Contract 1059

ARRB Transport Research Ltd

7,000

Ad hoc expert advice service

ARRB Transport Research Ltd

38,449

Consolidation of HDM-4 Strat Application

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

17,668

Heavy load assessment

ARRB Transport Research Ltd

11,671

Job RC3903 Final Report

Sinclair Knight Merz

4,775

Meander Valley Secondary Road Maintenance

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

29,725.78

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

2,564

R. D. Morgan

10,326.10

GHD Pty Ltd

2,207

Pavement engineering expertise
Professional fees time based agreement
Emergency procedures
Access and road reserve – Holyman Drive

Value ($)

Description

GHD Pty Ltd

44,822.88

Bruny Island Transport Study

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

47,029.88

Bagdad Bypass planning

Maunsell Australia Pty Ltd

11,200

Bagdad Planning Study – Claim 18

Johnstone McGee & Gandy Pty Ltd

1,580

Bass Highway at Latrobe

North Western Shipping & Towage Co Pty
Ltd

19.09

BIF Services 1-31/10/04

GHD Pty Ltd

12,799

Brighton Bypass planning

Bentley Systems Pty Ltd

1,000

CCAust - Contract

GHD Pty Ltd
Bentley Systems Pty Ltd

13,818.18

Civic gateway and landscaping Tasman Bridge

1,000

Contract - MXROAD

Johnstone McGee & Gandy Pty Ltd

14,818.18

Perth Planning Study

Maunsell Australia Pty Ltd

18,528.74

Bagdad Planning Study

GHD Pty Ltd

8,500

Droughty Pt Transport Study

Greening Australia (Tasmania)

4,130

Enviromark

GHD Pty Ltd

12,630

Environmental management study

KPMG

7,500

Fatman barge assessment

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

1,925

Fees – Oakdown Parade

Lupatec Pty Ltd

9,500

Gordons Hill Road Study: Stage 2

Lupatec Pty Ltd

4,000

Gordons Hill Road Traffic Study

Andrew Best IT Consulting

960

Installation reticle – Launceston/Hobart

GHD Pty Ltd

532

Civic gateway and landscaping Tasman Bridge

GHD Pty Ltd

17,396.32

Kingston and Environs Transport Study

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

8,527.50

Kingston Bypass Summerleas Rd junction

GHD Pty Ltd

2,281.20

Tasman Hwy access east of Holyman Drive

Sinclair Knight Merz

12,200

Maclaines Creek Bridge replacement

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

5,790

Midland Hwy – Bagdad bypass

Catherine Nicholson

8,400

Planning report

GHD Pty Ltd

5,725

RIMS environment module review report

GHD Pty Ltd

6,096

Soil and water code of practice review

T. Eaton

8,672

Southern Tasmania tourist facility audit

6,995

Supply River bridges: R. Smith

Johnstone McGee & Gandy Pty Ltd
GHD Pty Ltd

10,892.49

Tasman Bridge approaching landscape

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

8,228

Traffic study – Glenorchy City Council

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

1,575

Veg. and hab. clearance comp.

Gar Foong

4,779

Assessment – Contract 1075

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

2,000

Oakdowns Parade, Rokeby

Pitt & Sherry Pty Ltd

1,000

Review of access design – Lyell Hwy, Granton

GHD Pty Ltd

8,800

Access investigation – Lyell Hwy

Sinclair Knight Merz

2,800

Preparation of proclamation plans – Burnie truck route

Milan Prodanovic

20,000

Traffic engineering advice

Taz-e Pty Ltd
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Consultant

Advice on implementation of FDS and spatial data in RIMS

Taz-e Pty Ltd

560

Review of freight demander survey spatial attributes

Taz-e Pty Ltd

1,260

Document data model

Taz-e Pty Ltd

1,500

Advice on RIMS Phase 3 project

Taz-e Pty Ltd

2,380

Creation of end user layers for use with Oracle discoverer for
RIMS

Vaultage Media Pty Ltd

4,000

Consultancy on RIMS process (traffic statistics)

Birkett & Associates

3,320

Internal stakeholder satisfaction research

Personal Strengths (Australia)

4,160

Consulting services for Executive Group

Personal Strengths (Australia)

4,660

Facilitation of Ministerial Workshops

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

140
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Legislation Administered by
the Department
Minister For Infrastructure, Energy
and Resources

Industrial Relations Act 1984

Abt Railway Development Act 1999

relates to –

Aerodrome Fees Act 2002
Air Navigation Act 1937

(a) applications by the Minister for hearings in
respect of breaches or alleged breaches of awards,
registered industrial agreements and registered

Architects Act 1929

enterprise agreements; and

Beauty Point Landslip Act 1970

(b) the appointment, duties and functions of

Building Act 2000
Burnie to Waratah Railway Act 1939
Civil Aviation (Carriers’ Liability) Act 1963

inspectors
(otherwise see Department of Premier and Cabinet
and Department of Justice under the Minister for
Justice and Industrial Relations)

Common Carriers Act 1874

Lawrence Vale Landslip Act 1961

Commonwealth Powers (Air Transport) Act 1952

Local Government (Building and Miscellaneous

Construction Industry (Long Service) Act 1997
Damage by Aircraft Act 1963
Dangerous Goods Act 1998

Provisions) Act 1993
except Part 3 (see Department of Primary Industries,
Water and Environment under the Minister for
Environment and Planning) and Part 6 (see

Electricity Industry Safety and Administration

Department of Premier and Cabinet under the

(Consequential and Transitional Provisions) Act 1997

Minister Assisting the Premier on Local Government)

Electricity Industry Safety and Administration Act 1997

Long Service Leave (Casual Wharf Employees) Act 1982

Electricity Supply Industry Act 1995

Long Service Leave (State Employees) Act 1994

Part 6 (otherwise see Department of Treasury and

Long Service Leave Act 1976

Finance under the Treasurer)
Electricity - National Scheme (Tasmania) Act 1999
Electricity Supply Industry Restructuring (Savings and
Transitional Provisions) Act 1995
Electricity Wayleaves and Easements Act 2000
Emu Bay Railway Acts 1965 and 1976
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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section 29(1C) and section 87A(1) and in so far as it

Energy Co-ordination and Planning Act 1995
Forestry (Fair Contract Codes) Act 2001
Gas Act 2000

Marine and Safety Authority Act 1997
Metro Tasmania (Transitional and Consequential
Provisions) Act 1997
Metro Tasmania Act 1997
Mineral Resources Development Act 1995
Mining (Strategic Prospectivity Zones) Act 1993
Motor Vehicles Securities Act 1984
Passenger Transport (Consequential and Transitional) Act
1997

Gas Pipelines Access (Tasmania) Act 2000

Passenger Transport (Transitional Regulations Validation)

Gas Pipelines Act 2000

Act 2002

Highways Act 1951

Passenger Transport Act 1997
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1982

Legislation Enacted in 2004/05

Port Companies Act 1997

Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation Amendment

Printing Authority of Tasmania Act 1994

(Miscellaneous) Act 2004

Private Forests Act 1994

Vehicle and Traffic (Heavy Vehicle Charges) Amendment

Rail Safety Act 1997
Railway Management Act (Repeal) Act 1997
Roads and Jetties Act 1935
Rosetta Landslip Act 1992
Shop Trading Hours Act 1984
Statutory Holidays Act 2000
Taxi and Luxury Hire Car Industries Act 1995
Traffic Act 1925
Transport Act 1981
Van Diemen’s Land Company’s Waratah and Zeehan
Railway Acts 1895, 1896 and 1948
Vehicle and Traffic (Transitional and Consequential) Act
1999
Vehicle and Traffic Act 1999
Workers’ (Occupational Diseases) Relief Fund Act 1954
Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988
except in so far as it relates to the appointment,

Act 2005
Traffic Amendment (Authorised Officers) Act 2004
Vehicle and Traffic (Heavy Vehicle Charges) Amendment
Act 2004
Traffic Amendment (Notice of Demand) Act 2004
Rail Safety Act 1997
Rail Safety Regulations 1999
Electricity Ombudsman Amendment Act 2004
Gas Amendment Act 2004
Racing Regulation Act 2004
TOTE Tasmania (Racing Regulation) Act 2004
Racing Regulation (Transitional and Consequential
Provisions) Act 2004

Legislation Repealed in 2004/05
Town Building Act 1962
Building (Action Limitation) Act 1997

functions and powers of the Workers Rehabilitation

Local Government (Building and Miscellaneous

and Compensation Tribunal and the appointment of

Provisions) Act 1993 Part 2

the Registrar and deputy registrars of that Tribunal

Racing Act 1983

(see Department of Justice under the Minister for
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Plumbers and Gas-fitters Registration Act 1951

Justice and Industrial Relations)
Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995

MINISTER FOR RACING
Lyons Trusts Act 1993
Racing Regulation Act 2004
Racing Regulation (Transitional and Consequential
Provisions) Act 2004

Act 2003
TOTE Tasmania Act 2000
TOTE Tasmania (Racing Regulation) Act 2004
TOTE Tasmania (Transitional and Consequential
Provisions) Act 2000

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Documents
published in 2004/05
Transport Policy Advice and
Planning

Workplace Safety
•

Isolating Rotary Dairy Machinery safety alert

Business Case – State Infrastructure Planning System

•

Forest machinery and cut-off saws safety alert

•

Making your small business safer and healthier

•

A Guide to the Operation of Mobile Equipment Near

(May 2005)

Energy

Overhead Power Lines

Powering Prosperity – Consolidating Tasmania’s Energy
Advantage (December 2004)

•

Transport
•

Tasmanian Speed Zoning Review 2005 - Public

Employees and Others
•

2004 Edition of Traffic Control at Work Sites – Code

•

Take Control of Safety on Your Farm: A Safety
Management Tool for Farmers

of Practice
•

Road Hazard Management Guide

•

•

Technical Advice Sheets (x10)

Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation

•

Vehicle Information Technical Bulletins and Manuals

•

•

Industry Newsletters, including safety bulletins

•

Tasmanian Road Rules Handbook, Version 2 and

•

Rail Safety Risk Standard, November 2004

•

Guidelines for Managing Rail Safety within a Risk

A Guide to Workers Compensation in Tasmania

Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1988
posters

Version 3
•

A Guide to Workers Compensation in Tasmania

(stage 2 reforms)

(ongoing)
•

A Guide to First Aid in the Workplace

(stage 1 reforms)

(ongoing)

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Code of Practice for Risk Management of Agricultural
Shows and Carnivals

Consultation Kit
•

Managing your Workplace: A Guide for Retail

•

Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1988
posters (stage 2 reforms)

Tolerability Framework, November 2004

Building Regulation News Updates

•

Light Vehicle Inspection Manual

•

1-04 Owner Builder Form 34

•

State Roads Infrastructure Investment Strategy

•

Regulation Errata- Building Act 2000 Q&A.

2005/06

•

Thermal Insulation Testing.

Workplace Standards

•

Accreditation of Garage Designers.

Electrical safety

•

Building Act 2000 Q&A’s.

•

RCDs: A Switch to Safety

•

New Energy Provisions for Multi Residential

•

Electrical Inverters safety alert

•

A Guide to the Operation of Mobile Equipment Near
Overhead Power Lines

Buildings- Training Sessions.
•

Plumbing Regulations News Update.

•

New Plumbing Regulations for Tasmania.

•

Second Edition of Guidance on use of Rainwater
Tanks.

•

Tasmanian Plumbing Code BiPu Authorisation &

CORBETT, K. D. The updating and revision of the

MAT(E) Accreditation.

1:25 000 scale series geological maps covering the

Building Act 2000 - Accreditation and Design of
Plumbing Work.

Mt Read Volcanics belt in western and northwestern
Tasmania. Record Geological Survey Tasmania 2004/03
[30 August 2004]

•

Training for New Energy Efficiency Provisions..

•

Owner Builder Guidelines.

statewide groundwater monitoring network. Record

•

Building Regulation Advisory Note 1.05.05

Geological Survey Tasmania 2004/04 [27 January 2005]

•

Plumbing Regulation Advisory Note 1.05.05

BOTTRILL, R. S. Miscellaneous mineral analyses from

•

Building Regulation News Update 1.05.

•

Building Act 2000 Accreditation of Building
Practitioners “Record Tracking numbers”.

EZZY, A. An overview of the Mineral Resources Tasmania

near Balfour and Temma. Record Geological Survey
Tasmania 2004/06 [8 February 2005]
EZZY, A.; LATINOVIC, M. L. MRT statewide groundwater
monitoring network: Data collection — September 2004.

Information Seminars on New BCA Energy Efficiency

Record Geological Survey Tasmania 2005/01 [8 February

Provisions.

2005]

•

Amendments to the Building Regulations 2004.

EVERARD, J. L. Reconnaissance geology of the Norfolk

•

Release of Draft Regulation Impact Statements.

•

Building Code of Australia 2005 Amendments..

•

Building Act 2000 - Essential Maintenance

associated mineralisation in northeast and northwest

Compliance Date Extended.

Tasmania. Record Geological Survey Tasmania 2005/03

•

Plumbing Regulation News Update 1.05

[9 June 2005]

•

On-site Wastewater Management Training Course.

WEBSTER, T. An archaeological reconnaissance survey

•

Water Efficiency Labelling Standards Scheme(WELS)

•

Water Efficiency Labelling and Standards(WELS)

•

Scheme.
•

Community Safety

•

Asbestos in Your Home

General

Range–Sandy Cape area, northwest Tasmania. Record
Geological Survey Tasmania 2005/02 [26 April 2005]
TAHERI, J.; BOTTRILL, R. S. Devonian granites and

of the alluvial tin mining workings at Melaleuca, South
West Tasmania. Archaeological Survey Report 2001/03
[26 August 2004]
WEBSTER, T. A brief examination of the ‘Springvale’
tunnel, Evandale Water Scheme. Archaeological Survey
Report 2002/01 [18 August 2004]
Mineral exploration opportunities in Tasmania.
A summary of opportunities for mineral exploration and

•

Prosecution Policy

mineral resource development in Tasmania — February

•

Enforcement Policy

2005. [17 February 2005].

•

Publications CD

Mineral Resources Tasmania — Annual Review,

Mineral Resources
BACON, C. A. (compiler). A review of groundwater in
Tasmania. Record Geological Survey Tasmania 2003/01
[22 November 2004]

Palaeozoic structure of the Mathinna Supergroup,
eastern Tasmania. Record Geological Survey Tasmania
2004/01 [3 September 2004]
BOTTRILL, R. S. Garnet-bearing and other spotted
porphyroblastic metasedimentary rocks from the Balfour
area. Record Geological Survey Tasmania 2004/02
[14 September 2004]

2003/2004. [7 December 2004]
Fossicking Areas in Tasmania (amended edition).
[7 April 2005]
Geological Features of the Tasman Peninsula
[7 January 2005]
Fifteeen flyers promoting Exploration Release Areas were
produced.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Statutory Bodies
WorkCover Tasmania Board
The WorkCover Tasmania Board was established
under section 8 of the Workers Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 1988 (WR&CA). Its functions are
described in section 10 of the WR&CA and section 6 of
the Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995 (WH&SA).
S10 of the WR&CA nominates the Board’s functions as:
(a) to make recommendations to the Minister on –
(i)

the policy and objectives of legislation relating

the Board considers necessary or relevant to
the performance of its functions under, or the
administration of, the Workers Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 1988;
(j) to promote understanding of the Workers
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 and
the Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995 through
education and any other appropriate means;
(k) to advise the Minister on any matter relating to the

to workers rehabilitation and compensation and

Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988

workplace health and safety in this State; and

that the Minister refers to the Board;

(ii)

the amendment or replacement of that

legislation;
(b) to monitor and report to the Minister on the operation
and effectiveness of that legislation and on the
performance of the systems to which the legislation
relates;
(c) to monitor and review the Department in connection
with the exercise of powers and the performance
of functions under the Workers Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 1988 and the Workplace Health
and Safety Act 1995;
(d) to control and administer the Workers Rehabilitation
and Compensation Fund;
(e) to promote the prevention of injury at the workplace
and the development of healthy and safe workplaces;
(f) to promote and support the effective injury
management of injured workers;
(g) to review and monitor the performance of licensed
insurers and self-insurers and the operation of the
Nominal Insurer;
(h) to review and monitor premium rates and, so far as
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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(i) to collect and publish statistics on any matter

is practicable, ensure insurance arrangements are
efficient and competitive;

(l) to issue guidelines for the assessment of permanent
impairment under the Workers Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 1988;
(m) such other functions as may be prescribed.
S6 of the WH&SA nominates the following additional
functions for the Board:
(a) to promote the prevention of injuries and disease at
workplaces and the development of healthy and safe
workplaces;
(b) to inquire into and report to the Minister on any
matter relating to this Act referred to it by the
Minister;
(c) to make recommendations to the Secretary on
any matter relating to this Act referred to it by the
Secretary;
(d) to make recommendations to the Minister or
the Secretary with respect to such matters as it
considers necessary for the purposes of this Act.

Chair
Mr Mark Addis (non-voting)

Secretary of the Department
of Infrastructure, Energy and
Resources

Voting members:
Mr Damon Thomas
Mr Neale Buchanan
Ms Lynne Fitzgerald (to
12/11/04)
Mr Darren Mathewson (from
1/1/05 – 7/3/05)
Mr Simon Cocker (from 7/3/05)
Mr Peter Tullgren

Nominated by the
Tasmanian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Nominated by Unions
Tasmania
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The WorkCover Tasmania Board members are:

Plumbers and Gas-fitters
Registration Board
Established under section 3 of the Plumbers and Gasfitters Registration Act 1951, the Plumbers and Gasfitters Registration Board consists of seven members
and is responsible for:
•

ensuring that persons operating as plumbers and
gas-fitters in Tasmania are qualified;

•

issuing certificates of registration; and

•

dealing with complaints.

Members of the Plumbers and Gas-fitters Registration
Board are:

Non voting members (nominated by the Minister)
Name

Ms Leigh Mackey

Legal practitioner

Mr Dallas Booth

Insurance industry expert

Mr John Palmer, Chairman

Dr Robert Walters

Medical practitioner

Mr Antonius Helmich

The Nominal Insurer

Mr Peter Lucas

The Nominal Insurer is established under Division
5 Section 121 of the Workers Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 1988. Its functions are to manage

Mr Craig Radin

claims under the Act where the employer does not hold
a policy of workers compensation insurance, and to

Mr Peter Fraser

manage funding of the Nominal Insurer in the event of
the insolvency of a licensed insurer.

Mr Scott Burton

Members are:
Mr Robert Walker (Chairman)

Mr Philip Mussared

Mr Peter Donaldson

Mr Rod Lethborg

Ms Hilary Whiteley

Mr Brian Aherne (Secretary)

Mr Richard Brown
(from 6 August 2004)

Mr Anthony McKinlay
(from 11/4/05)

Nominated by
Local Government Association
of Tasmania
Master Plumbers’ Association
of Tasmania
Air Conditioning and
Mechanical Contractors’
Association of Tasmania
Hobart City Council and the
Launceston City Council
Communications, Electrical,
Electronic, Energy, Information,
Postal, Plumbing and Allied
Services Union of Australia
Secretary of the Department
responsible in relation to the
Public Health Act 1997
Secretary of the Department of
Education

Mr David Fellows was
member until 11/4/05

Board of Architects of Tasmania
Established under section 3 of the Architects Act 1929,
the Board of Architects is responsible for registration
of architects in Tasmania and consists of the following

Name

Nominated by

Mr David Archer,
Chairman

The Governor

Mr Neal Mackintosh

President of the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects

Mr Mark Dunbabbin
Ms Catherine Hall

The Council of the Institute

One position on the Board is currently vacant.
This member is to be nominated by the Governor.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Building Regulation Advisory
Committee

Building Appeal Board

The Building Regulation Advisory Committee was

section 203 of the Building Act 2000. Its functions are to

established under section 9 of the Building Act 2000,

hear and determine:

and has the following functions:

•

•

•

•

investigate and report to the Minister on any matter
related to the Building Act 2000 that is referred to it
by the Minister;

•

any other function the Minister determines in relation
to building and plumbing matters; and

•

advise the Minister in relation to matters relating to
the Building Administration Fund.

Members of the Building Regulation Advisory Committee
are:

Mr David Archer
(to 1 May)

Category of knowledge and
expertise
Chairman (Director of Building
Control)
Building Surveying
Engineering
Local Government
Architecture
Building Surveying
Local Government
Architecture
Building

Mr Richard Bloomfield

Building

Name
Mr Robert Pearce
Mr Stuart Barwick
(from 1 May)
Mr Peter Angus
(to 1 May)

Mr Greg Cooper
(from 1 May)
Mr Monty East
(from 1 May)
Mr Jeff Knight
(from 1 May)

Architecture

•

appeals against a decision of an Authorised Body
relating to the accreditation of building practitioners.

Members of the Building Appeal Board are:
Name

Mr Ross Murphy

Building surveying

Mr Roger Locke

Engineering

Mr Graham Keating

Building

Mr Hans Verdouw

Plumbing

Ms Deirdre Flint

Local government

Ms Adele Gliddon

Environmental and public health

Mr Kerry Whittle

Access for people with disabilities

Tasmanian Racing Appeal Board
Established under Section 25 of the Racing Act 1983
and continues under Section 23 the Racing Regulation
Act 2004
The Board comprises eight members appointed by the
Governor, and a secretary appointed by the Secretary of
the Department.
Mr Robert Pearce (Chairman)
Mr Geoffrey [Leigh] Sealy (Deputy Chairman)

Plumbing

Mr Graham Elliott

Mr Ken Hammond
(to 1 May)

Fire Fighting and Fire Safety

Mr Colin Saunders

Environmental and
Public Health
Local Government
Community Representative
Local Government
Community Representative
Local Government

Mr Bernard McKay

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Ms Margot Smart
Mr Stewart Wardlaw
Mr Michael Woolley
(to 1 May)

Knowledge and Expertise

Mr Patrick Toomey,
Building
Chairperson
Mr Peter Cripps, Deputy
Architecture
Chairperson

Mr Ken Greig

Mr Greg Robertson
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Engineering

disputes relating to any matter in the Building
Regulations or the Plumbing Regulations; and

advise the Minister in relation to proposed
regulations under the Building Act 2000;

appeals and applications under the Building Act
2000;

advise the Minister on the administration of the
Building Act 2000;

•

The Building Appeal Board was established under

Engineering

Ms Paula Murphy
Ms Rae Green
Ms Olivia McTaggert (resigned 7/12/04)
Mrs Julie Hannon-Barclay (Secretary)

Electricity Supply Ministerial
Advisory Committee

Established under Section 18 of the Racing Regulation

The Committee is established under Part 6 of the

Act 2004.

Electricity Industry Supply Act 1995 to monitor and

The Panel comprises the Director of Racing
(Chairperson), the Chairperson of the Tasmanian

advise the Minister on the adequacy of water supplies
available for hydro-electric electricity generation.

Thoroughbred Racing Council and an independent

Responsibility for Part 6 of the Electricity Industry

lawyer appointed by the Minister.

Supply Act 1995 was transferred to the Minister for

Mr Tony Murray (Chairperson)
Ms Olivia McTaggart (Independent Lawyer)
Mr Geoff Harper (Chairman of the Tasmanian
Thoroughbred Racing Council)

Infrastructure, Energy and Resources on 11 April 2005.
The Chairman is the Director Energy Planning and the
Secretariat is provided by the Office of Energy Planning
and Conservation.

Reliability and Network Planning
Panel (RNPP)

Harness Racing Regulatory Panel

The RNPP is established under the Tasmanian Electricity

Established under Section 18 of the Racing Regulation

Code to have oversight of the Tasmanian power system

Act 2004. The Panel comprises the Director of Racing

reliability and network planning.

(Chairperson), the Chairperson of Harness Racing
Tasmania and an independent lawyer appointed by the
Minister.
Mr Tony Murray (Chairperson)
Ms Olivia McTaggart (Independent Lawyer)
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Thoroughbred Racing
Regulatory Panel

The Chairman is the Director Energy Planning and the
Secretariat is provided by the Office of the Tasmanian
Energy Regulator

Code Change Panel (CCP)
The CCP is established under the Tasmanian Electricity

Mr John Hammond (Chairperson of Harness Racing

Code to examine suggested changes to the Code or the

Tasmania)

identification of provisions in relation to which changes
may be necessary or desirable.

Greyhound Racing Regulatory Panel

The Chairman is the Director Energy Planning and the

Established under Section 18 of the Racing Regulation

Energy Regulator

Secretariat is provided by the Office of the Tasmanian

Act 2004. The Panel comprises the Director of Racing
(Chairperson), the Chairperson of Greyhound Racing
Tasmania and an independent lawyer appointed by the
Minister.
Mr Tony Murray (Chairperson)
Ms Olivia McTaggart (Independent Lawyer)
Mr Max Walker (Chairperson of Greyhound Racing
Tasmania)

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Non Statutory Bodies
Transport
•

Standing Committee on Transport (SCOT)

•

Tasmanian Skating Committee

•

Standing Committee on Transport Australian

•

Accreditation Board

•

Tasmanian Transport Industry Safety Group

•

SCOT Rail Group

•

Rail Consultative Forum

•

Rail Safety Regulators Panel

•

Rail Safety Consultative Forum

•

Review of Australian Standard - Rail Safety

Passenger Transport Group
•

Accessible Passenger Transport National Advisory
Committee

•

National Taxi Regulators Group

•

AusLink Assessment Guidelines Working Group

•

AusLink Data Working Group

•

Australian Maritime Group

•

Energy Infrastructure Assurance Advisory Group

•

Heavy Vehicle Charges Determination/Road Pricing
Reference Group

•

Introduced Marine Pests Management Steering

•

Rail Legislative Advisory Panel

•

Rail Contributory Factor Framework Steering
Committee

•

Tasmanian Association of Tourist Railways

•

Level Crossing Warning Committee

•

National Transport Commission

Committee

•

Road Safety Task Force

•

Rail Consultative Forum

•

Tasmanian Road Safety Council

•

Standing Committee on Transport Aviation Working

•

National Road Safety Strategy Panel

Group

•

Austroads Registration and Licensing Program

Committee

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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Management Committee (ME79)

•

King Island Shipping High Level Working Group

•

National Oceans Policy Inter-departmental

•

Standing Committee on Transport Rail Group

•

State Security Advisory Group

•

Tasmanian Freight Logistics Council

•

Transport Security Working Group

•

Australian Bicycle Council

•

Australian Road Rules Maintenance Group

•

Australian Transport Council Working Group on
Scooters

•

Standards Australia

•

Standards Australia – Road Signs and Traffic Signals

•

State Bicycle Advisory Committee

•

Tasmanian Bicycle Council

•

Tasmanian Black Spot Consultative Panel

Taskforce
•

Austroads National Exchange of Vehicle and Driver
Information System (NEVDIS)

•

Austroads IAP Technical Feasibility and Standards
Sub-Project Team

•

National Motor Vehicle Theft Reduction Council

•

NTC Review of Medical Examination for Commercial
Vehicle Drivers

•

NTC Review of Administrative Arrangements for
Exchange of Demerit Points

•

Commonwealth Cross Government Proof of Identity
Working Group

•

Motorcycle Liaison Advisory Group

•

Institute of Public Works Engineering Australia

•

National ITS Architecture Working Group

•

•

Department of Workplace Relations Advisory
Committee Working Group

Australian Building Codes Board plus Committees,
e.g. Energy Efficiency

•

Gas Technical Regulators Committee

•

Steering Committee and Core Strategic Group

•

Heads of Workplace Safety Authorities

•

Builders Licensing Australia

•

Mines Rescue/Emergency Services Committee

•

National Plumbing Regulators Forum

•

National Certification Working Group

•

National On-Site Regulators’ Forum

•

National Inspector Training Working Group

•

Plumbing Advisory Committee

•

National Occupational Health and Safety

•

Advisory Committee on the Transport of Dangerous

Commission and Committees (now known as
Australian Safety and Compensation Council)

Goods
•

Competent Authorities Panel

•

Electrical Regulatory Authorities Council

•

Standards Australia Committees

•

Standards Australia Committees

•

Aurora Energy, Electrical Contractors and Electricity
Standards and Safety Liaison Committee

•

State representation on the NOHSC Chemical
Standards Sub-Committee - for implementation of
dangerous goods National Standards and national
review of hazardous substances.

•

Tasmanian Minerals Council Occupational Health and
Safety Committe

•

Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council Working
Party

•

DIER Information Security Framework Project

•

DIER Information Privacy Reference Group

•

Information Privacy Working Group

•

Heads of Workers Compensation Authorities

•

Injury Management Working Group

•

Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council Working

•

Mining Industry Code of Practice Committee – in
abeyance

•

Occupational Licensing Steering Committee

•

Rehabilitation Providers Accreditation Working Group

•

Rural Industry Safety Advisory Group

•

WorkCover Legislative Review Advisory Committee

•

WorkCover Audit Committee

•

Workplace Safe Steering Committee

•

Workplace Standards Tasmania Executive Team

•

Workplace Standards Tasmania Compliance and

•

•

Party

Mineral Resources
•

Ministerial Council for Mineral and Petroleum
Resources (MCMPR) and associated Standing
Committee of Officials, Task Forces and Working
Groups

•

ABS Mining Statistics User Advisory Group

•

Australian Society of Exploration Geophysicists Data
Standards Committee

•

Australian Urban Regional Information Systems
Association (AURISA)

Enforcement Committee

•

Chief Government Geologists Committee

Workplace Standards Tasmania Middle Managers

•

Government Geoscience Information Policy Advisory

Workplace Standards Tasmania Staff Consultative
Forum Committee

•

Conference of Chief Inspectors of Mines

•

Communication Managers Committee

Committee and associated Working Group
•

CODES-SRC Advisory Board

•

DPIWE Application Assessment Panel

•

Crown Land Assessment Working Group

•

Groundwater Coordination Committee

•

Inter-Departmental Oceans Policy Working Group

•

Land Information Coordination Committee (LICC)

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources

Workplace Standards Tasmania Safety First
Committee

•

Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council Industrial
Relations Benchmarking Working Committee

Group
•
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•

LICC Sub-committee — The List Management
Advisory Group

•

Mineral Exploration Working Group

•

Mining Heritage Committee

•

National Groundwater Committee

•

Rehabilitation of Mining Lands Trust Fund Committee

•

Tasmanian Statistical Advisory Committee

Energy
The State Government is represented by the Office of
Energy Planning and Conservation (OEPC) on a number
of national forums and working groups reporting to the
Ministerial Council on Energy, in relation to:
•

The Standing Committee of Officials;

•

The Energy Markets Reform Working Group;

•

Energy Efficiency Working Group;

•

Energy Security Working Group; and

•

Renewable and Distributed Generation Working
Group

The Office also participates in a range of other forums
with other agencies and industry stakeholders to develop
energy policy and regulatory frameworks for energy in
Tasmania.

Forestry
DIER’s Forest Policy Branch represents the Department
on the following non-statutory bodies (external to
Government only):
•

Forests and Forest Industry Council

•

Primary Industries Ministerial Council Standing
Committee

•

Natural Resource Management Ministerial Council
Standing Committee

•

Forestry Local Government Consultative Committee

Racing Services Tasmania
•
Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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How to contact us
General Enquiries
Mail

GPO Box 936
Hobart Tasmania 7001

E-mail

info@dier.tas.gov.au

Website

www.dier.tas.gov.au

Head Office:

10 Murray Street, Hobart

General Enquiries

1300 135 513

Emergency Contacts (24 Hour Service)
Roads and Bridges

1800 005 282

Traffic Signal Faults

1300 139 933

Transport
Registration and Licensing

1300 851 225 (cost of a local call)
03 6233 5201 (interstate callers)

Roads and Bridges

1300 135 513

Passenger Transport

03 6233 5193

Workplace
Standards
General enquiries

1300 366 322
03 6233 7657 (Interstate callers)

Mineral Resources
General enquiries

03 6233 8377

Office of Energy Planning and Conservation
03 6233 2009

Racing Services
Tasmania
General enquiries

03 6336 2450

Contact numbers are also listed in the White Pages under ‘Infrastructure, Energy
and Resources’.

Department of Infrastructure,
Energy and Resources
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005
Note

2004-05
$ 000

2003-04
$ 000
44,332
69,484
2,342
1,058
251
27

Revenue from ordinary activities
Recurrent appropriations
Capital appropriations
Commonwealth grants
User charges
Fees and fines
Gross proceeds from the disposal of assets
Effect of change in accounting policy
Other revenue from ordinary activities
Total revenue from ordinary activities

2.8(a)
2.8 (a)
2.8(b), 5.1
2.8(c), 5.2
2.8(e), 5.3
2.8(f), 5.4
2.6
2.8(i), 5.5

91,277
85,690
974
1,536
262
1
34,212
8,966
222,918

Expenses from ordinary activities (excluding borrowing costs)
Employee entitlements
Depreciation and amortisation
Grants and subsidies
Written down value of disposed assets
Write down of assets
Liabilities assumed (assets transferred)
Other expenses from ordinary activities
Total expenses from ordinary activities (excluding borrowing costs)

2.9(a), 6.1
2.9(b), 6.2
2.9(c), 6.3
2.9(d), 5.4
2.9(e), 6.4
2.8(h), 6.5
2.9(h), 6.6

36,102
79,560
46,163
61
155

Net operating surplus (deficit) from ordinary activities

8,107
125,601

42,722
204,763

34,744
79,812
1,635
573
3,415
11
47,393
167,583

18,155

(41,982)

18,155

(41,982)

229,044

262,472

264

3

247,463

220,493

Equity interests
Net surplus (deficit) attributable to the State
Net increase (decrease) to asset revaluation reserve
Total revenues, expenses and valuation adjustments
recognised directly in equity
Total changes in equity other than those resulting from
transactions with the Crown in its capacity as owner

2.7, 10.2

The above Statement of Financial Performance should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 30 JUNE 2005
2004-05
$ 000

2003-04
$ 000

2.10(a)
2.10(b), 8.1
2.15
2.10(d), 8.4

3,477
1,271
2,128
1,908
8,784

2,238
552
1,680
3,572
8,042

2.10(b), 8.1
2.10(e), 8.2
2.10(e), 8.2
2.10(e), 8.2
2.10(e), 8.2
2.10(e), 8.2

226
12,527
14,338
3,487,052
33,451
2,754
3,550,348

226
6,233
9,484
3,275,565
10,277
1,040
3,302,825

3,559,132

3,310,867

2.11(b), 9.1
2.11(a), 9.2
2.11(d), 9.3

4,228
1,807
1,032
7,067

4,105
1,803
463
6,371

2.11(b), 9.1

6,194
6,194

6,088
6,088

13,261

12,459

3,545,871

3,298,408

2,612,850
933,021
3,545,871

2,594,431
703,977
3,298,408

Note
Assets
Current assets
Cash on hand and deposit accounts
Receivables
Tax Asset
Other current assets
Total current assets
Non-Current assets
Receivables
Plant equipment and vehicles
Land and buildings
Road infrastructure
Other infrastructure
Intangibles
Total non-current assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Employee entitlements
Payables
Other
Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Employee entitlements
Total non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets (liabilities)
Equity
Accumulated Surplus
Asset Revaluation Reserve
Total equity

10.1
10.3

The above Statement of Financial Position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005
2004-05
$ 000

2003-04
$ 000

91,160
86,308
584
1,598
261
13,326
16
264
8,839
202,356

44,332
66,513
2,342
901
257
11,424
7
7,999
133,775

2.9(a)
2.15

36,174
13,662
87,491
137,327
65,029

35,359
11,716
50,600
97,675
36,100

2.8(f)

1
1

27
27

63,791
63,791
(63,790)

39,749
39,749
(39,722)

1,239
2,238
3,477

(3,622)
5,860
2,238

Note
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash inflows
Recurrent appropriations
Capital appropriations
Commonwealth grants
User charges
Fees and fines
GST receipts
Interest received
Cash receipt from restructuring
Other cash receipts
Total cash inflows
Cash outflows
Employee entitlements
GST payments
Other cash payments
Total cash outflows
Net cash from (used by) operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash inflows
Gross proceeds from the disposal of assets
Total cash inflows

2.8(a)
2.8(a)
2.8(b)
2.8(c)
2.8(e)
2.15

Cash outflows
Payments for acquisition of assets
Total cash outflows
Net cash from (used by) investing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash held
Cash at the beginning of the reporting period
Cash at the end of the reporting period

11

The above Statement of Cash Flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005
Note

Description

1
1.1

1.3

Administered Statements
Schedule of Revenues and Expenses administered on behalf of the
whole-of-government
Schedule of Assets and Liabilities administered on behalf of the
whole-of-government
Schedule of Cash Flows administered on behalf of the whole-of-government

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15

Significant Accounting Policies
Objectives and Funding
Basis of Accounting
Adoption of Australian Equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards
Transactions and Balances Administered on a Whole-of-Government Basis
Activities Undertaken Under a Trustee or Agency Relationship
Change in Accounting Policies
Administered / Controlled Reclassification
Revenue
Expenses
Assets
Liabilities
Leases
Comparative Figures
Rounding
Departmental Taxation

3

Revenue from State Government

4

Events Occurring After Balance Date

5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Revenue from Ordinary Activities
Commonwealth Grants
User Charges
Fees and Fines
Gross Proceeds and Expense from the Disposal of Assets
Other Revenues from Ordinary Activities

6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

Expenses from Ordinary Activities
Employee Entitlements
Depreciation and Amortisation
Grants and Subsidies
Write down of Assets
Liabilities Assumed (Assets Transferred)
Other Expenses from Ordinary Activities

1.2
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005 (continued)
Note

Description

7
7.1
7.2

Outputs of the Department
Departmental Outputs
Statement of Outputs

8
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

Assets
Receivables
Property, plant, equipment, vehicles and infrastructure
Reconciliations of Non-current Physical Assets
Other Assets

9
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

Liabilities
Employee Entitlements
Payables
Other Liabilities
Schedule of Commitments
Schedule of Unquantifiable Contingencies

10
10.1
10.2
10.3

Equity and Movements in Equity
Reconciliation of Equity
Adjustments Recognised Directly in Equity
Asset Revaluation Reserve by Class of Asset

11
11.1
11.2
11.3

Cash Flow Reconciliation
Reconciliation of Cash per Statement of Financial Position to Statement of Cash
Flows
Reconciliation of Operating Surplus to Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities
Acquittal of Capital Investment Program

12

Financial Instruments

13
13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4
13.5
13.6
13.7
13.8
13.9
13.10
13.11
13.12

Notes to Administered Statements
Administered Revenue from State Government
Administered Commonwealth Grants
Administered User Charges
Administered Fees and Fines
Gross Proceeds and Expense from the Disposal of Assets
Other Administered Revenues from Ordinary Activities
Administered Employee Entitlements
Administered Depreciation and Amortisation
Administered Grants and Subsidies
Liabilities Assumed (Assets Transferred)
Other Administered Expenses from Ordinary Activities
Departmental Administered Outputs
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005 (continued)
Note

Description

13.13
13.14
13.15
13.16
13.17
13.18
13.19
13.20
13.21
13.22
13.23

Statement of Administered Outputs
Administered Receivables
Administered Property, Plant, and Equipment
Reconciliation of Administered Non-current Physical Assets
Other Administered Assets
Administered Employee Entitlements
Administered Payables
Other Administered Liabilities
Schedule of Administered Commitments
Administered Cash Flow Reconciliation
Administered Financial Instruments

14

Transactions and Balances Relating to a Trustee or Agency Arrangement
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1.
1.1

Administered Statements
Schedule of Revenues and Expenses administered on behalf of the
whole-of-government
Note

Revenue from ordinary activities
Recurrent appropriations
Commonwealth grants
User charges
Fees and fines
Gross proceeds from the disposal of assets
Other revenue from ordinary activities
Total revenue from ordinary activities

2.8(a)
2.8(b), 13.2
2.8(c), 13.3
2.8(e), 13.4
2.8(f), 13.5
2.8(i), 13.6

Expenses from ordinary activities (excluding borrowing costs)
Employee entitlements
2.9(a), 13.7
Depreciation and amortisation
2.9(b), 13.8
Grants and subsidies
2.9(c), 13.9
Written down value of disposed assets
2.9(d), 13.5
Assets transferred
2.8(h), 13.10
Other expenses from ordinary activities
2.9(i), 13.11
Total Expenses from ordinary activities (excluding borrowing costs)
Net operating surplus (deficit) from ordinary activities before
transfers to the government
Transfers to the Consolidated Fund
Total revenues, expenses and valuation adjustments
recognised directly in equity
Net operating surplus (deficit) from ordinary activities after
transfers to the government

2.7

2004-05
$ 000

2003-04
$ 000

15,036
31,623
22,306
31,516

57,201
14,098
13,507
30,464

6,105
106,586

218,101
333,371

2,949
12
16,124

2,612
17
57,817

2,872
21,957

490,810
213,128
764,384

84,629

(431,013)

(84,901)

(56,520)

(264)

(536)

(487,533)

The above Schedule of Revenues and Expenses Administered on behalf of the whole-of-government should be read in
conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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1.2

Schedule of Assets and Liabilities administered on behalf of the
whole-of-government
2004-05
$ 000

2003-04
$ 000

3,543
3,262
6,805

3,567
3,382
40
6,989

19
67
86

18
22
40

6,891

7,029

2.11(b), 13.18
2.11(a), 13.19
2.11(d), 13.20

261
2,935
321
3,517

209
2,624
321
3,154

2.11(b), 13.18

402
402

367
367

Total liabilities

3,919

3,521

Net assets (liabilities)

2,972

3,508

2,972
2,972

3,508
3,508

Note
Assets
Current assets
Cash on hand and deposit accounts
Receivables
Other current assets
Total current assets
Non-Current assets
Receivables
Plant equipment and vehicles
Investments
Total non-current assets

2.10(a)
2.10(b), 13.14
2.10(d), 13.17

2.10(b), 13.14
2.10(e), 13.15
2.10(d), 13.17

Total assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Employee entitlements
Payables
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Employee entitlements
Total non-current liabilities

Equity
Accumulated Surplus
Total Equity

The above Schedule of Assets and Liabilities Administered on behalf of the whole-of-government should be read in
conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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1.3

Schedule of Cash Flows administered on behalf of the whole-of-government
2004-05
$ 000

2003-04
$ 000

2.8(a)
2.8(b)
2.8(c)
2.8(e)

15,036
31,623
22,291
31,563
85
6,496
107,094

57,262
14,098
12,600
30,418
65
217,905
332,348

2.9(a)

2,880
264
103,961
107,105
(11)

2,575

Note
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash inflows
Recurrent appropriations
Commonwealth grants
User charges
Fees and fines
Interest received
Other cash receipts
Total cash inflows
Cash outflows
Employee entitlements
Cash payment from restructuring
Other cash payments
Total cash outflows
Net cash from (used by) operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Cash inflows
Gross proceeds from the disposal of assets
Total cash inflows

329,931
332,506
(158)

2.8(f)

Cash outflows
Payments for acquisition of assets
Total cash outflows
Net cash from (used by) investing activities

13
13
(13)

Net increase (decrease) in cash held
Cash at the beginning of the reporting period
Cash at the end of the reporting period

(24)
3,567
3,543

13.22

(158)
3,725
3,567

The above Schedule of Cash Flows Administered on behalf of the whole-of-government should be read in conjunction
with the accompanying notes.
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2.

Summary of significant accounting policies

2.1

Objectives and Funding

The Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources brings together those arms of government
which provide infrastructure for the social and economic development of Tasmania.
The Department's charter is to support the existing commercial and social structure and to facilitate
new development that will enable Tasmania to prosper. In pursuing this purpose, the Department
aims to ensure the effective integration of the key infrastructure serving the community. This
comprises the physical transport and energy assets (for example roads, bridges, ports and
powerlines), the information systems capturing, maintaining and providing data (for example in
transport, mining and forestry) and the policy environment and regulatory systems in which
business is conducted. A collaborative approach by the Department is a critical dimension to
achieving its purpose.
The delivery areas within the Department comprise:
infrastructure policy;
land transport safety;
roads and public transport;
workplace standards;
minerals resources; and
racing services.
On behalf of the Minister for Infrastructure, Energy and Resources, the Department also provides
independent strategic policy advice and support in relation to the Government's relationships with
many Government Business Enterprises (GBEs), State-owned Companies (SOCs) and Statutory
Authorities. Operations of many of these organisations are described in Chapter 11 of Budget Paper
No 1 Budget Overview 2004-05.
The Department aims to deliver a strategic approach to the provision of both physical and
regulatory infrastructure through its corporate plan. The corporate plan has been developed ensuring
that all key Government outcomes are addressed including those outlined in Tasmania Together,
Industry Development Plans and Partnerships with Local Government. The strategic focus of the
Department is on contributing to the achievement of the following major outcomes:
facilitation of a safe, accessible and equitable transport system that enhances economic
development;
promotion of reliable, efficient and safe energy systems;
promotion of productive, safe workplaces where the rights of employees, employers, principals
and the community are being met;
facilitation of mineral exploration and land management for Tasmanian land and offshore
waters; and
maintenance of probity and integrity in the racing industry.
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Department activities contributing towards these outcomes are classified as either controlled or
administered.
Controlled activities involve the use of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses controlled or
incurred by the Department in its own right. Administered activities involve the management or
oversight by the Department on behalf of the Government of items controlled or incurred by the
Government.
The Department is predominantly funded by parliamentary appropriations. Other funding sources
include direct Commonwealth grants, industry grants and miscellaneous recoveries from various
sources. The WorkCover Tasmania Board and Forest Practices Board are funded by industry
contributions. The financial report encompasses all funds through which the Department controls
resources to carry on its functions.
2.2

Basis of Accounting

The financial statements are a general purpose financial report and have been prepared in
accordance with:
the Treasurer s Instructions issued under the provisions of the Financial Management and Audit
Act 1990 ; and
Australian Accounting Standards, in particular AAS 29 Financial reporting by Government
Departments and Urgent Issues Group Abstracts.
In the process of preparing accrual based reports for the Department as a single entity, all
intra-entity transactions and balances have been eliminated.
The financial statements have been prepared using historical cost accounting, with the exception
that land, buildings, infrastructure, heritage and cultural assets are valued at their current value to
the Department, determined by reference to the asset s fair value.
Assets and liabilities are recognised in the Department s Statement of Financial Position when it is
probable that future economic benefits will flow and the amounts of the assets or liabilities can be
reliably measured.
Revenues and expenses are recognised in the Department s Statement of Financial Performance
when the flow or consumption or loss of economic benefits has occurred and can be reliably
measured.
The financial statements are prepared on the basis that the Department will continue to operate in its
present form. The continued existence of the Department in its present form, undertaking its
current activities, is dependent on Government policy and on continuing appropriations by
Parliament for the Department s administration and activities.
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2.3

Adoption of Australian Equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards

The Department is managing the transition to Australian Equivalents to International Financial
Reporting Standards (AEIFRS) by analysing pending standards, Urgent Issues Group Abstracts and
changes to Treasurer s Instructions to identify key areas regarding policies, procedures, systems and
financial impacts affected by the transition.
Based on current information, the adoption of AEIFRS standards will not result in changes in
accounting policies that are expected to have a material impact on the Department s financial
statements.

2.4

Transactions and Balances Administered on a Whole-of-Government Basis

The Department administers, but does not control, certain resources on behalf of the Government as
a whole. It is accountable for the transactions involving such administered resources, but does not
have the discretion to deploy resources for the achievement of the Department s objectives.
Administered assets, liabilities, expenses and revenues are disclosed in the notes to the financial
statements, forming a part of the general purpose report for the Department. The administered
items are disclosed on the same basis as is described for the financial statements of the Department.

2.5

Activities Undertaken Under a Trustee or Agency Relationship

Transactions relating to activities undertaken by the Department in a trust or fiduciary (agency)
capacity do not form part of the Department s activities. Trustee and agency arrangements, and
transactions/balances relating to those activities, are neither controlled nor administered.
Fees, commissions earned and expenses incurred in the course of rendering services as a trustee or
through an agency arrangement are recognised as controlled transactions.
Transactions and balances relating to a trustee or an agency arrangement are not recognised as
department revenues, expenses, assets or liabilities in this financial report. Details of these
transactions are provided in Note 14.
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2.6

Change in Accounting Policies

During 2004-05 the Department undertook a review of its accounting policies, the result of which is
the financial statements for the ABT Railway Ministerial Corporation, a controlled entity of the
Department, being consolidated into the controlled departmental statements. This change has
resulted in an adjustment of $34 million recognised as revenue in the statement of financial
performance. This amount reflects the carrying amount of the non-current assets of the Corporation
at the start of the financial year, valued on a fair value basis by an independent valuation process.
The following non-current asset opening balances have been consolidated into the departmental
statements:

Land
Buildings
Plant, Equipment & Vehicles
Infrastructure
Total

2.7

$ 000
1,399
2,778
6,170
23,865
34,212

Administered / Controlled Reclassification

In conjunction with the Department of Treasury and Finance, the Department has reviewed its
administered activities and reclassified some items from administered to controlled activities. This
has resulted in an increase in the amount of controlled recurrent appropriations and an increase in
the amount of controlled grants and subsidies expenses by $45 million. Correspondingly, the
amounts for recurrent appropriations and grants and subsidies expenses have decreased in the
administered financial statements. The comparative figures have not been re-cast to reflect these
changes.
The activities that have been reclassified include the following grants and subsidies payments:
King Island Shipping Contract
Furneaux Shipping Contract
Project CODES
Rehabilitation of Degraded Mineral Lands
Community Service Obligation: Payment to the Metro Tasmania Pty Ltd
Payments to School Bus Operators: Contract Services
Bruny Island Ferry Contract Payments
Urban Bus Service
This reclassification has resulted in a $264,000 adjustment to equity to recognise the opening cash
balance associated with these activities.
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2.8

Revenue

Revenues are recognised in the Statement of Financial Performance when it is probable that the
inflow or other enhancement or saving in outflows of future economic benefits has occurred and
can be measured reliably.
a) Revenues from Government
Appropriations, whether recurrent or capital, are recognised as revenues in the period in which the
Department gains control of the appropriated funds. Except for any amounts identified as carried
forward in Note 3, control arises in the period of appropriation.
b) Commonwealth Grants
Grants payable by the Australian Government are recognised as revenue when the Department
gains control of the underlying assets. Where grants are reciprocal, revenue is recognised as
performance occurs under the grant. Non-reciprocal grants are recognised as revenue when the
grant is received or receivable. Conditional grants may be reciprocal or non-reciprocal depending
on the terms of the grant.
c) User Charges
Amounts earned in exchange for the provision of goods and services are recognised when the good
or service is provided.
d) Interest
Interest revenue is recognised as it accrues.
e) Taxation, Fees and Fines
Revenue from State taxation and from fees and fines is recognised upon the first occurrence of
either:
(i)
(ii)

receipt by the State of a Taxpayer s self-assessed taxes and fees; or
the time the obligation to pay arises, pursuant to the issue of an assessment.

Interest is charged on outstanding amounts and is brought to account, where possible, on an accrual
basis, otherwise as it is received. The collectability of debts is assessed at balance date and specific
provision is made for doubtful debts.
f) Gross Proceeds from the Disposal of Assets
Revenue from the sale of non-current assets is recognised when control of the asset has passed to
the buyer.
g) Resources Received Free of Charge
Services received free of charge by the Department are recognised as revenue when a fair value can
be reliably determined and at the time the services would have been purchased if they had not been
donated. Use of those resources is recognised as an expense.
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h) Assets Assumed (Liabilities Transferred)
Contributions of assets at no cost of acquisition or for nominal consideration are recognised at their
fair value when the asset qualifies for recognition, unless received from another government agency
as a consequence of restructuring of administrative arrangements. In these circumstances, book
values from the transferor Department may be used.
i) Other Revenue
Revenue from sources other than those identified above are recognised when it is probable that the
inflow or other enhancement or saving in outflows of future economic benefits has occurred and
can be measured reliably
j) Correction of Fundamental Errors
Fundamental errors, which render past financial reports unreliable, are disclosed separately on the
face of the Statement of Financial Performance. The nature of the error is disclosed in the notes, as
well as the amount of the correction relating to prior periods including, where practicable, a
restatement showing the information that would have been recognised had the error not been made.
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2.9

Expenses

Expenses are recognised in the Statement of Financial Performance when it is probable that the
consumption or loss of future economic benefits resulting in a reduction in assets and/or an increase
in liabilities has occurred and the consumption or loss of future economic benefits can be measured
reliably.
a) Employee Entitlements
Employee entitlements include entitlements to wages and salaries, annual leave, long service leave,
superannuation and other post-employment benefits.
b) Depreciation and Amortisation
All non-current assets having a limited useful life are systematically depreciated over their useful
lives in a manner that reflects the consumption of their service potential. Depreciation on assets is
provided for using the following rates and methods which are reviewed annually.
Area

Road Infrastructure
Long-life components
Earthworks, drainage,
landscape, project specific
(services, sound mounds etc)
Medium life components
Pavement
Short-life components
Surfacing, traffic facilities
Bridge Infrastructure
Steel, Concrete
Timber
T-Beam
Historic
Major Structures
Traffic Signal Facilities
Cable
Above and below ground
Electronics
Site Hardware
Buildings
Electrical and Office Equipment
Technical Equipment
Plant
Computer Hardware
Computer Software
Motor Vehicles
Marine Vessels and Equipment
Abt Railway Infrastructure

Estimated
Useful Life
(Years)

Depreciation Method
Rate
(Per Annum)

100

1.00% Straight Line

40

2.50% Straight Line

15

6.67% Straight Line

70
25
50
250
100

1.43%
4.00%
2.00%
0.40%
1.00%

50
30
20
10
20
5
5
10
3
3
5
20
5-40

2.00%
3.33%
5.00%
10.00%
5.00%
20.00%
20.00%
10.00%
33.33%
33.33%
20.00%
5.00%
2.50%-20.00%

Parabolic
Parabolic
Parabolic
Parabolic
Parabolic
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
Straight Line
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Road Infrastructure
Road assets have a limited useful life and are systematically depreciated over their useful lives in a
manner which reflects the consumption of service potential embodied in those assets and which
specifically recognises the varying useful lives of the identifiable components which comprise these
roads. As detailed above the components of the road infrastructure have been grouped into three
areas in terms of assigning an estimated useful life. Useful lives are based on analysis of historical
data whilst also taking into account comparability with other State Road Authority practices.
Bridge Infrastructure
Bridges are depreciated systematically over their useful life having regard to their unique rate of
deterioration. Bridge values are depreciated parabolically to reflect the greater depreciation towards
the end of a bridge s life, i.e.:
Present Value = Replacement Cost x (1-(age/life)2)
c) Grants and Subsidies
Grants are recognised to the extent that (i) the services required to be performed by the grantee have
been performed or (ii) the grant eligibility criteria have been satisfied. A liability is recorded when
the Department has a binding agreement to make the grants but services have not been performed or
criteria satisfied. Where grant monies are paid in advance of performance or eligibility, a
prepayment is recognised.
d) Written Down Value of Disposed Physical Assets
The written down value reflects the carrying value of the asset at the time of disposal.
e) Write Down of Assets
A revaluation decrement is recognised as an expense in the Statement of Financial Performance
except to the extent that the decrement reverses a revaluation increment previously credited to, and
still included in the balance of, an asset revaluation reserve in respect of that same class of asset. In
this case, it is debited direct to that revaluation reserve.
Where an increment reverses a revaluation decrement previously recognised as an expense in the
Statement of Financial Performance in respect of that same class of non-current assets, the
revaluation decrement is recognised as revenue.
f) Resources Provided Free of Charge
Services provided free of charge by the Department, to another entity, are recognised as an expense
when fair value can be reliably determined.
g) Correction of Fundamental Errors
See note 2.8(j).
h) Other Expenses from Ordinary Activities
Expenses from activities other than those identified above are recognised in accordance with the
general criteria noted above.
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2.10

Assets

Assets are recognised in the Statement of Financial Position when it is probable that the future
economic benefits embodied in the asset will eventuate and the asset possesses a cost or other value
that can be measured reliably.
a) Cash on Hand and Deposit Accounts
Cash means notes, coins and deposits held at call with a bank or financial institution, as well as
funds held in the Special Deposits and Trust Fund.
b) Receivables
Receivables are recognised at the amounts receivable as they are due for settlement. Collectability
of receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis. Debts which are known to be uncollectable are
written off. A provision for doubtful debts is raised where some doubts exist as to collection.
c) Other Financial Assets
Investments are brought to account at the lower of cost or recoverable amount.
d) Other Assets
Assets other than those identified above are recognised in accordance with the general criteria noted
above.
e) Property, plant, equipment, vehicles and infrastructure
(i) Valuation basis
Valuation of assets is undertaken in accordance with the Department of Treasury and Finance
publication Guidelines for the Recording, Valuation and Reporting of Non-Current Physical Assets
in Tasmanian Government Departments using historical cost accounting, with the exception that
land, buildings, infrastructure, heritage and cultural assets are valued at their current value to the
Department, determined by reference to the asset s fair value.
Road Infrastructure
The Road Infrastructure valuation is based on replacement value written down to reflect present
condition where this is not as new . Valuation occurs annually based on road condition surveys
conducted in February/March of each financial year.
Road replacement cost is based on a unit rate per square metre of road carriageway area. This rate
is then adjusted to reflect the additional factors which contribute significantly to the replacement
cost. These factors are as follows:
land use;
traffic volumes; and
national highway as the Commonwealth Government demands a higher standard.
The relative importance of each factor is determined by a statistical analysis of recent road
construction project costs.
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The road replacement cost gives the cost to provide a new road of the existing standard.
Bridge Infrastructure
Bridge valuations have been based on replacement values calculated from base unit rates for
different bridge types. Rates are indexed using ABS indexes for materials (ABS 6407.0) and labour
(ABS 6345.0). No provision has been made for upgrading to current geometric or hydraulic
standards. Anticipated lives have been assumed for different classes of structures as follows:
Class of Structure
Steel, Concrete
Timber
T-Beam
Historic
Major Structures

Anticipated Life (Years)
70
25
50
250
100

The major structures are the Tasman, Bowen, Batman and Paterson Bridges, which are expected to
have a longer life.
Reduced lives have been adopted where structures are temporary or in poor condition.
Land Under Roads and Within Road Reserves
Land under roads and within road reserves is valued at the Valuer-General s average rateable value
per hectare for the urban and non-urban sectors in each Local Government area. Average rateable
value per hectare is supplied by the Valuer-General and is based on adjacent land use type.
Property Acquired for Roadworks
Expenditure on the acquisition of land and buildings acquired for roadworks is recognised in the
accounts at settlement date and is capitalised until such time as formal possession of the property
takes place for the purpose of commencing construction on the roadway.
Three methods of valuation for property and land purchased for infrastructure purposes are used by
the Department which are:
Valuer-General Sale Valuation.
A sale valuation is obtained from the Valuer-General for properties that are intended to be
sold in the near future. In most cases, these are the pieces of property that are left over as a
result of the completion of a road construction project.
Valuer-General Rates Valuation.
The rates valuation is considered to be a reasonable valuation of properties held, mostly for
future roadwork purposes.
Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources Valuation
This valuation is applied to properties that remain as a result of completion of the relevant
road construction project, where the Valuer-General valuation is considered inappropriate.
Due to factors such as non-accessibility, usefulness of land and marketability, the true
value of a property may be close to zero when accounting for disposal costs or, in any case,
significantly lower than the Valuer-General s valuation.
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Revaluations
(ii) Asset recognition threshold
In accordance with Treasurer s Instructions, the asset capitalisation threshold adopted by the
Department is $5,000. Assets valued at less than $5,000 are charged to the Statement of Financial
Performance in the year of purchase.
(iii) Revaluations
Assets are revalued at least once in every 5 years with the following exceptions:
plant and equipment having a cost or revaluation less than the threshold of $50,000
(annually);
land and buildings that are to be utilised for future roadworks (as required);
land remaining after the completion of the relevant roadworks project which is regarded as
non-saleable due to, for example, limited or no access (as required); and
transport infrastructure which is revalued annually based upon condition surveys
conducted in February/March each year.
Assets are grouped on the basis of having a similar nature or function in the operations of the
Department.
The recoverable amount test is not applicable to the Department of Infrastructure, Energy and
Resources as its non-current assets are not held for the purpose of generating net cash inflows from
services provided by the Department.
Those assets which are restricted by government directives or legislation are disclosed in the
Statement of Financial Position as administered assets. The restriction on these assets includes the
inability of the Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources to benefit from the asset in the
pursuit of its objectives and to deny access of others to that benefit.
2.11 Liabilities
Liabilities are recognised in the Statement of Financial Position when it is probable that the future
sacrifice of economic benefits will be required and the amount of the liability can be measured
reliably.
a) Payables
Payables, including goods received and services incurred but not yet invoiced, are recognised when
the Department becomes obliged to make future payments as a result of a purchase of assets or
services.
b) Provisions for Employee Entitlements
Employee benefits include entitlements to wages and salaries, annual leave, sick leave, long service
leave and superannuation benefits.
Liabilities for wages and salaries and annual leave are recognised and are measured as the amount
unpaid at the reporting date at expected pay rates in respect of employees services up to that date.
The liability for sick leave is not material and has not been recognised.
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A liability for long service leave is recognised and is measured as the present value of expected
future payments to be made in respect of services provided by employees up to the reporting date.
Consideration is given, when assessing expected future payments, to expected future wage and
salary levels plus on costs, experience of employee departures and periods of service. On-costs
include payroll tax and employer superannuation contributions and exclude workers compensation
premiums and fringe benefits tax. Expected future payments are discounted using interest rates
attaching, as at the reporting date, to Commonwealth Government guaranteed securities with terms
to maturity that match, as closely as possible, the estimated future cash outflows. The Department
uses reliable estimations based on the process outlined above to determine its Long Service Leave
Provision.
c) Superannuation
No superannuation liability is recognised for the accruing superannuation benefits of departmental
employees. This liability is held centrally and recognised within the Finance-General Division of
the Department of Treasury and Finance.
During the reporting period, the Department paid 11 percent of salary in respect of contributory
members of the Retirement Benefits Fund into the Superannuation Provision Account within the
Special Deposits and Trust Fund. The Department paid the appropriate Superannuation Guarantee
Charge into the nominated superannuation fund in respect of non-contributors. Under these
arrangements the Department has no further superannuation liability for the past service of its
employees.
d) Other Liabilities
Liabilities other than those identified above are recognised in accordance with the general criteria
noted above.
2.12 Leases
The Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources does not enter into finance leases.
The Department has entered into a number of operating lease agreements for buildings and office
equipment, where the lessors effectively retain all of the risks and benefits incidental to ownership
of the items leased. Equal instalments of lease payments are charged to the Statement of Financial
Performance over the lease term as this is representative of the pattern of benefits to be derived
from the leased property.
2.13 Comparative Figures
Comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to changes in presentation in these financial
statements where required.
2.14 Rounding
All amounts in the financial statements have been rounded to the nearest thousand dollars unless
otherwise stated.
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2.15 Departmental Taxation
The Department is exempt from all forms of taxation except fringe benefits tax, payroll tax and the
goods and services tax.
In the Statement of Cash Flows the GST component of cash flows arising from investing or
financing activities which is recoverable from, or payable to, the Australian Taxation Office is, in
accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards, classified as operating cash flows.
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3.

Revenue from State Government

Revenue from Government includes revenue from appropriations, including appropriations carried
forward under section 8A of the Public Account Act 1986, and from Items Reserved by Law
2005
Actual
$ 000
Recurrent Appropriation
Works and Services Appropriation
Appropriation Carried Forward under section 8A of the
Public Account Act 1986
Less Revenue Received in Advance

91,160
86,308
567

2004
Actual

88,136
82,155

44,332
66,513
3,421

(1,067)

Items Reserved by Law:
Contribution towards the Construction of Streets in
Towns by Municipal Councils
Total Revenue from Government

2005
Original
Budget
$ 000

$ 000

(450)

52
176,968

170,343

113,816

Section 8A of the Public Account Act 1986 allows for an unexpended balance of an appropriation to
be transferred to an Account in the Special Deposits and Trust Fund for such purposes and
conditions as approved by the Treasurer. In the initial year, the carry forward is recognised as a
liability, Revenue Received in Advance. The carry forward is recognised as revenue in the
following year, assuming that the conditions of the carry forward are met and the funds are
expended.

4.

Events Occurring After Balance Date

No events

5.

Revenue from Ordinary Activities

5.1

Commonwealth Grants

Specific grants
Total

2005
$ 000
974
974

2004
$ 000
2,342
2,342
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5.2

User Charges

Goods
Services
Road works
Other
Total

5.3

2004
$ 000
177

194
338
1,536

561
320
1,058

2005
$ 000
227
35
262

2004
$ 000
221
29
250

Fees and Fines

Racing Services
Other
Total

5.4

2005
$ 000
1,004

Gross Proceeds and Expense From the Disposal of Fixed Assets
2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

1
1

27
(18)
9

Non financial assets land and buildings:
Revenue (proceeds) from sale
Written down value of disposed assets
Net Profit/(Loss)

(61)
(61)

(555)
(555)

Total Revenue (proceeds) from sale
Total Written down value of disposed assets
Total Net Profit/(Loss)

1
(61)
(60)

27
(573)
(546)

Non financial assets plant and equipment:
Revenue (proceeds) from sale
Written down value of disposed assets
Net Profit/(Loss)

The gross proceeds of the sale of land and buildings owned by the Crown are usually paid into a
central fund. Consequently, when land or buildings owned by the Crown, but controlled by the
Department are sold, only the written down value of the sold assets are included in the
Department s financial statements.
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5.5

Other Revenues from Ordinary Activities

Social Infrastructure Fund
Economic & Social Infrastructure Fund
Structural & Performance Initiative Program
Other Grants
Revenue on Revaluation - Land and Buildings
Other
Total

2005
$ 000
135
4,902
1,648
708
100
1,473
8,966

2004
$ 000
1,029
4,140
940
952
138
908
8,107
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6.

Expenses from Ordinary Activities

6.1

Employee Entitlements

Wages and salaries
Long Service Leave
Superannuation
Payroll Tax
Fringe Benefits Tax
Workers Compensation
Total
6.2

2004
$ 000
28,644
737
3,072
1,982
217
92
34,744

2005
$ 000
434
25
235
489
233
5
331
77,198
610
79,560

2004
$ 000
203
25
235
519
145
5
333
78,347

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

68
181
1,491
1,740

1,635
1,635

Depreciation and Amortisation

Plant and Equipment
Motor Vehicles
Marine Vessels and Equipment
Traffic Signal Installations
Buildings
Aerodromes
Computer Equipment
Road Infrastructure
Other Infrastructure
Total
6.3

2005
$ 000
29,589
758
3,324
2,028
258
145
36,102

79,812

Grants and Subsidies

Grants
Project CODES
Furneaux Shipping Contract
Other Grants
Total Grants
Subsidies
Bruny Island Ferry Contract Payments
Community Service Obligation: Payment to the Metro
Tasmania Pty Ltd
Payments to School Bus Operators: Contract Services
Urban Bus Service
Total Subsidies

22,479
20,111
1,306
44,423

Total Grants and Subsidies

46,163

527

1,635
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6.4

Write Down of Assets

Road Infrastructure - Write-down
Land and Buildings - Revaluation Decrement
Traffic Signals Write-down
Total

6.5

2005
$ 000
35
110
10
155

2004
$ 000
3,413

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

Liabilities Assumed (Assets Transferred)

Fair Value of liabilities transferred at no cost or for nominal
consideration
- Various land parcels transferred to councils
Net liabilities transferred (assets assumed)
6.6

2
3,415

11
11

Other Expenses From Ordinary Activities

Advertising and promotion
Audit expenses
Communications
Consultants
Contractors payments (non IT)
Information technology
Other property related expenses
Rental of premises and rates
Travel and transport
Other expenses
Total

2005
$ 000
756
73
1,675
2,538
23,704
4,298
569
2,944
2,550
3,615
42,722

2004
$ 000
880
112
1,621
2,603
26,300
4,346
1,265
2,954
2,438
4,874
47,393
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7.
7.1

Outputs of the Department
Departmental Outputs

Information about the Department s Outputs and the expenses and revenues which are reliably
attributable to those Outputs is set out in the Output Schedule. Information about Outputs
administered by the Department is given in the Statements of Administered Outputs (Note 13.13).
The Budget information has not been subject to audit.
7.2

Statement of Outputs

OUTPUT GROUP 1

Development of Transport Policy Advice and Planning
2005
Budget
Actual
$'000
$'000

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Grants
Sales of Goods and Services
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Depreciation and Amortisation
Grants
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

2,040

2004
Actual
$'000

3,021
3
1
43
3,068

2,024
33
5
23
2,085

1,841
36

1,699
18
13

1,223
25
...

73
6
27
15
39
26
10
2,073

80
15
38
484
51
114
286
342
3,140

72
10
29
190
70
15
175
153
1,962

(28)

(72)

123

808
617
648
2,073

919
1,166
1,055
3,140

698
601
663
1,962

5
2,045

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
1.1 Passenger Transport Policy Advice &
Planning
1.2 Freight Transport Policy Advice & Planning
1.3 Transport System Policy Advice & Planning
TOTAL
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OUTPUT GROUP 2

Land Transport Safety Program
Budget
$'000

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Grants
Sales of Goods and Services
Proceeds from Disposal of Assets
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Depreciation and Amortisation
Grants
Written Down Value of Disposed Assets
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

2005
Actual
$'000

2004
Actual
$'000

17,833
569
218
3
57
18,680

17,415
637
309

11,976
282

9,132
62
136

9,232
129
65
11

414
565
735

1,792
1,612
18,490

461
568
799
2,836
193
867
271
1,689
1,701
18,715

477
640
807
2,747
215
668
210
1,905
1,713
18,819

190

(163)

704

1,173

1,427

1,474

2,379
6,840
4,439
3,659
18,490

2,394
6,741
4,473
3,680
18,715

2,309
6,901
4,434
3,701
18,819

155
959

191
18,552

18,120
839
281
9
274
19,523

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
2.1 Traffic Management Standards
2.2 Road Safety Research, Education, Promotion
& Advice
2.3 Driver Licensing
2.4 Vehicle Registration
2.5 Vehicle Standards and Compliance
TOTAL
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OUTPUT GROUP 3

Provision of Transport Services and Infrastructure
Budget
$'000

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Sales of Goods and Services
Proceeds from the Disposal of Assets
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Depreciation and Amortisation
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

2005
Actual
$'000

2004
Actual
$'000

6,928
145
1
13
7,087

6,851
199
105
7,155

6,420
81
4
105
6,610

5,090
1,031

4,194
339

3,721
636

256
39
113

236
306
7,495

213
7
131
590
85
446
112
898
484
7,499

191
14
126
322
125
337
77
763
761
7,073

(408)

(344)

(463)

4,758
27

5,030
68

5,275
32

2,710
7,495

2,401
7,499

1,766
7,073

38
386

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
3.1 Traffic Signal Maintenance
3.2. Island Shipping
3.3 Provision & Management of Public
Passenger Transport
TOTAL
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OUTPUT GROUP 4

Provision of Energy Advisory and Regulatory Services
Budget
$'000

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Grants
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Grants
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

2005
Actual
$'000

572

2004
Actual
$'000

706
513
1
1,220

572
1,942
13
2,527

371

465
333

409
1,310

17
1
7

28

32
8

3
119
575

9
63
121
11
2
5
91
1,128

47
2
1
4
84
1,897

(2)

92

630

575
575

1,128
1,128

1,897
1,897

1
573

51
6

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
4.1 Energy Policy & Advice
TOTAL
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OUTPUT GROUP 5

Workplace Standards
Budget
$'000

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Fines and Regulatory Fees
Investment Income
Grants
Sales of Goods and Services
Proceeds from the Disposal of Assets
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Depreciation and Amortisation
Grants
Written Down Value of Disposed Assets
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

2005
Actual
$'000

9,639
10
40
3,271

9,413
44
85
4,703
644

2004
Actual
$'000

9,499
70
64
4,160
2
2
118
13,915

1
47
13,008

123
15,012

8,649
129
800

9,054
48
1,244

8,654
111
1,203
2

526
724
343

367
560
13,082

577
649
322
1
279
528
284
458
567
14,011

519
973
294
4
236
622
279
393
622
13,912

(74)

1,001

3

6,797
4,633
1,087
565
13,082

7,286
4,854
1,266
605
14,011

6,513
5,445
1,345
609
13,912

41
943

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
5.1 Safety Standards & Compliance
5.2 Employer & Employee Services
5.3 Workplace Standards & Advice
5.4 Electricity Industry Regulation
TOTAL

Note: For user comparability with budget papers the figures for Output Group 5 include
administered transactions for the Workcover Tasmania Board in Output 5.2 Employer &
Employee Services .
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OUTPUT GROUP 6

Mineral Resources Management and Administration

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Grants
Sales of Goods and Services
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Depreciation and Amortisation
Grants
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

Budget
$'000

2005
Actual
$'000

2004
Actual
$'000

5,835
80

5,732
71

5,419

126
6,041

633
6,436

3,368
254
418

3,736
137
68

3,775
272

202
30
56

476
592
6,163

271
23
53
531
50
396
24
485
444
6,218

205
47
53
138
84
661
21
391
395
6,042

(122)

218

(241)

3,084

2,887

3,275

2,661
68
350
6,163

2,781
68
482
6,218

2,767

75
692

40
342
5,801

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
6.1 Minerals Exploration & Land Management
6.2 Tenement Management of the Exploration
and Minerals Industry
6.3 Project Codes
6.4 Rehabilitation of Degraded Mineral Lands
TOTAL

6,042
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OUTPUT GROUP 7 Support for the Minister in Infrastructure Development and
Government Business Management
2005
Budget
Actual
$'000
$'000
OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Grants
Sales of Goods and Services
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Grants
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

2004
Actual
$'000

548

611

548

269
22
902

555
78
10
3
646

430

427

403

59

66
1
8

4
47
551

70
2
10
16
34
19
11
6
56
651

89
4
1
4
69
645

(3)

251

1

551
551

651
651

645
645

7
2
2

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
7.1 Support for the Minister in Infrastructure
Development and Government Business
Management
TOTAL
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OUTPUT GROUP 8

Support for Racing Industry

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Fines and Regulatory Fees
Sales of Goods and Services
Proceeds from the Disposal of Assets
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Depreciation and Amortisation
Grants
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

Budget
$'000

2005
Actual
$'000

2004
Actual
$'000

1,735
224
2

2,260
249
2

1,723
248
1

6
1,967

4
2,515

2
1,974

1,163
8
125

1,350

1,146
1
107

142

166
1
57

45

94

134
1
59
52

53
359
1,979

4
154
142
89
363
2,420

78
1
39
385
2,003

(12)

95

(29)

1,979
1,979

2,420
2,420

2,003
2,003

84

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
8.1 Racing Industry
TOTAL
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OUTPUT GROUP 9

Transport Subsidies and Concessions
Budget
$'000

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Reserved by Law
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Grants
Supplies and Consumables
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
TOTAL

2005
Actual
$'000

43,006
52

44,743

43,058

44,743

42,797

42,909

2004
Actual
$'000

1,833

261
43,058

NET OPERATING RESULT

44,742
1

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

Bruny Island Ferry Service
Furneaux Shipping Contract
King Island Shipping
CSO: Payment to Metro Tas Pty Ltd
Payments to School Bus Operators: Contract
Services
9.6 Urban Bus Service
9.7 Contribution towards the Construction of
Streets in Towns by Municipal Councils
TOTAL

508
207
49
21,557

527
217
22,611

19,397
1,288

20,081
1,306

52
43,058

44,742
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8.
8.1

Assets
Receivables

User charges and other revenue inclusive of GST
Less: Provision for doubtful debts
Total

2005
$ 000
1,523
(26)
1,497

2004
$ 000
783
(5)
778

Current
Non-current
Total

1,271
226
1,497

552
226
778
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8.2

Property, Plant, Equipment, Vehicles and Infrastructure
2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

Plant and Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

9,079
2,318
6,761

2,377
1,907
470

Motor Vehicles
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

126
126

126
101
25

Marine Vessels and Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

5,652
705
4,947

5,652
470
5,182

Computer Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

3,041
2,222
819

2,520
1,964
556

12,527

6,233

Buildings
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

6,356
1,146
5,210

2,996
968
2,028

Land Under Buildings
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

1,254

1,098

1,254

1,098

7,496

5,975

7,496

5,975

410
32
378

410
27
383

14,338

9,484

Plant and Equipment (at cost)

Total Plant and Equipment
Land and Buildings (at fair value)

Vacant Land Holdings
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

Aerodromes
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

Total Land and Buildings
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Road Infrastructure (at fair value)
Roads
Opening Balance
Add: Additions
Less: Deletions
Add: Capital Improvements
Add: Revaluation Write Up (Down)
Less: Annual Depreciation
Written Down Value as at 30 June
Land Under Roads and within Road Reserves
Opening Balance
Add: Revaluation
Add: Net Additions
Value as at 30 June
Bridges Replacement
Opening Balance
Less: Deletions/ Corrections
Add: Bridge Additions
Add: Capital Improvements
Add: Revaluation
Less: Annual Depreciation
Written Down Value as at 30 June

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

1,847,295

1,801,067

58,090
44,375
63,176
1,886,584

(2,369)
36,353
73,478
61,234
1,847,295

458,159
146,260

308,015
150,144

604,419

458,159

970,111
(206)

947,955
(1,582)

1,661
38,334
13,851
996,049

1,543
38,770
16,575
970,111

3,487,052

3,275,565

3,487,052

3,275,565

Major Works-in-Progress
Opening Balance
Add: Additions
Less: Deletions
Value as at 30 June
Total Road Asset Infrastructure
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2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

Traffic Signal Installations
Add: Work in Progress Additions
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

19,775

19,656

9,579
10,196

9,379
10,277

Abt Railway Infrastructure
Less: Accumulated Depreciation

23,865
610
23,255

Total Other Infrastructure

33,451

10,277

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

1,040
1,714

1,040

2,754

1,040

Other Infrastructure (at fair value)

Intangibles
Work-in-Progress
Opening Balance
Add: Additions
Less: Deletions
Value as at 30 June

Redevelopment of the Motor Registry System
The Motor Registry Project (MRProject) scope is to implement a series of identified Business
Initiative Projects to redevelop the Motor Registry System.
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8.3

Reconciliation of Non-Current Physical Assets

Reconciliations of the carrying amounts of each class of property, plant, equipment, vehicles and infrastructure at the beginning and end of the
current financial year are set out below. The reconciliation for Road Infrastructure is shown in the previous note.
Plant and
Equipment
2005
Carrying amount at start
of year
Abt Railway carrying
amount at start of year
Additions
Disposals
Revaluation
increments/(decrements)
Write-down of assets
Net transfers free of
charge
Depreciation/amortisation
expense
Adjustment for prior years
Carrying amount at end
of year

$ 000
470

Motor
Marine
Vehicles Vessels and
Equipment
$ 000
$ 000
25

5,182

6,170
555

Computer
Equipment

Buildings

Vacant
Land
Holdings
$ 000

Aerodromes

Other
Infrastructure

$ 000

Land
Under
Buildings
$ 000

$ 000

$ 000

$ 000

556

2,028

1,098

5,975

383

10,277

594

2,778
577

115

60

41

1,399
313
(61)
(110)

23,864
343
75
(9)

(434)

6,761

(25)

(235)

4,947

(331)

819

(233)

5,210

1,254

(20)
7,496

(5)

(1,099)

378

33,451
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Plant and
Equipment
2004
Carrying amount at start of
year
Additions
Disposals
Revaluation
increments/(decrements)
Write-down of assets
Net transfers free of charge
Depreciation/amortisation
expense
Adjustment for prior years
Carrying amount at end
of year

$ 000
553
140
(18)

Motor
Marine
Vehicles Vessels and
Equipment
$ 000
$ 000
50

5,417

Computer
Equipment

Buildings

$ 000

$ 000

523
360

2,127
110
(64)

Land
Under
Buildings
$ 000

Vacant Aerodromes
Land
Holdings
$ 000
$ 000

Traffic
Signals
$ 000

1,218

6,278

330

10,522
196

(120)

(371)
80

58

80
(2)

(11)
(203)
(2)
470

(25)

25

(235)

(333)

5,182

6
556

(145)

2,028

1,098

(1)
5,975

(5)

(519)

383

10,277

Carrying Amount means:
(a) in relation to an asset, the amount at which the asset is recorded in the accounting records as at a particular date. In application to a depreciable
asset, carrying amount means the net amount after deducting accumulated depreciation; and
(b) in relation to a class of assets, the sum of the carrying amounts of the assets in that class.
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8.4

Other Assets

Other Current Assets
Prepayments
Stores
Total other current assets

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

1,908

3,378
194
3,572

1,908
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9.
9.1

Liabilities
Employee Entitlements

Accrued salaries
Annual leave
Long service leave
Total

2005
$ 000
149
3,320
6,953
10,422

3,360
6,833
10,193

Current
Non-current
Total

4,228
6,194
10,422

4,105
6,088
10,193

2005
$ 000
1,332
475
1,807

2004
$ 000
1,301
502
1,803

1,807

1,803

1,807

1,803

2005
$ 000
1,019
13
1,032

2004
$ 000
450
13
463

9.2

Payables

Creditors
Accrued expenses
Total
Current
Non-current
Total

9.3

2004
$ 000

Other Liabilities

Revenue received in advance
Monies held in trust
Total
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9.4

Schedule of Commitments

At the reporting date, the Department had entered into contracts for the commitments in the
following areas:
Schedule of Commitments as at 30 June
2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

94,095
25,992
467
120,554

56,672
10,103

Lease Commitments
Operating leases
Total lease commitments

9,505
9,505

10,287
10,287

By Maturity
Operating lease commitments
One year or less
From one to five years
Over five years
Total operating lease commitments

2,458
4,674
2,373
9,505

2,554
5,319
2,414
10,287

Capital Commitments
Infrastructure State Roads
Infrastructure National Roads
Other Infrastructure
Total capital commitments

66,775

NB: Commitments are shown as GST exclusive.
The majority of the Department s leases are represented by land and building rental costs and
vehicle lease costs. The total lease commitment for 2004-05 excludes local government and other
executory costs where they are paid directly to a party other than the lessor. These costs are
included elsewhere in the Department s expenditures.
The Department also has entered into contingent rental arrangements. Contingent rental costs relate
to land and building leases, and in the main comprise local government charges and the periodic
escalation of leases by the Consumer Price Index. Since Contingent Rentals cannot be reliably
determined, they have been excluded in the calculations of Total Lease Commitments.
The Department does not have any purchase rights flowing from the lease of the land and buildings.
Some buildings have renewal options exercisable by the lessee. There are no building leases that
have renewal rights exercisable at the sole discretion of the lessor.
The minimum lease payment for vehicles is based on the average age of the vehicle fleet and a
standard lease period of 24 months.
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9.5

Schedule of Unquantifiable Contingencies

At 30 June 2005 the following contingent liabilities exist:
A number of claims for limited access compensation;
An unresolved dispute in relation to the Westbury-Hagley bypass;
A number of acquisitions for current road projects which are at various stages of settlement;
Contractual disputes which are not sufficiently clear or advanced to quantify; and
A number of claims relating to personal injury or damage caused to property (including
vehicles) allegedly due to road works or road condition.
Due to the nature of the claims and the uncertainty as to the timing and quantum of potential
settlement in each case, it is not possible to reliably measure these obligations in the Financial
Statements.
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10.

Equity and Movements in Equity

10.1 Reconciliation of Equity
Accumulated Surplus

Balance at 1 July
Net surplus/(deficit)
Assets not previously
recognised / incorrectly
recognised
Adjustment on restructure
Net revaluation
Increments
Decrements
Balance at 30 June

2005
$ 000
2,594,431

2004
$ 000
2,636,410

18,155

(41,982)

Asset Revaluation
Reserve
2005
2004
$ 000
$ 000
703,977
441,505

Total Equity
2005
$ 000
3,298,408

2004
$ 000
3,077,915

18,155

(41,982)

3

3

264

2,612,850

264

2,594,431

229,044

262,472

229,044

262,472

933,021

703,977

3,545,871

3,298,408

(a) Nature and purpose of reserves
Asset Revaluation Reserve
The Asset Revaluation Reserve is used to record increments and decrements on the revaluation of
certain non-current assets, as described in accounting policy Note 2.10(e).

10.2

Adjustments recognised directly in equity
2005
$ 000

Plant and Equipment
Computer Equipment
Vacant Land Holdings
Cash on administered/controlled restructure
Total

264
264

2004
$ 000
(2)
6
(1)
3
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10.3 Asset Revaluation Reserve by Class of Asset
Asset revaluation reserve
The asset revaluation reserve is used to record increments and decrements on the revaluation of
certain non-current assets, as described in accounting policy note (2.10).
The balance within the asset revaluation reserve for the following class of assets is:

Road Infrastructure
Plant and Equipment
Traffic Signals
Total

2005
$ 000
928,911
2,285
1,825
933,021

2004
$ 000
699,942
2,285
1,750
703,977
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11.

Cash Flow Reconciliation

11.1 Reconciliation of Cash per Statement of Financial Position to
Statement of Cash Flows

Cash at year end per Statement of Cash Flows
Statement of Financial Position Cash

2005
$ 000
3,477
3,477

2004
$ 000
2,238
2,238

2005
$ 000
18,419
79,560
155
(100)

2004
$ 000
(41,982)
79,812
3,415
(138)
11
(169)
(1,479)
(32)
(707)
(207)
(2,970)
546

11.2 Reconciliation of Operating Surplus to Net Cash Provided by
Operating Activities:

Net surplus (deficit)
Depreciation/Amortisation
Write down of assets
Revenue on Revaluation
Assets transferred (liabilities assumed)
Decrease (increase) in receivables
Decrease (increase) in prepayments and stores
Decrease (increase) in other tax assets
Increase (decrease) in employee benefits
Increase (decrease) in payables
Increase (decrease) in other liabilities
Net (Profit)loss on sale of assets
Effect of change in accounting policy
Other cash/accrual differences
Net cash from (used by) operating activities

(720)
1,664
(448)
229
4
569
60
(34,212)
(151)
65,029

36,100
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11.3

Acquittal of Capital Investment Program

The Works and Services Appropriation received during the year has been for the purpose of funding
a number of specific projects. Expenditure on these projects, on a cash basis, is listed below.
(a)

Project expenditure
2005
Budget
Actual
$'000
$'000

Capital Investment Program
National Highway System
Bass Hwy - Penguin to Ulverstone
Midland Hwy - Bridgewater Bridge Replacement
Bass Hwy East Devonport to Port Sorell
Arthur Hwy
North East Tasmania Access (NETAS)
Other Infrastructure Development
Road Routine Maintenance
Road Specific Maintenance
Miscellaneous Fees/Charges
Road Reinstatement
Bridge Maintenance
Safety Works
Traffic Management Works
Minor Improvements
Vehicle Mass and Dimension Management
Blackspot Contribution
Roadside & Quarry Rehabilitation, Flora & Fauna
Protection
Corporate Management
Management Systems
Asset Management
Strategic Policy and Planning
State Funded Projects
West Tamar Hwy Cormiston Creek to Legana Park
Drive
Kingston Interchange
Southwood Roads
Strahan Township
Glen Huon Main Road
Cradle Mountain Tourist Road
Other Infrastructure Development
Bridge Upgrading
North East Tasmania Access (NETAS)
Arthur Highway

2004
Actual
$'000

12,260
2,340

13,308

1,612
301
446
1,295
1,179
2,159
2,870
687
118
630
1,229
564
620
155

3,660
2,000
2,960
914
140
360
906
500
280
120
1,116

3,154
4,654
3,139
1,084
74
295
703
655
369
129
150
1,627

150
1,100
330
700

68
1,100
294
700

12
1,100
226
850
200

2,911
1,499

3,360
1,013

4,310

5,694

50
155
4,700
150

133
306
1,548
237

1,060
167
2,995
1,428
953
404
149
892
660
1,783

950
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2005
Budget
Actual
$'000
$'000
Rail Infrastructure
Public Transport Facilities
Emergency and Flood Repairs
Road Routine Maintenance
Road Specific Maintenance
Miscellaneous Fees/Charges
Road Reinstatement
Bridge Maintenance
Bridge Reinstatement
Assistance to Local Government
Maintenance of Other Infrastructure
Vehicle Mass and Dimension Management
Safer Roads
Traffic Management Works
Tourism Infrastructure
State Contribution to Blackspots
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Roadside Rehabilitation
Highland Lakes Rd - Burbury Hill to Shannons
Lagoon
Quarry Rehabilitation, Environmental Hazard
Management, Flora & Fauna Protection
Corporate Management
Provision for third Party Claims
Management Systems
Asset Management
Strategic Policy and Planning
Total

175

2004
Actual
$'000

107
11
244
16,051
6,198
478
1,830
4,418
415
116
55
74
690
138
332
66
170

101
41
307
18,280
3,943
489
1,806
3,230
183
151
50
58
2,152
681
499
109
43
1

239

1,943

1,411

405
2,210

311
1,257
16
326
5,251
2,090
86,381

147
1,737
46
515
4,765
2,069
70,508

715
16,780
4,970
500
400
5,248
220
75
50
400
82
300
120
60

360
5,090
2,090
84,100
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2005
Budget
Actual
$'000
$'000
Social Infrastructure Fund
Road Safety
Margate Streetscape
Mining Policy
Hobart Waterfront Strategy
Royal Agricultural Society of Tasmania

144

142

Major Projects Fund
Abt Railway

2004
Actual
$'000

356
217
100
300
50

933

Economic & Social Infrastructure Fund
Wall in the Wilderness
Abt Railway
Road and Bridge Maintenance
Woodsdale Road Project
Race Patrol Film
Dismal Swamp
CODES

430
3,359
600
450
375
200

244
2,708
600
450
375

Structural & Performance Initiative Program
Motor Registry Project

1,725

1,713

938

Total

7,283

6,232

6,601

(b)

140
3,567

Classification of cash flows

Cash outflows
Other cash payments
Maintenance
Other
Payments for acquisition of assets
Total cash outflows

2005
$'000

2004
$'000

51,506
6,232
34,875
92,613

32,605
6,601
37,903
77,109
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12.

Financial Instruments

Financial Instrument

Notes

Financial Assets

Cash

11

Receivables for user
charges

8.1

Financial Liabilities

Creditors

9.2

Accounting Policies and Methods
(including recognition criteria and
measurement basis)
Financial assets are recognised when
control over future economic benefits is
established and the amount of the benefit
can be reliably measured.
Cash includes cash deposits which are
readily convertible to cash on hand plus
cash available in Treasury s Special
Deposit and Trust Fund. Deposits are
recognised at their nominal amounts.
Interest is credited to revenue as it accrues.
Cash is measured at nominal amounts and
is also the net fair value.
These receivables are recognised at the
nominal amounts due, less any provision
for bad and doubtful debts. Collectability
of debts is reviewed at balance date.
Provisions are made when collection of the
debt is judged to be less rather than more
likely. The net fair value of receivables is
the nominal amount
Liabilities are recognised when it is
probable that the future sacrifice of
economic benefits will be required and the
amount of the liability can be measured
reliably.
Creditors and accruals are recognised at
their nominal amounts, being the amounts
at which the liabilities will be settled.
Liabilities are recognised to the extent that
the goods or services have been received
(and irrespective of having being invoiced).
The net fair value of payables is the
nominal amount.

Nature of underlying instrument
(including significant terms & conditions
affecting the amount, timing and
certainty of cash flows)

The interest rate applicable at 30 June 2005
ranged from 0% to 5.44%. Exposure to
interest rate and credit risks is considered to
be minimal.

Debtors terms are 30 days net.

Settlement is usually made within 30 days.
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13.

Notes to Administered Statements

13.1

Administered Revenue from State Government

Administered Revenue from Government includes revenue from appropriations, including
appropriations carried forward under section 8A of the Public Account Act 1986, and from Items
Reserved by Law
2005
2005
2004
Actual Original
Actual
Budget
$ 000
$ 000
$ 000
Recurrent Appropriation
Appropriation Carried Forward under section 8A of the
Public Account Act 1986
Less Revenue Received in Advance

15,036

Total Administered Revenue from Government

15,036

15,532

200
(200)

57,262
256
(317)

15,532

57,201

Section 8A of the Public Account Act 1986 allows for an unexpended balance of an appropriation to
be transferred to an Account in the Special Deposits and Trust Fund for such purposes and
conditions as approved by the Treasurer. In the initial year, the carry forward is recognised as a
liability, Revenue Received in Advance. The carry forward is recognised as revenue in the
following year, assuming that the conditions of the carry forward are met and the funds are
expended.
13.2

Administered Commonwealth Grants

Specific Grants
Commonwealth allocation of National Road Funds (L090)
Other Commonwealth Grants
Total

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

31,617
6
31,623

14,065
33
14,098
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13.3

Administered User Charges

Proceeds from sale of goods and services:
2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

Goods
Mineral Royalties
Mineral Land Rentals
Custom Plates

18,501
891
282

9,893
822
197

Services
MAIB Commission
Registration and Licensing
Other
Total

1,768
618
246
22,306

1,713
679
203
13,507

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

Fees
Public Vehicle Licensing
Fees from Mineral Lands
Storage of Explosives and Inflammable Goods
Other Workplace Standards fees
Driver Licensing
Electrical Safety
Vehicle Registration

254
277
275
154
5,254
355
24,827

233
352
313
122
5,534
313
23,482

Fines
Weighbridge
Other
Total

21
99
31,516

20
95
30,464

13.4

Administered Fees and Fines

Proceeds from fees and fines:
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13.5

Gross Proceeds and Expense From the Disposal of Fixed Assets
2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000
212,131
5,723
64
183

Non financial assets plant and equipment:
Revenue (proceeds) from sale
Written down value of disposed assets
Net Profit/(Loss)

13.6

Other Administered Revenue from Ordinary Activities

Monies collected on behalf of external bodies
Grants and subsidies
Interest
Other administered revenue
Revenue on increase in equity investment
Total

5,865
85
109
46
6,105

218,101

Monies collected on behalf of external bodies has been excluded as a True Trust transaction from
2004-05 (refer Note 14).
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13.7

Administered Employee Entitlements

Wages and salaries
Long Service Leave
Superannuation
Payroll Tax
Fringe Benefits Tax
Workers Compensation
Total

13.8

2005
$ 000
2,476
46
239
158
8
22
2,949

2004
$ 000
2,185
26
219
140
20
22
2,612

2005
$ 000
12
12

2004
$ 000
17
17

Administered Depreciation and Amortisation

Property, Plant & Equipment
Total
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13.9

Administered Grants and Subsidies

Grants
King Island Shipping Contract
Furneaux Shipping Contract
National Road Transport Commission: Local Government
Contribution
Tasmanian Racing Assistance
Racing Tasmania: Interdominion Grant
Private Forests Tasmania
Project CODES
Rehabilitation of Degraded Mineral Lands
Contribution to Marine and Safety Tasmania
WorkCover Tribunal Transfer
Total Grants

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

1,500

12
212
1,500

1,260
25
1,214

800
1,081

1,260
25
1,263
68
2
800
1,102

5,880

6,244

Subsidies
Community Service Obligation: Payment to the Metro
Tasmania Pty Ltd
Payments to School Bus Operators: Route Services
Payments to School Bus Operators: Contract Services
Conveyance Allowances
Pensioner Air Travel Subsidy
Transport Access Scheme
Pensioner, Aged and Unemployed Concessions (Private
Operators)
Bruny Island Ferry Contract Payments
Urban Bus Service
Total Subsidies

10,244

895
485
1,261
51,573

Total Grants and Subsidies

16,124

57,817

21,259
6,695
620
8
2,015
906

6,313
19,099
655
8
1,598
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13.10 Assets transferred
2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

Port Corporations
Aurora Energy Pty Ltd
Metro Tasmania Pty Ltd
TOTE Tasmania Pty Ltd
Transend Networks Pty Ltd

64,192
148,860
8,594
7,534
261,630

Total

490,810

During 2003-04 the half share ownership in the State Owned Corporations was transferred to the
Department of Treasury and Finance.

13.11

Other Administered Expenses From Ordinary Activities
2005
$ 000

Transfer of monies collected on behalf of external bodies
Advertising and promotion
Audit expenses
Communications
Consultants
Information technology
Rental of premises and rates
Other property related expenses
Travel and transport
Other expenses
Total

639
38
70
367
80
61
21
252
1,344
2,872

2004
$ 000
210,132
967
49
78
332
88
66
34
264
1,118
213,128

Transfer of monies collected on behalf of external bodies has been excluded as a True Trust
transaction from 2004-05 (refer Note 14).
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13.12 Departmental Administered Outputs
Information about the Department s Outputs and the expenses and revenues, which are reliably
attributable to those Outputs, is set out in the Output Schedule. Information about Outputs
administered by the Department is given in the Statement of Administered Outputs.
13.13 Statement of Administered Outputs
Note: the following information has been prepared on an accrual accounting basis.
(a)

Administered Outputs of the Department

OUTPUT GROUP 91

Grants and Subsidies
Budget
$'000

OPERATING REVENUE
Revenue from Government
Annual Appropriation
Grants
Fines and Regulatory Fees
Sales of Goods and Services
Other Revenue
TOTAL
OPERATING EXPENSES
Employee Entitlements
Depreciation and Amortisation
Grants
Supplies and Consumables
Travel and Transport
Advertising and Promotion
Communications
Contractors
Consultancies
Rent
Other Accommodation Related Expenses
Information Technology
Other Supplies and Consumables
Transfer Payments
TOTAL
NET OPERATING RESULT

15,532

173,836
189,368

2,252
1
14,409

2005
Actual
$'000

2004
Actual
$'000

15,036
2,297
63
598
305
18,299

57,569
1,778
28
150
212,230
271,755

3,554

1,157
2
55,010

14,022
327
22
56
24
110
130
25
137
862

639
172,068
189,369

19,269

174
1
30
2,126
110
66
12
53
215
210,132
269,088

(1)

(970)

2,667
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2005
Budget
Actual
$'000
$'000

2004
Actual
$'000

EXPENSE BY OUTPUT
91.551 King Island Shipping
91.595 Payments to School Bus Operators: Route
Services
91.596 Payments to School Bus Operators:
Contract Services
91.598 National Road Transport Commission:
Local Government Contribution
91.621 Payments for Forest Practices Board
91.622 Project CODES
91.623 Rehabilitation of Degraded Mineral
Lands
91.624 Conveyance Allowance
91.625 Pensioner Air Travel Subsidy
91.626 Transport Access Scheme
91.628 Pensioner, Aged and Unemployed
Concessions
91.629 Furneaux Shipping Contract
91.636 Bruny Island Ferry
91.638 Urban Bus Service
91.643 Contribution to Marine & Safety
Authority
91.644 Community Service Obligation: Payment
to Metro Tasmania Pty Ltd
91.660 Monies Received on Behalf of External
Bodies
91.729 Tasmanian Racing Assistance
91.739 Private Forests Tasmania
91.741 Interdominion Grant
TOTAL

12
7,148

6,695

6,313
19,100

1,500
1,769

1,500
2,091

1,500
1,815
68

733
8
2,063

620
8
2,015

1,081

906

895
213
485
1,261

700

800

800

425
655
8
1,599

21,259
172,068
1,060
1,214
25
189,369

1,260
3,349
25
19,269

210,132
1,260
1,263
25
269,088

Note: The above figures do not include administered transactions in relation to the Workcover
Board or revenue collected on behalf of the Consolidated Fund.
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13.14

Administered Receivables

User fees and charges
Less: Provision for doubtful debts
Total
Current
Non-current
Total
13.15

2004
$ 000
3,389
7
3,382

3,262

3,382

3,262

3,382

2005
$ 000
141
122
19

2004
$ 000
128
110
18

Administered Property, Plant, and Equipment

Property, Plant & Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Total

13.16

2005
$ 000
3,267
5
3,262

Reconciliation of Administered Non-Current Physical Assets

A reconciliation of the carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment from the start to the end
of the financial year is set out below.

2005
Carrying amount at start of year
Additions
Disposals
Depreciation/amortisation expense
Carrying amount at end of year

2004
Carrying amount at start of year
Additions
Disposals
Depreciation/amortisation expense
Carrying amount at end of year

Property,
Plant &
Equipment
$ 000
18
13
(12)
19

Property,
Plant &
Equipment
$ 000
34

(16)
18
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13.17

Other Administered Assets

Other Non-current Assets
Investments
Murchison United Ltd
Total other non-current assets

Other Current Assets
Prepayments
Total other current assets

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

67
67

22
22

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000
40
40
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13.18

Administered Employee Entitlements

Accrued salaries
Annual leave
Long service leave
Total
Current
Non-current
Total

13.19

2004
$ 000

261
402
663

209
367
576

2005
$ 000
2,935
2,935

2004
$ 000
2,624
2,624

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

317
4
321

317
4
321

183
393
576

Administered Payables

Creditors and accrued expenses
Total

13.20

2005
$ 000
10
205
448
663

Other Administered Liabilities

Other Current Liabilities
Revenue Received in Advance
Monies held in trust
Total other current Liabilities
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13.21

Schedule of Administered Commitments

Schedule of Commitments as at 30 June 2005
2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

Lease Commitments
Operating leases
Total lease commitments
Total

254
254

111
111

By Maturity
Operating lease commitments
One year or less
From one to five years
Over five years
Total operating lease commitments

139
115

104
7

254

111

NB: Commitments are shown as GST exclusive
The majority of the Department s administered leases are represented by land and building rental
costs and vehicle lease costs. The total lease commitment for 2004-05 excludes local government
and other executory costs where they are paid directly to a party other than the lessor. These costs
are included elsewhere in the Department s expenditures.
Contingent Rental costs relate to land and building leases, and in the main comprise local
government charges and the periodic escalation of leases by the Consumer Price Index. Since
Contingent Rentals cannot be reliably determined, they have been excluded in the calculations of
Total Lease Commitments.
There is no difference between the value of minimum lease payments and the value of Total Lease
Commitments. The Department does not have any purchase rights flowing from the lease of the
land and buildings. There are no building leases that have renewal rights exercisable at the sole
discretion of the lessor.
The minimum administered lease payment for vehicles is based on the average age of the vehicle
fleet and a standard lease period of 24 months.
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13.22

Administered Cash Flow Reconciliation

(a) Reconciliation of cash per Statement of Financial
Position to Statement of Cash Flows
Cash at year end per Statement of Cash Flows
Statement of Financial Position Cash

(b) Reconciliation of operating surplus to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Net surplus (deficit)
Depreciation/Amortisation
Assets transferred (liabilities assumed)
(Increase) Decrease in Investments
Decrease (increase) in receivables
Decrease (increase) in other assets
Increase (decrease) in employee benefits
Increase (decrease) in payables
Increase (decrease) in other liabilities
Net cash provided (used) by operating activities

2005
$ 000

2004
$ 000

3,543
3,543

3,567
3,567

(536)
12

(487,533)
17
490,810
(22)
(970)
(40)
31
1,340
(3,791)
(158)

(45)
120
40
87
311
(11)
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13.23

Administered Financial Instruments

Financial Instrument

Notes

Financial Assets

Cash

11

Receivables for user
charges

8.1

Financial Liabilities

Creditors

9.2

Accounting Policies and Methods
(including recognition criteria and
measurement basis)
Financial assets are recognised when
control over future economic benefits is
established and the amount of the benefit
can be reliably measured.
Cash includes cash deposits which are
readily convertible to cash on hand plus
cash available in Treasury s Special
Deposit and Trust Fund. Deposits are
recognised at their nominal amounts.
Interest is credited to revenue as it accrues.
Cash is measured at nominal amounts and
is also the net fair value.
These receivables are recognised at the
nominal amounts due, less any provision
for bad and doubtful debts. Collectability
of debts is reviewed at balance date.
Provisions are made when collection of the
debt is judged to be less rather than more
likely. The net fair value of receivables is
the nominal amount
Liabilities are recognised when it is
probable that the future sacrifice of
economic benefits will be required and the
amount of the liability can be measured
reliably.
Creditors and accruals are recognised at
their nominal amounts, being the amounts
at which the liabilities will be settled.
Liabilities are recognised to the extent that
the goods or services have been received
(and irrespective of having being invoiced).
The net fair value of payables is the
nominal amount.

Nature of underlying instrument
(including significant terms & conditions
affecting the amount, timing and
certainty of cash flows)

The interest rate applicable at 30 June 2005
ranged from 0% to 5.44%. Exposure to
interest rate and credit risks is considered to
be minimal.

Debtors terms are 30 days net.

Settlement is usually made within 30 days.
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14.

Transactions and Balances Relating to a Trustee or Agency Arrangement

Account/Activity
Monies collected on behalf of external bodies
Less: Monies transferred to external bodies

2005
$ 000
225,956
225,634
322

The Department is responsible for the collection of revenue on behalf of other agencies and
organisations and the transfer of those funds on an agreed basis. The following revenues are
processed through the Department s Operating Account and then forwarded to the relevant
organisation:
Motor tax;
Duties;
Motor Accidents Insurance Board premiums;
State Fire Service levy; and
Federal Interstate Registration Scheme payments.
The balance of these activities merely reflects a timing difference between receipt of the revenue
and forwarding the funds to the relevant body. These transactions were not excluded from the
statements in 2003-04, when they were treated as administered transactions.
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Certification of financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2005

The accompanying financial statements of the Department of Infrastructure, Energy and Resources
are in agreement with the relevant accounts and records and have been prepared in compliance with
Treasurer s Instructions issued under the provisions of the Financial Management and Audit Act
1990 to present fairly the financial transactions for the year ended 30 June 2005 and the financial
position as at end of the year.
At the date of signing, I am not aware of any circumstances which would render the particulars
included in the financial statements misleading or inaccurate.

....................................
Mark Addis
SECRETARY

Date: 9 September 2005
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